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And how you worship truth's omnipotence. 
What joyance rains upon me, when I see 
Fame, in the mirror of futurity 
Weaving the chaplets you have yet to gain 
And then I feel I have not lived in vainf* 

To the students of the Hindoo CoU^e 
— H . VIVTAN L O U I S DEROZIO, 1 8 3 1 



Carrigendum 
We, at the Publication Committee, PUSUC, are humble to have come out with the first ever 

issue of the Presidency University magazine (a Prelude). This is however our first attempt at 

this and many unintentional errors were received in the process. We are extremely 

apologetic to the authors whose articles have faced these errors as they were mostly 

typographic or otherwise. 

Out of all the errors present in this issue, two of them require an immediate corrigendum. 

They are: 

• Acknowledgement section, "historian Swapan Chakraborty" must stand corrected as 

"litterateur Swapan Chakravorty." 
• Acknowledgement section, "Presidency College Alumni Association" must stand 

corrected as "Presidency Alumni Association." 

We sincerely hope that the further copies of this magazine and the printed articles in this 
one, if reprinted will contain the above mentioned corrigendum and more. 
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EDITORIAL 

It has been a hundred years since the words 'First Edition' have been associated with any magazine published 
by Presidency, as an institution. It is thus with a sense of momentous reflection that I take upon myself the task 
of editing this prelude to the first edition of the Presidency University Magazine, published on the centennial of 
the first edition of the Presidency College Magazine. 

The tradition of writing has changed much in the last century, and yet, the human need to write has not disap-
peared altogether. History is curiously subservient to Nature in that it obeys the seasonal surges of emotions 
that recur throughout it, manifesting in different shades of glory. For even though the winter is harsh, with all 
the decadence of a dying year, hope prevails, as spring cannot be far behind. The same is true for institutions, 
for they endure the rigours of Time. 

Presidency College (now Presidency University) is a curious institution, combining age, heritage and wisdom 
with youth, vitality and emotion, weaving together a narrative that threads its way through the hearts of every 
student and teacher who has ever walked its halls. There is an indefinable spirit that pervades the College, 
righdy called the Derozian spirit, for it produces the most argumentative, and thus the most empathetic of all 
Indians. Indeed, this unseen bond to the campus makes itself felt along the heart, and we invariably end up, in 
Prof. TaraknathSen's words: "Looking back". This magazine has as its theme, therefore, nostalgia and memory. 
If there is any conflict between the two, it is only to be encouraged, as it gives birth to a heritage that transcends 
institutions, binding all who are touched by it into a family. 

Let us remember this, and let every copy of this magazine, no matter where it might be bestowed, serve as a 
reminder that we are not alone, that we are bound by a spirit that is eternal, and whenever we are placed in doubt 
as to who we are, let the memory of the past give us hope for the future. For that is the greatest gift that our 
College has ever given us, the gift of being able to smile in the face of danger, endure the crises and hope for a 
better future. Despite the worst dangers, the family of Presidencians has survived, just as the College has 
survived, always offering us shelter and solace. 

It strikes me as curious, that the first edition of the College Magazine was published just as the world was 
engulfed in the storm clouds of war. This establishes my belief that no matter what may besiege this building on 
College Street, 86/1 will endure and rise from height to further height in its pursuit of a unique blend of academia, 
amiability and erudition. 

Satyaki Majumdar 
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INTRODUCTORY 

The pioneering work of Gregor Mendel in the mid century showed that biological traits are transferred 
through genes and chromosomes from parents to offspring. It is therefore a given, that children will physically 
resemble their parents and grand parents. However, children of the same parents are often seen to be different 
from each other and similar to children of biologically different parents in the way they think, their likes or 
dislikes etc.Interestingly, genetics cannot explain the acquisition of similar traits in biologically unrelated people. 
This extra-chromosomal inheritance of thoughts, values and aspirations often happens when a group of indi-
viduals share a mind space. However, just sharing such a space is not enough. It becomes a vital or energized 
sharing when individuals actively engage with each otherin their life experiences. Presidency College, now 
proudly Presidency University, is one such mind space where for the last 198 years thousands of people have 
taught, studied, played and argued together about everything that was important to them. 

The present members of this hallowed institution have inherited a rich legacy in the form of alumni who were 
freedom fighters, thinkers and creators of modem India, leaders of the world and most importantly, those who 
make the world a better place by just doing the right thing all the time. While we have inherited prestige, 
innovative thought, leadership and all those desirable features that set us apart and hopefully above others, we 
also carry the burden of criticism when we fall a notch or two from the great heights of excellence. It is but 
natural for any institution with greatness in its veins to undergo changes periodically, however a deep passion 
for learning gives us the strength to weather low points in our history and to take necessary measures to correct it. 

My love affair with biology started in school but became a passion in Presidency College between 1972-1975. 
Translation of this passion became an irreversible way of life in thought, word and deed. So much so that even 
during intense arguments during my work as a Vice Chancellor I tend to bring up comparisons of administrative 
puzzles with biological principles. While each of us may adopt a language of our own choice- be it biology or 
politics or history or any other, we still have a collective responsibility to serve Presidency University to ensure 
its continued and immortal excellence. One of the hallmarks of achieving excellence is, in my opinion, never to 
compromise on how we do anything. We cannot be found wanting in our effort to teach or learn, in our speech 
or action. A promise to do the right thing is always the shortest route to achieving excellence both individually 
and collectively. 

The Presidency College magazine was first published in 1914. As I skimmed through the 100 year old treasure, 
I recognized so much that was still common to Presidentians. I also saw where and how we have changed as a 
reflection of the life and times around us. This magazine is not simply a journal where the College has ex-
pressed its thoughts but also a history of the city, state and indeed the nation. I see the names of many famous 
leaders as students, many friends from my batch and many who I recognize through their contemporary work. 
I bask in the pleasure of the thought that I belong here- this is mine! !I am sure all of you will share with me this 
uplifting feeling. 

I understand that there were gaps in the publication of this magazine in the 100 years of its existence, either 
because of the freedom struggle (1945-1946) when many of our elders were in jail or underground. Similarly 
publication was affected during the Emergency in the late 1970s and once in the recent past for the absence of 
a student union. As we prepare for fresh elections of the student union, I wish the union great success and 
continuity in the responsibility of upholding the true character of Presidency! Let the magazine always be 
published in time. Let it be said that for once the present and hopefully the future will be more glorious than the 
past. 

Let us join together to celebrate Presidency University through this wonderful magazine. 

Anuradha Lohia 
(Presidency College, Physiology, 1972-1975) 
V|ge Chancellor, Presidency University. 
6 January 2015 
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INTRODUCTORY ENTRY TO THE FIRST EDITION 
OF THE PRESIDENCY COLLEGE MAGAZINE, 1914 

H.R. James; M.A.; Principal, Presidency College, September 1914 

It is entirely in accordance with the fitness of things that Presidency College should have its magazine. I believe 
this to be the opinion not only of the large majority of present members of the college but also of all who feel 
any interest in the college, whether through links of personal association, present or past, or merely from 
general interest in University education. Because I am convinced of this, I very willingly accede to the request 
of the editor to contribute to the first number a few words of introduction. 

To some it may seem strange that such a magazine has not long been in existence. I do not however think that 
time will be well employed in offering any apology or explanation for the fact that there is at present a void 
which the new magazine aspires to fill. The subject has from time to time been discussed in the college and a 
Presidency College magazine was started at least once in recent years and ran a short course. 

The reasons which make it desirable that we shall have a college magazine are practically those which have 
determined other colleges to have magazines, and they apply with special force in proportion as Presidency 
College may claim a high place among colleges. It is, I believe, in part out of consciousness of special respon-
sibility that Presidency College has in this particular lagged behind other colleges: if some say culpably, I have 
no great quarrel with them. What I am very clear about is, that when Presidency College does have a magazine, 
it is incumbent upon every member of the college to do what he can to make the Presidency College Magazine 
a success. We have hesitated, perhaps too long. We now take the decisive step of issuing our first number. We 
are under obligation to take care that our magazine is started on sound lines and is maintained permanently. 

Nothing can contribute better to these two ends than a clear and accurate view of the functions which a college 
magazine has to fulfil. Rightly understood, a college magazine is an organ of the corporate life of the college. 
It is at once an expression of the coimnon life and a quickener of its activities. It fulfils these functions better in 
proportion as it keeps closely in touch with the actual work-a-day life of the college. It should chronicle events; 
it should communicate views; it should afford opportunities for the free discussion of college affairs and inter-
ests. These things it should do first and foremost; and if it fails to do these things, it is no college magazine. But 
inasmuch as a college is related to other colleges and to the University, a college magazine should, in the 
second place, find space for news from other colleges and keep its readers informed of matters of common 
interest in the University. This is its second natural function. A third is to foster literary and scientific interest by 
printing contributions from members of the college which reach a sufficiently high standard. 

This third function is quite legitimate, but I place it a long way after the other two. Care must be taken that it is 
kept duly subordinate. Experience shows that there is a danger of the more proper functions of a college 
magazine falling into the background, and of literary contributions bulking too largely. However great the 
temptation, and to whatever cause it may be due. it is to be resisted, or a college magazine altogether misses its 
true function. This is to be the college magazine, an organ of college life. It is to treat of current events and 
interests and the interests of the college. It requires no mean art, no slight effort; no slender stock of persever-
ance to attain these ends adequately. 

If our college magazine fulfils its functions as I conceive them, it will do the following things. It will give us 
information valuable to us in our ordinary college life;- notice of events which concern the college as a whole 
or sections of it; the constitution of clubs, seminars, societies; accounts of meetings; changes in the routine of 
studies; information coviceming scholarships and prizes; reports of matches; social news of all sorts; University 
news and general educational news. News must of course be kept within limits, and the limits are given pre-
cisely enough by bearing on the interests of college life. 
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In order that these functions may be discharged effectually, in other words, in order that the information may be 
useful, there are other conditions which must be fulfilled: (I) publicationmust be fairly frequent; (2) publication 
must be punctual. It is hoped to meet the first condition sufficiently by making publication monthly from July to 
November, omitting one month for the Pujah Vacation, ordinarily, as this year, the month of October. The date 
of publication will ordinarily be the first Monday in the month. This year it is proposed to publish the first 
number in November. There will be six issues in the year- three from July to September, three from November 
to March. 

The regularity of publication will depend on the energy and good management of the editor and committee, and 
this will require the assistance of a staff of correspondents: one for college societies, one for the Eden Hindu 
Hostel, one for outside college news, one for University news. It is also hoped to find a correspondent among 
the members of the teaching staff. 

It is proposed also to recognize the historic connection between the College and the Hindu and Hare Schools. A 
column will be kept for news from each of the two schools (so long as the schools have not their own school 
paper), and each school will be invited to appoint a correspondent. 

Two very important considerations remain. Success is not attainable without the solid support of the college at 
large. In particular, the committee and correspondents must depend, to a large extent, on the active and intelli-
gent co-operation of Secretaries of College Societies. The production of the magazine will also involve consid-
erable expenditure. The financial problem has been met by a proposal emanating from the Magazine Commit-
tee and approved by the Students' Consultative Committee and by the Governing Body of the College, that a 
subscription shall be levied throughout the college from every student in the same way as the athletic subscrip-
tion. The Governing Body have further agreed to supplement, if necessary, the revenue to be derived from this 
source. 

In conclusion, I ask on behalf of the Committee for an indulgent reception of this first number and for friendly 
support from all. We trust we have already the support of eveiy present member of the college. We hope also 
for substantial support from past members who retain an affection for the college, and who may be glad to keep 
alive the associations by which they are bound to us. 
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AFRICAN MUSIC 
Douglas Kadenhe, Economics (1958-1962) 

In case somebody comes under the mistaken impression that I am going to attempt a general survey of African 
music as a whole, I want to make it clear at the very outset that all I am going to try to do is to write about a 
particular type of music found in a particular part of the continent of Africa. 

"TSABA-TSABA"- the very sound suggests a fiery rhythm. This is the music that has made the biggest noise 
in Southern Rhodesia for the last half century. Tsaba-tsaba is just as much a dance as it is drama and music. It 
is a form of spontaneous self-expression and complete abundance. It is essentially an art of improvisation- a 
kind of uninstigated combustion produced by the mood of the moment. The tsaba music caught on the tape or 
on the gramophone record is, at the best, a mere suggestion of the whole, a shadow of the reality. Any reproduc-
tion of it outside its atmospheric context is vaguely sacrilegious to the spirit of the real thing. 

Though tsaba-tsaba has an affinity to the noise that seems to be the main constituents of the notorious rock-n-
roll music, it is, in fact, distinct and unique. Even when tsaba-tsaba is adapted for performance on the modem 
stage, it is essential that it retains the element of impromptu and naturalness. 

As it is a product of the particular moment, it is almost impossible to recapture any same impulse twice in 
succession. It has proved to be an infuriatingly elusive affair to re-portray it, once the momentary source has run 
dry its gamut. Such music that originates from the delicate nuances of the human mood from time to time is 
difficult to define except in practical demonstration, and words seem to be poorly equipped to carry over a 
picture that can be remotely adequate. In this respect the cinema is the only medium which can do justice to the 
nature of the thing. 

For the evocation of the ideal mood that will produce the most enjoyable strain of the music, nothing else is so 
well-suited than the clear, open sky with the moon reigning in sole splendour. 

The magic of tsaba-tsaba relies to a great extent upon the vibrant notes of the drum. The drum is the agent of 
provocation-the spark that ignites the latent urge of the dancers are paired off, still each is allowed maximum 
freedom of expression- interpreting the music into action according to the dancers' individual imagination and 
inclination. Freedom of emotional expression is a fundamental right of the tsaba-tsaba. The principle is that 
people dance because the urge is natural and irresistible. Dancers are not artificial beings at the dictates of art, 
but natural mortals revelling in the unalloyed joy of dancing and expressing themselves spontaneously instead 
of being restricted by the formulas of art. In tsaba-tsaba, art follows nature. 

There is innumerable variety in tsaba-tsaba. Every performer has his own steps and his own movements, and 
the audience would have nothing else. This abundant variety and constant change of style and tempo is quite in 
keeping with the proverbial mercurial character of the Rhodesians who cannot stand monotony. But at the 
bottom of the seeming chaos and profusion of movements is an underlying uniformity, provided mainly by the 
background rhythm. 

Always towards the end the tempo increases gradually. The drum which had up to this moment mingled in 
euphony with the other instruments now booms above the conglomerate sound, voicing its claim to supremacy. 
The dancers now sway lazily and rhythmically like branches of a tree in a gentle breeze. The couples pair up 
unconsciously and separate again. The beat quickens unmistakenly; the dancers get intoxicated with the music, 
and transfigured by their own prowess, their facial expression alters from strange concentration to frenzied 
obsession. Instead of merely enjoying the vivid animation one becomes sucked into the spirit of tsaba-tsaba, 
mysteriously becoming a part of it. Now the pennywhistle pierces above the overall sound, and all the other 
instruments join in harmony, concocting the delirious music of pipes and drums. The tsaba-tsaba has now 
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assumed chaotic confusion, as sinuous bodies writhe and glisten in serpentine convolutions. By this time the 
music has risen to its final cyclonic crescendo that seems no longer of this world. The distinction between the 
dancers is lost in the blur of revolving bodies until they all emerge as mere forms and shapes caught up in the 
whirligig of the raging rhythm of tsaba-tsaba. 

(Originally published in Presidency College Magazine, 1962 edition) 
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CAN INTELLIGENT STUDENTS AFFORD TO BE GOOD STUDENTS? 

(A debate held in the year 1951, between July and September. In the editor's words, "The 
opinions given below tell us what present students think about the matter ") 

I 
Asoke Ray; Sixth Year Arts, 1951. 

Education, in the very general sense, means only certain instructions directed mainly to the training of men and 
women for certain professions. But education is also the disinterested pursuit of learning, educating the soul. 
Students who may be termed bookworms are concerned only with books. But though we may spend our young 
days filling notebooks with definitions of Religion, Politics, Art, etc., yet, in the end, as Euclid points out, our 
tables are incomplete and our curve a parabola whose ends will never meet. 

The intelligent students take the second view of education: experience gained from contact with the world, its 
men and sights, is itself a good book. The intelligent student acquires his nowledge spontaneously and can 
grasp the totality instead of only a single aspect of the truth. 

In this mechanical world we attach more importance to the minor than the major values of life. Our principle 
should be to adjust minor values, keeping the major values fixed. If books are read not from the utilitarian 
standpoint but for acquiring knowledge of the world, they will take us to "unaccountable and unforgettable 
moments which take the soul of enjoyment to strangely higher powers of itself; moments when the intervening 
darkness thins and we can see into the heart of life". Our so-called 'good' students, to be happy, must be 
intelligent too. 

n 
Ashin Dasgupta; Fourth year Arts, 1951. 

An intelligent definition of 'intelligence' is hard to get at. Everybody knows that he is nobody's fool. On the 
other hand, most of us love to imagine ourselves as intellectuals. But intelligence is no mere absence of foolish-
ness. And as to intellectuals, whenever the occasion permits, we airily dismiss the recognised ones as mere 
fools. It happens. It is the reality. Intelligence, it seems, is an understanding of this reality, a quick power to 
grasp its causal connection. Nobody would admit that he is not intelligent. Few would care nowadays to be 
calledo an idealist. 

So we, intelligent people, all deal with reality. And what, nowadays, is the reality as regards our system of 
education? You cram successfully and you are a professor or an administrator. You cram with less success and 
you are a clerk. A good student, that is, one who takes an interest in his studies, cannot escape either of these 
two. But being a good student, he spends his student life absorbed in his studies. So he gets no chance of getting 
at the realities of things. He grows up, may be an intellectual, may be a book worm. But never an intelligent 
man. 

So we, of the intelligentsia, are never good students. Times are difficult. Tiy to keep in touch with things and 
you are out of touch with your studies. So that is the trouble with us, intelligent people; we are so busy being 
intelligent that we have not the time to be good students. For how, we may well ask, can one be both intelligent 
and a good student at the same time? Where is the time? 

Ill 
Parthasarathi Gupta, Third year Arts, 1951 

We are living in the middle of the twentieth centuiy at a time when the world is passing through a crisis. This 
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crisis manifests itself in the form of World Wars, economic chaos, and various restrictions on the life of the 
individual- restrictions which were unthinkable even in the recent past, before our own eyes we have seen the 
devastating effects of modem culture, the monstrous exploitation of people, by alien rulers, the end results of 
racial discrimination, and last, but not least, the abysmal gap between rich and poor. 

In such a situation the intelligent and imaginative young man cannot but ask himself the question why this is so, 
and in raising these problems and trying to find out the answers to them he cannot help being deflected from the 
secluded life of a disinterested scholar- aloof and remote from all directions. But the conventional idea of a 
good student is that he should not concern himself with problems that are outside the syllabus prescribed by his 
tutors (a syllabus that is often antiquated and sometimes ordinary) and never ask embarrassing, impertinent 
questions that may threaten the basis of the status-quo. Politics, above everything, is marked taboo. 

For the intelligent youth of today, therefore, this ideal of being a good student is not attractive. His life is 
intricately bound up with the living world around him and neutrality in the face of the great ideological clashes 
of today cannot be imagined. He knows that-
"...only ghosts can live 
Between two fires." 
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COLLEGE MAGAZINES (1939) 
Principal Kuruvilla Zachariah 

A college magazine is, in many ways, one of the most harmless of our public institutions. This may seem faint 
praise, especially in a Jubilee Number, but I mean it as high commendation. When we consider how often even 
the well-meant acts of well-meaning men result in evil rather than in good, how mixed are the issues of human 
endeavour and how powerless we are to separate the tares from the wheat, we shall be thankful for anything 
that does not hurt, even if it cannot heal. When man ate of the fruit of the forbidden tree, he not only knew good 
and evil, but he became helpless to do good without evil. The proof lies all around us. Few steps in human 
progress have been so long as the mastery of the art of flying and to-day we cower under the possible conse-
quences of that art. Or, think of printing, the keystone of modem learning and education. What it gives in the 
one sides, it takes away on the other. It places books in our hands, but the running brooks stray unnoticed to the 
sea. The newspapers tell us what happens with each tired sunrise from China to Peru; but truth is so cunningly 
mingled in them with falsehood, falsehood by assertion, falsehood by omission, that to extract it pure would 
strain the skill of a Bentley. One of the tests of an educated man is that he does not believe the newspapers.-
Inventions and institution devised for the welfare and happiness of mankind become, by some inevitable al-
chemy, instruments of wrong and misery. Nearly everything we touch turns to dust and ashes. It is no light 
achievement in our world to refrain from doing harm. 

One reason for this is that the college magazine seeks to do no good. It does not flaunt any high-sounding 
object like the advancement of learning or the dissemination of knowledge or, to use the ugly phrase, the 
mobilisation of public opinion. It does not claim the largest circulation in the country. It is content with a very 
limited audience and its aims are very modest, to tell what happens in the college from term to term and to 
clothe a few student essays with an illusion of immortality. It is a comforting thought that modem paper is so 
quickly perishable. In old days men wrote on stone or copper or parchment. Stones break, but the fragments 
remain and provide occupation for the epigraphist. Parchment writing, even when scraped out, peeps through 
as a palimpsest. If paper were untearable and unbumable, the earth would soon sink under the load of learning. 
But, happily, in a generation or two it crumbles into dust; and, meanwhile, newspaper show an unexpected 
wisdom and pre-vision in providing sheets of a size convenient for making grocers' bags or lining shelves. It 
would be an evil day for college magazines when they put forth a programme or try to live up to an ideal. 

Another advantage of college magazines is that, although they have the misfortune to be attached to an institu-
tion, they are not controlled by any one person. Editors come and go with refreshing frequency-a year or two 
and their pages know them no more. Conscious of approaching freedom, they are not crushed by the burden of 
responsibility and can set about their task as light-heartedly as the moth that lives but for the day. It is true that 
the connexion with a college imposes some limitations. One has to pretend that one's college is the best; and, 
sometimes, a little of that heavy solemnity, so strangely characteristic of colleges in Bengal, descends on the 
magazine as well. But these are adventitious-the essence of the magazine is an easy carelessness, a swift glance 
at all the flowers in the garden without wearing either the while rose or the red. 

There is a third point for the college magazine-that nobody reads it. This is specially important because at-
tempts are sometimes made to use it to convey a lesson or a moral. Principals write serious 'fore-words,' but 
they fall as seed on stony soil and inspire neither reaction nor response. Old students write to extol their ovm 
days, but their self-deception deceives no one else, for no one reads them. Those only read the college maga-
zine who write for it. Their attention may indeed be pardoned, for they limit themselves to their own produc-
tions and such a simple vanity does no harm to any one else. No critical eye sits in judgement on these children, 
who enjoy at once the stimulation of publicity and the indulgence of the home. Nowhere else can one enjoy this 
double privilege, a privilege specially valuable at that age which is at the same time most effervescent and most 
sensitive. 

The college magazine is, thus, one of the few innocent activities in a sad, bad world. I have seen no better 
specimens of the type than the Presidency College Magazine. It is now older than most of its members. And, 
even when it is a hundred, I trust it will still preserve those qualities of freshness, variety and irresponsibility 
that alone make it worth while. 
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The Liberal Ideal (2007) 
Prof. Amlan Datta 

(Excerpt from the original article, published in the 2007-08 edition of the Presidency College Magazine) 

Almost all over the civilized world liberalism is in disgrace today. It has been trampled on by Fascist^ held in 
bitter contempt by the Communists, confidently criticized by the Socialists and only apologetically defended 
by the Liberals themselves. And it is not for nothing that liberalism has met this fate. Liberal mstitutions have 
failed; they have failed to satisfy the only test that counts, the test of their adequacy to meet the problems of our 
time. 

Liberal institutions have failed to fulfil the promise that they once held out so confidently. Yet the failure of 
liberal institutions does not mean the failure of all that liberalism stood for. Liberalism stood for a certain spirit, 
certain ideals which it thought could be realized through the institutions it came to defend. We may be firmly 
convinced of the inadequacy of these institutions and yet recognize the value of the ideas liberalism preached. 
The suggestion that what liberalism preached an ideal may have a more permanent value than what it taught 
about social institutions need not appear surprising. It is not unoften that statements of differing degrees of 
generality find place within the fold of a single system of thought; and even when some of these statements are 
rendered obsolete with the passage of time, other statements of a more durable nature may retain their right to 
recognition. It is only in a limited sense that a doctrine is apt to be all of a piece; and in practice we may even 
reject a doctrine- as we may reject liberalism- while we take over the more permanent part of its contribution. 
In claiming that the liberal ideal has not lost its value even though liberal institutions stand discredited, it is not 
suggested that the ideal has not completely escaped the influence of the institutions. As a matter of fact, even 
the theoretic conception of the ideal has been , in the case of many liberal thinkers, rendered confused and 
incomplete through the influence of mistaken ideas on economic and political institutions. To take at this state 
only one example, liberal economic doctrine toyed with the idea of the 'economic man' and it can be reasonably 
suggested that this idea obstructed the working out by the liberals of such a complete conception of human 
nature as an adequate statement of their ideal requires. Yet with all its incompleteness, the liberal ideal has a 
heart that deserves respect. And liberals with a clear recognition of this essence of their creed have not been 
entirely absent. 

The essence of the liberal ideal lies in its insistence on the value of the individual. Spiritually, individualism 
and liberalism are inseparable associates. The individual, it has been asserted, is the ultimate center of all 
experiences; happiness is a state of consciousness that in any final analysis, can only belong to the individual; 
and therefore the happiness of society is as a whole can only mean the aggregate happiness of the individuals 
who compose it. If happiness is a good, it is individual happiness that ought to be promoted. It has further been 
asserted that while eveiy individual is a member of a community, he is in a quite fundamental sense unique; that 
even when his experiences resemble those of others, the way and the order in which he receives them are 
stamped with his own individuality and it is a violence to his nature to force him to integrate his experiences in 
conformity with a generally prescribed pattern. The individual in short should have maximum freedom to 
arrive at such unique integration of his personality as his distinctive nature demands. Freedom of the individual 
being the supreme and neither custom nor tradition nor any institution, nor even the state, may claim the 
allegiance of the mdividua irrespective of its function in promoting freedom. Restriction on the freedom of any 
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KURUVILLA ZACHARIAH (1964) 
Sushovan Chandra Sarkar 

To the present generation of students Kuruvilla Zachariah is merely a name. To his contemporaries, old and 
young, he was almost a legend. The College Centenary Volume in an obituary notice- he passed away in the 
midst of the celebration- aptly described him as a "distinguished scholar, great and inspiring as a teacher, 
universally respected for his personal qualities." The portrait in the same volume carries in its caption a fitting 
tribute-" the finest teacher of history in the annals of Presidency College." 

Young Zachariah must have been one of the most outstanding students in all of India in the early years of the 
20"' century. He won a double first- in History as well as English honours at the Madras University. After 
serving his own Christian College as tutor in English and lecturer in History, he spent three years in Oxford on 
a State Scholarship. Oxford awarded him a First Class in History(1915)- a distinction not yet attained by any 
one from Bengal- with eleven alphas in a total of thirteen papers. Arthur Johnson, his tutor in Merton, regarded 
him as one of the best students in his experience of forty five years. 

One of the first Indians appointed to the Indian Educational Service, Kuruvilla Zachariah was posted to the 
Presidency College, far away from his home in the South. He served our College as Professor of History from 
1916 to 1930 and created from the first a tremendous impression on all his pupils and colleagues, an impres-
sion which only deepened with the passing years. I had the great fortune of being his student from 1917-1923 
and to this day I cannot think of my College days without his image flashing through my mind. Prafullachandra 
Ghose and Kuruvilla Zachariah are the two teachers dearest in my memoiy, and I have not come across their 
peers in my experience, here and abroad. The annals of our college justly boast of a succession of great teach-
ers, and if tradition is worth anything, Kuruvilla Zachariah is assured his place among these immortals. 

He started with English history in our First Year class and at once the magic realm of History opened to our 
wondering minds. In the Third Year, he took up the Middle Ages and to me at least the result was an abiding 
love for medieval ideas and institutions in their unfolding. His intimate insight into Medieval Europe was 
symbolised for us in his article in the college magazine for April 1918 in which he held up a moving picture of 
the Florentine Priory of San Marco ("the cloister seems to me"-he wrote-"the translation into architecture of 
the monastic temper") and memorable sketches of Fra Angelico, Savonarola, and Pico de la Mirandola. We had 
some difficulty in finding suitable textbooks on the unfamiliar period and the Professor took the trouble of 
getting out for us excellent introductory studies all the way from Blackwell's of Oxford. He taught us to use the 
seminar library, to browse among books, a habit which many of us acquired for life. When he turned to Greek 
history, ancient Greece and 'violet-crowned' Athens came to life for us. He could conjure up a vision of Greek 
maritime activity by an effective use of the beautiful lines of Matthew Arnold, the image of some grave Tyrian 
trader descrying among Aegean isles the stealthy emerging prow-

"And saw the merry Grecian coaster come. 
Freighted with amber grapes, and China wine. 
Green bursting figs and tunnies steeped in brine; 

And knew the intruders on his ancient home. 
The young light-hearted masters of the waves - " 

And not imagination alone. At the postgraduate stage, in English constitutional history, we learned from him 
the power of kin analysis and balanced presentation, a gift which I missed in even many Oxford lecturers. 
Rarely had Clio a more worthy votary than Kuruvilla Zachariah. 

To his pupils even in their later careers, Professor Zachariah's academic wisdom was always readily available. 
When we were revising the History syllabus at the Dacca University, I obtained from him instructive advice. 
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though perhaps a little too radical for the authorities. When I was suddenly f ' f j P ' ^ " 
Constitutional History in the Calcutta M.A. classes, his synopsis and advice, lent " " ^ ^ ^ ^ l y , b e ^ 
main stay When the course on the Reformation was introduced in the Calcutta Honours stage, he mtroduced 
T t o its'literature and in particular gave me a French volume of very great help He turned ^ 
occasion, at a moment's notice a comprehensive list on the source-matenal, of all thmgs, the r-eign of Henry 
VII. 1 found him once immersed in the study of the French material on the history of the French m India^ 1 have 
no doubt that many others must have drawn from, and profited by the wide range of his accurate ^owledge and 
historical scholarship. He not merely emanated reliable information, he could also tram us in the use ot unta-
miliar material in the true Oxford style. Professor Zachariah did indeed live up to the ideal he hiitiself laid down 
in the College Magazine for September 1917: "the great teacher influences his pupils, not through their memory, 
but through their judgement." 

Kuruvilla's father was a teacher, and he inherited from him personal integrity and a love for the teaching 
profession. He himself felt that teaching was his true vocation, but a man of self-discipline, he could not shirk 
when duty called him to administrative work. Quality shone out even in such alien fields. He assisted the Sadler 
Commission and the Hartog Committee and helped in the preparation of Government quinquennial education 
reports. He was a most successful principal at the Hooghly college—after his marriage to Shanti Dey in 1929, 
he built up a happy home in Chinsurah, away from Calcutta in the life of which Kuruvilla never felt really an 
"in-sider"—and in 1936 he did organise the impressive Centenary celebration of his new College. As the 
Principal of the then Islamia College after 1938, he drew up a comprehensive attractive plan for the remodel-
ling of the institution in a new campus beyond the city, but this was wrecked and buried by the war. At the 
Islamia College, Mr. Zachariah organised and equipped a Geography Department, later transferred to the Presi-
dency College where he had already helped to initiate the modem study of the subject. His tenure as Bengal's 
Director of Public Instruction (1944-1945) was unfortunately too brief to produce an impact. In 1946 Kuruvilla 
left Bengal and retired to his new home at Coonoor, but official duty claimed him again. He served the Union 
Public Service Commission with great distinction (1947-1948) and then organised the new Historical Research 
Division of our External Affair Ministry upto 1953. His last assignment was in 1954, as Historical Advisor to 
the High Commissioner in London, where he died in harness. 

Memories tread on each other as I look back on my association with Kuruvilla Zachariah over more than three 
decades. He called me first to his rooms in St. Paul's College—^his Calcutta home in presidency days froiti 
where he briskly walked over every day to teach at our own College, and where later on he resided again when 
he was the DPI—in January 1918, the W^ I think, to return an essay which he liked. That evening remains 
engraved in my mind-—the personality of the man, the gentle manner, the attractive smile, the kindly interest, 
the quiet flow of illuminating talk, the spacious grounds stretching to the south in the twilight. That room 
became familiar in my later College years, with the professor in its midst clad in simple native Keralan dress. I 
remember my surprise in finding one day on the shelves a goodly collection of detective fiction—the merit of 
which as a relief from hard toil I was to discover only in later life. When a young teacher I had teas and dinners 
with him as a guest at his mess table and revelled in his talks, grave and gay, with many a friend. He was fond 
of books, and when he first came to tea with my wife and myself,-we had just set up a household- he squatted 
on the floor and ransacked my minute libraiy. When he went on long leave in 1927, he wanted that I should take 
up his work in the College for the time being, but Government would not agree despite the best efforts of 
Pnncipal Ramsbotham and himself. On that occasion, he could even write to me, his pupil, asking for 'forgive-
ness for having roused vain expectations. He asked me to drop the 'sir' in my letters to him, and thus he became 

^hnin™^ f t f ' T ' • ^^ incidentally he taught me the 
r i ^ ^ T l n / Hf'^;^ T l ^ T ^ ^ and I shall never forget his gentle talk 

Ift^r t T T ^bout the Bengali weakness to hanker 
v J w a n t i m l r V ^ Calcutta job, he readily L e r s t o o d my point of 
tThTs H o o i "u^' 1 cherish the memory of my visits 
to his Hooghly College home, specially an entire day which we spent with him in the lovely residence on the 
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river. He came over at my request to address a relief exhibition organised by social workers at the time of the 
Bengal Famine, in a most un-DPI like manner, and promptly contributed to the funds my wife was raising to 
feed the victims. Many others must have had similar experiences with him, and I am jotting down these flitting 
reminiscences in the hope that they at least will understand and appreciate the personal emotions of one of his 
many pupils. 

A devoted scholar, Kuruvilla Zachariah had a catholicity of interests as well. I have seen him umpiring boys' 
games in the playing fields of St. Paul's. He was an enthusiastic figure in the scout world- his Scout Lore was a 
much valued contribution- and I remember him on the Maidan under an evening sky in the open talking to his 
eager scouts on astronomy. Gardening was a cherished hobby - derived perhaps from his mother; at Blair 
Gowrie, Coonoor, where he planned and founded a home for rest and retirement from which the call of duty 
snatched him unkindly away, he built up a charming garden in his spare moments, and it is my misfortune that 
I could not visit him there in spite of many invitations. The Professor had a passion for the open country; it is 
exhilarating to read of the long march with the scouts along the santals uplands (College Magazine, December 
, 1922) or of his exploration of the bye-ways of North Peloponnesus off the beaten track (College Magazine, 
December and March 1928)." Or take this passage from the Magazine of March, 1925 on the track in the Khasi 
Hills : "to spend the lightful hours wandering and exploring far afield, with a map in your hand and some 
sandwiches in your pocket—^thus only may you enter into spiritual possession of the land." And there were the 
long friendships with the stream of affectionate letters - harking back to the Oxford years and beyond. Kuruvilla 
was simply 'Zach' to ever so many. 

Oxford lay deep in his heart. When I went up in 1923, he sent me a letter fragrant with the memories of the city 
of dreaming spires and the country around made part of literature by the Scholar Gipsy. The letter, which to my 
infinite sorro v I misplaced somehow, quoted unfamiliar verses as well which haunt me even now-

When I return I shall see thy face 
Pressed to the roses on our Merton walls 
And hear thy steps when the glad clamour calls-
Six hundred years to the same prayer-wonted place. 

And again: 
Mother, mistress of us all. 
We, her sons, her lovers call-
Call her across the gulf of years, 
And she smiles at us and hears-
Fresh girl-lips of laughing kisses, 
Tender mother-eyes of tears. 

How many can think of an impersonal institution in such terms, aloof from worldly calculations? Such emo-
tions are uplifting. 

Kuruvilla Zachariah came from perhaps the oldest Indian Christian community, the Syrian Christians. He was 
to the last a loyal Christian; the last time I saw him (1952) was when, after a chat in his Akbar Road Delhi 
residence, I was given a lift by him and the car dropped him at the church near Rashtrapati Bhavan, and he 
disappeared within the darkening portals for evening prayers. He once told his friend, Rev. E.C. Dewick, 
however, that the externals of religion meant less and less to him, that "at heart I am a Quaker." In any case he 
was a deeply religious man, and it must have hurt him that some of his best pupils - a Hiren or a Nikhil- turned 
towards materialistic Marxism. But he would never thrust his own convictions upon others, true Christian 
charity was always uppermost with him. One evening he gently asked me whether it was true that I also was 
drawing to the Marxian way, and told me that he would like very much a long discussion and try to understand 
our point of view. He was then overburdened with the official duties of the DPI, and the talk had to be at some 
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other time. Unluckily the opportunity never came, and he left Calcutta soon after for ever. I would have liked to 
explain to him that true Marxism did not scoff at genuine religious emotion like his, but joined issue only with 
the institutionalised pressure of a priesthood or the possible numbing effects of an other-worldly philosophy 
which turned away from suffering humanity. 

It has been often felt that Kuruvilla Zachariah was a mere teacher, and not a researcher who adds to the quantum 
of historical knowledge. It is true that he bent his whole mind to lecture work. Every single lecture was a 
striving towards perfect expression; a course was like a string of pearls. Such lectures themselves do enrich our 
knowledge, not less than many a monograph. Still it is not true that Zachariah lacked the capacity of a re-
searcher. His short paper on Some difficulties in ThucydidesOASB, 1929) is a distinct contribution in a field 
where the best European scholars have trod. TliC address on the Political Theory of Imperialism (Madras 
University, 1930) is a most suggestive critical survey of a field of thought while even his College Magazine 
article on Thomas Hobbes{S>eplemhQT 1917) is a real help to understanding. The History of the Hooghly Col-
lege(\91(>) is regarded by one of our foremost researchers himself as something which must be read by all 
research-workers. K.P.S. Menon has described his anonymous papers produced by the Historical Research 
Division (not available to the general public) as models of historical research. He was chosen to edit the volume 
of the 20"" centuiy in the projected UNESCO History of the World. Quality in intellectual work is surely worth 
more than quantity. Of course Zachariah was not ambitious. He wrote in the College Magazine- "of making 
many books there is no end... I have grace enough to be ashamed of the desire to publish." And again in our 
Silver Jubilee Volume: "It is a comforting thought that modem paper is so perishable.. .Happily in a generation 
or two it crumbles into dust... If paper were untearable and unbumable, the earth would soon sink under the 
load of learning." Kuruvilla Zachariah was indeed a humanist. He believed in life itself and the mainstream of 
history in which we are but little waves leaving the vanity of immortality to take care of itself 
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CHARLES LAMB : ONE HUNDRED YEARS (1935) 
Prof. Taraknath Sen 

Last December marked the centenary of Charles Lamb's death. Down a whole century has the wistful and 
wayward figure of Elia floated securely in a ripple of laughter and tears. He has found his way into our hearts, 
and there he abides. Following his example with respect to Milton, we now might almost say grace before 
reading his Essays- a prayer of thankfulness, for have they not made good their place among the joys of modem 
life? And the wonder of it all is: where did all this joy that he has given us well up from? For he had such a 
dreary life. He lived tragedy, though he did not write it. Quite early in life he tasted of poverty which snatched 
him from his educational career and flung him onto the "desk's dead wood" at the tender age of seventeen. He 
had also to know the curse of hereditary disease- a taint of madness running through the family, which, though 
it has spared him with one serious attack, made a life-long victim of his "poor dear, dearest sister", Mary Lamb, 
who killed their mother in one of her frenzies. That tragedy coloured the rest of Lamb's life; for, as his father 
died, after having lingered long in senility and sickness, the charge of the "poor dear, dearest sister" came upon 
Lamb, who bravely took it up, foregoing marriage and personal happiness for her sake. The rest of his forlom 
bachelor's life, lighted up by such sparks of sisterly affection as the intervals of sanity spared, was spent in a 
life-long devotion to this ailing creature: between office and a solitary home,and sometimes between home and 
the asylum, whereto, when the fits came upon Mary, brother and sister would often be seen walking hand-in-
hand with tearful eyes. The other one of his ancestral inheritances, poverty, plagued him as much; and it was 
long before Lamb was in a position to buy a set of old china: that new richness of his against which Bridget Elia 
so gently protested. 

II 

How did he take to life to whom life had taken thus? In his attitude to life, such a life as his, lies the whole secret 
of Lamb's humour; for is it not strange that such a sufferer should be so inveterate a laughter? He triumphed 
over life in the sheer unconquerability of his laughter. He laughed with (not at) life, even as a mother with a 
crying child, now trying to kindle laughter with her own mirth in a face that would persist in weeping and 
grimacing, now laughing at the very contortions of that face. And how various a laughter was that. Now it is the 
tender smile of the portrait of Bridget Elia, now it is the mischievous smirk of the account of James Boyer and 
of "Alexander in tears", now it is the uproarious hilarity of All Fools' Day. Now, again, it is a smiling perception 
of the ironies of life, of its perpetual inconsistencies and contradictions- an amused wonder that the greatness of 
a place {Recollections of Christ's Hospital) should hide so much meanness and misery ( Christ's Hospital Five 
and Thirty Years Ago); that a mind so wise and helpful in the stormiest trials of life should upset you in the 
calmest weather(Bridget Elia in Mackery End); that children, those elfin beings that peopled his dreamland, 
should be the instruments for married people to torture bachelors with. But he so enjoys his amusement that he 
forgets to complain. Sometimes he would quaintly dwell on the little, stolen comforts and delights of his life-
petty personal preferences, and petty personal aversions that add to the zest of life as much as the preferences; 
his whist, and roast pig, and books, and old china, and fools, and people (and authors) with some diverting twist 
of mind and honest obliquity of understanding: all his favourites; Scotchmen, and married people, and "books 
which no gentleman's library should be without", and reprint of Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, and early-
rising: all his anathemas; as if he would flaunt these likes and dislikes in the face of life, proclaiming with a 
mock-heroic gusto the triumph of the individual over life, that formidable generality that seeks to wipe out the 
individual. Thus he preserves his perpetual greenness of mind and triumphs over the ills that the flesh is heir to. 
He armours himself in a panoply of whim and fantasy and odd drollery and the abstraction of antique phrase, 
and defies life to do its worst. It is the armour worn by Captain Jackson- that "preponderating opulence" of 
mind which feeds on spiritual repasts which "carving cannot lessen nor helping diminish." 'The mind, the 
mind. Master Shallow." 

III 

But laughing and laughing away are only superficial aspects of Lamb's humour. For the best part and the 
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quintessence of Lamb's humour is not his triumph over life but his profound 
sought to defeat him. He is in love with life- "with this green earth ' He refuses o die- ^ ^ ^ 
shaL its gaunt sides?" He is in love with London- London not only wxth rts J 
sweet security of its streets", but London with "all the bustle and wickedness round ^^out ^ n t G ^ 
very women of the town... drunken scenes, rattles... the very dirt and mud .. steams of soups frozen. 
He is in love even with the Original Sin and the Fall of Man: Eden accordmg to him was the pnmitive pnson 
till man with promethean felicity and boldness luckily simied himself out of it. Thence followed Babylon 
Nineveh, Venice, London, haberdashers, goldsmiths, taverns, playhouses, satires, epigrams, puns- these all 
came in on the town part and the thither side of innocence.' 

It is a love of the complete life- not only the life of holidays and the greenness of fields and the delicious juices 
of meats and fishes and fireside conversations and the company of books, but life in aspects the most insignifi-
cant and repellent, life as in the pictures of Hogarth (his favourite), life that blooms m chimney-sweepers and 
beggars, life with poverty and the curse of hereditary disease. He is in love with the very ills of this life, and 
what could be more characteristic of Lamb than his yearning for sickness that he might indulge in its regalities? 
That is an illustration not only of his audacious whimsicality and his quaint humour, but also of his attitude 
towards life. For Lamb is not merely Captain Jackson- not merely a poet with that "preponderating opulence of 
fancy" that triumphs over the drabbest and meanest realities of life; but he is, in his own droll way, a philoso-
pher with a profound acceptance of these realities. And in what more beautiful words could we sum up this 
philosophy than in these of Keats, a poet with a similar outlook on life, viz. that it is "the love of of good and ill" 
and "the principle of beauty in all things", a philosophy which finds that "though a quarrel in the streets is a 
thing to be hated, the energies displayed in it are fine." 

IV 

From that fountainhead, that inner centre of Lamb's being, sprang all that depth of tolerance and tenderness 
which is the most beautiful part of Lamb's humour. One could almost wish to be laughed at by Lamb, for no 
laughter could be more sympathetic. As one whomlife had treated harshly, he had a deep and tender under-
standing of the frailties that the flesh is heir to; and while he was no sentimentalist, likely to gloss over and not 
laugh at your absurdities and weaknesses, he would sometimes laugh them into beauty. What a feeling of 
affection lights up the conclusion of his half-humourous portrait of Lovel! What a spirit of loving forgiveness 
inspires the memories of a brother who had deserted the family in need! What a world of wisdom and sympathy 
lies hidden beneath all the fun of All Fool's Day! What a depth of tenderness underlies the explanation of the 
"stoop" of Thomas Tame, where the very absurdity of the man is transformed into the very beauty of his life. On 
the negative side this tolerance and tenderness are equally striking. It took the form of a deep hatred of dogma 
and of rigidity and inelasticity of temper. That was why he could not stand the Scotch intellect. That was why he 
could not stand Wordsworth's glorification of the countryside- this Lamb who wrote Mackery End and 
Blakesmoor and of "unspeakable rural solitudes"(iVew Year's Eve). Could one imagine two men more unlike 
than Lamb and Voltaire? Yet, at the Haydon dinner. Lamb chaffed Wordsworth on the latter's denunciation of 
Voltaire. He must find place for everything and everybody in life. 

Yet, place for everything and everybody - not only for the outcast, the chimney-sweeper and the beggar, for 
that is a form of sympathy so common and obvious that it no longer carries any distinction with it. More striking 
and distinctive than Lamb's sympathy for the outcast is his sympathy for characters that fail to adjust them-
selves to the life ̂ ound them; who live as it were a life of their own- the Samuel Salts referring at an unseason-
able moment to the hanging of Miss Blandy, the Bigods through whose fingers the world's wealth is slipping 
Z i r T ^ P^rp^tual poetry of impecuniosity. With what tender care does he 
n w 7 n 1 individualities from the blurring distinction of life! For them too he must find a 
and ^r^h mconvenient fellows, and thoughtless virgins that take no oil for their lamps. 
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And if anybody objects, we might imagine him saying to his objector very much as Falstaff said to the Prince of 
his "pitiful rascals"- Tush, man, mortal men, mortal men. 

Yes! Mortal men, mortal men. Who could have a keener sense of mortality than Lamb- with a mother killed by 
her daughter, a lovable father falling to decay under his very eyes, with a whole world of old familiar faces that 
vanished? The very evanescence of life increased his love and tenderness forit. The shadows of mortal destiny 
can be seen flitting across the pages of the Essays to Elia, imparting, in many instances, to Lamb's quaint 
humour a strange, ethereal, dreamlike quality. It can be seen that in Dream- Children and in the refutation of the 
popular fallacy That we should rise with the lark. One could scarcely guess the sadness that lurks behind 
Lamb's laughter, the tear and the sigh that his smile conceals. He is full of the lacrimae rerum, and there are 
times when the tears well up in spite of himself and betray his pathetic smile. Thus, in Old Benchers of the Inner 
Temple he starts with a long and laughing catalogue of the old benchers. Suddenly all this wealth of humorous 
detail is broken in upon with an abrupt ejaculation: 

Fantastic forms! whither are ye fled! 
The effect is strange and instantaneous: we seem to look upon the "fading" of an "insubstantial pageant" and 
the odd drollery of Elia becomes a sudden, little, tender commentary on life. 
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THE BARE LONE HAND 

Shubho Ranjan Das Gupta ; Second year, English (1966) 

The sky's gloom increases again; 
The weird sister of sister of light, this darkness. 
Her love is endless 
Yet her face is never seen, 
Like that lover 
Darkness dominates the spring sky. 

Reminds me of a last town 
And its blurred palace-
Their beauty dawns on me. 

By the Indian seas 
By the Aegean shores 
Or near Tyre's ruins 
There was a city. 
There was a palace, lost now; 
Filled with riches 
Persian carpets, shawls, pearls and jewels of wavy seas, 
My lost soul, my closed eyes, my vanished dreamy desires 
And you too-
All lived in the world once. 
Orange-tinged sunshine 
Many doves and cuckoos 
Strewn shades of leafy boughs 

-there were many; 

Shone many orange rays 
Many orange rays 

And you dwelt too 
Oh for centuries that I miss your face 
Nor do I search for its beauty. 
This springs gloom 
Brings in the distant shore's tale 
Lined with the golden tomb's melancholy, 
The lost apple's scent 
Many deer and the lion's ashy skin 
Rainbow-hued glass dome, 
Like a peacock's fan 
Coloured curtains.,. 
Rooms, farflung, rooms and rooms -
Their flitting memory 
A dead silence and awe. 

Cur ta ins and carpets treasure 
Distorted tas te of vermilion sun 
Blood-red glasses treasure 
Melon and wine!! 
And your bare lone hand; 

Your bare lone hand. 
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SIGNED PORTRAIT PRESENTED BY RASTRAPATI DR. RAJENDRA PRASAD 

A s A MEMENTO O F HIS VISIT TO HIS OLD COLLEGE ON T h e 24TH DECEMBER, 1 9 5 2 

Courtesy: Presidency University Library 
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TARAKNATH SEN ( 1 9 0 9 - 7 1 ) 

Courtesy: Presidency University Library 
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GTATTSTTRS D E P A R T M E N T 1 N 1 9 4 7 ^ 1 9 5 4 
Prof Milan Kumar Gupta 

/.5c. 1947-1950; UG Statistics 1950-1952; PG Statistics 1952-1954; Teacher: 1958-1961, 1964-1976 

We were the last batch (1947) of matriculates of C.U. from undivided B e n g a l . I joined the I. Sc. class in 1947 
at Presidency College and stayed at The Eden Hindu Hostel. In those days we d,d not have televj^s.on mob.Ie, 
internet etc. Even electricity at home was not common. So it was a big jump for a mofuss.l boy from home to 
Calcutta. 

On my first day at Presidency I was looking for the class routine in the main building, but I could not locate it. 
At last someone guided me to the backside of the stairs in the main building. We had to go from Baker bu.ld.ng 
(for Physics, Geology classes) to the main building (for English, Bangla, Mathematics, Chemistry classes). We 
enjoyed this to and fro journey for our classes. Even during our UG studies (with Statistics Honours) we had to 
make this journey along with our teachers for our Honours classes as statistics had no separate classrooms. 

While coming from Hindu Hostel to college we passed through the corridor of the Baker building. Then for the 
first time we noticed the nameplate of Prof P.C. Mahalanobis and the Indian Statistical Institute office and 
library. After sometime we also noticed the room of the Head of the Statistics Department (Prof A.B.), the 
room of the two other professors (B.N.G. & P.K.B.) and the only laboratory room of the department (with Sri 
Samar Dhar and our friendly attendant Sri Deben Roy). That was the Statistics Department of Presidency in 
those days. This was the only department in West Bengal where statistics at the undergraduate level was taught 
under C.U. The departments at Presidency and C.U. were the creations of Prof P.C. Mahalanobis; Presidency 
College, Calcutta was the first college which started teaching U.G. statistics in India from 1944. The P.G, 
teaching of statistics was first started in India by C.U. from 1941. 

During 1947 and till we completed our Master's degree there were only three teachers in the statistics Dept of 
Presidency. They were Professors Anil Kr. Bhattacharya, Birenda Nath Ghosh and Prasad Kr. Banerjee. They 
were experts in their field. I consider them as the first generation of undergraduate teachers in statistics. They 
toiled hard, mastered the new subject and excellently presented it to the students. 

We had class tests. Prof. Bhattacharyya would write the answer to a question if the student was not correct. 
Students would not and could not miss a class then. Teachers knew the students and readily helped them inside/ 
outside classroom. Our professors were extremely talented and produced world class papers in their respective 
areas of interest. Some of their works have found place in books and are still referred to in papers for interna-
tional journals. They were not restricted to U.G. teaching. They also taught and helped researchers at the 
postgraduate level. 

After getting our degrees at C.U., when we applied for higher studies in foreign universities, the professors 
there asked us to send recommendations from our professors, of whose writings they knew. Professors at 
forei^ universities enquired about our teachers at Presidency and C.U. though they had not met. They knew 
them by their research works/papers. We felt proud for our professors here. 

S i h ^ n n l d " ' " l ^ l T i l T ' ^ ^^^ ' ^^^ department had no separate entity. At last 
teachfrl I w " " " ^^^ All along it has been short of 
teach^. L r l . T . this Dept. w L h was a pioneer in 
Z t X ^ T Z ^ ^ outstanding scholars who are working in different parts of the world with reputations m responsible positions. 

Wishing everyone (present/past) in Presidency College/University a happy and prosperous 2015. 
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POLITICAL TRENDS IN PRESIDENCY 
Dipanjan Rai Chaudhuri; Physics 

Student (1961-1964); Professor{1997-2004) 

About from the period when followers of the CPI(ML) ruled the roost and a small period, perhaps after their 
decline, when the followers of Mrs. Gandhi came into their own. Presidency College cannot be said to have 
experienced domination of the student psyche by the overtly political, that is, a consciously motivated attempt 
at intervention by the student in the political life of the people never happened. 

Nineteen sixty five to sixty nine saw an economic crisis engulfing the entire country. The urban and rural 
middle-classes including professionals, and indeed almost the entire stock "likhi-pori" people struggled to 
adjust to a never-ending bout of insecurity. There children populated the College and their insecurity bred 
disillusion, frustration and anger against the establishment. The left wing of the CPI(M) proposed a revolution-
ary solution, and Mrs. Gandhi proposed a solution which featured centralization of economic and political 
power in the union cabinet-in practice which meant the Prime Minister's office The two parts divided the 
students right down the middle, and soon the majority were with the left. 

The social life of the College slowed (and still shows) a much more basic dichotomy. There was a almost a caste 
difference between the thought and life pattern of the urban, English savvy, street-smart, young arts and the 
shy, studios harvest from Bangla-medium schools. As in other aspects of contemporary Indian life, proficiency 
in English set a barrier to harmonious traffic between the two groups. To add to the trouble, romance and 
courtship was easier, much more explicit and widespread within the first group. I feel the split is still there, but 
the intensity has been diminished by the uniform and ubiquitous aggression of 'filmy' culture, an indigenized 
parody of the transnational, commercially sponsored roll of western youth. Thus, globalization doth make 
zombies of us all, group one or group two. (This is not to say that Bangla culture it strong folk roots and deep 
intellectual content is not fighting back, witness Suman and the bands, but no group of Presi students seems to 
consider Bangla culture, its survival and progress, as important or urgent). I would like to call the two groups, 
'haves' and 'have nets'! 

It is this division which is basic to the respected appearance of a picture of political groups in Presi politics, 
immaterial of color-pink, saffron, green or blue and white. Of course, there is communication and flow and 
between the groups, and renegacy. In fact, whenever a political formation with its base in one of the groups won 
over a sizeable chunk of renegades from the other group, the formation emerged as the winner. 

Kaka's 1967 brand of SF boys and girls were mainly 'have-not's. He also split the 'haves' and this formed the 
basis of his success. The PCSO, the formation based on the 'haves', successfully neutralized the 'have-not's, 
after the fall of the reds. The IC, based sometimes on the 'haves' and sometimes on the 'have-not's, succeeded 
whenever they split the other group and broadened their own base. 

Apart from this, it is difficult to identify any general trend in Presi politics. The great majority have come to 
study and build careers and only tumultuous episodes like Naxalbari or Nandigram lift their sights, temporarily. 
The acquisition of good notes, romantic relations and undercurrents, personal popularity still play notable roles 
in elections. A fine strand of anti-establishment attitudes is sometimes just visible, but too often indiscernible to 
be called an orientation, despite Derozio. There used to be a character-building on the basis of pride in aca-
demic work and contempt for Mammon and his works. But this worked by example, and such teachers have 
been urwelcome in Presidency for decades now. I suspect the average Presidencian is almost as bored with 
political activism as he or she is with pro-establishment bootlicking. Unfortunately, academics is shot through 
and through today with mundane, even monetary considerations. There is no quest. Everything degenerates as 
the old exploitative order putrefies, but does not die. It is a bad time, friends. Take heed, think out ways and 
means. 
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Pff F^gmFNCY: FROM C O L L E G E T O U M V E R S I T Y 
Professor Malabika Sarkar 

Alumna and Former Vice-Chancellor 

Gardening and fire-fighting, I once said at a meeting, were two initiatives I took 
University as Vice-Chancellor in October 2011. In the first of these I consider myself success ul. The courtyard 
heaped with junk that my eyes encountered near the lift in the Main Building when I first a - v e d ,s now a 
beautiful landscaped garden. On my rare visits to Presidency since I left, I look at it, and at the cafeteria beh. d 
it that I christened 'Eighty Six' - Presidency's College Street address - and feel that the garden is emblematic 
of what Presidency means for many of us. The combination of 'sanctuary' with a 'working brain that Keats 
found so compelling about the garden in To Psyche is surely the essence of Presidency and this spirit seems to 
be embodied in the garden. 

I had the privilege of being a student of Presidency College from 1965 to 1968, reading English Honours in an 
outstanding department headed by Professor Taraknath Sen. I was his tutorial student and I have written about 
my experiences of that time in an earlier volume of the Presidency College Magazine. When I was asked to 
return as First Vice-Chancellor after Professor Amita Chatterjee, with the responsibility of taking Presidency 
through its initial steps from college to university, it was both a challenge and an opportunity to do something 
for the institution that meant so much to us. My two and a half years from October 2011 to the beginning of May 
2014 was a time when Presidency took over my life and every single moment was spent planning, working and 
dreaming for Presidency. 

The first few months were critical. When Presidency College became Presidency University in July 2010, it 
inherited the books and buildings and furniture of the college but not a single member of staff and not a single 
faculty. The faculty and staff of Presidency College, if they wished to join the university, would have to go 
through a process of application, interview and selection at par with any other applicant and with no compro-
mise on standards. When I arrived, this process had not yet begun because there was a general embargo on 
selections imposed by the government on all universities. I therefore took charge of a university in which the 
future of eveiyone was uncertain. While some faculty members wanted to remain in Presidency, there was a 
larger group of teachers who did not wish to do so and were impatient for a transfer to other government 
colleges. In other words, it was a situation of total uncertainty. And yet, some of the brightest students in the 
state were students of Presidency. They deserved the best possible teaching. This had to be ensured. With the 
advantage of being an alumna, I spent my first two weeks visiting each and every department, and the two 
libraries. I walked through every single room on campus, I met and spoke to every single member of faculty, in 
groups, or singly if they wished, with every member of the non-teaching staff, and with the students in each 
department. I explained to the faculty that I understood their predicament, assured them that they would be 
treated with dignity, and requested their full commitment to teaching at Presidency. I was not disappointed. I 
was impressed and humbled by the sincerity with which they conducted their responsibilities. 

Early in 2012, the embargo on recruitments was lifted and I could begin the process of faculty selections. In 
April 2012 we selected our first faculty member. Between then and the time I left, more than one hundred and 
fifty faculty members were selected, through a rigorous but transparent and fair selection process, and most 
have joined. Video-conferencing facilities utilizing Presidency's own IT resources ensured that candidates 
from around the world could be interviewed. More than fifty per cent of the new faculty who were selected were 
from top Postdoc and teaching positions in North America, U.K., Europe and Japan. Truly a reversal of what 
used to be called brain drain". 

^ually, it needs to be said in department after department, a large number of Presidency College faculty were 
also selected. And although Presidency is a state university, there was zero interference from the government in 
the selection process. The selection process for the university's first officers, librarians, and the first group of 
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non-teaching staff who had applied from Presidency College through option forms was also completed. 

With Presidency now a university, a new logo was created, designed by an alumnus, confidently announcing 
'Excellence since 1817'. A new website was designed. A number of infrastructural projects were initiated. In 
the Main Building, the Professors Common Room was renovated with respect for its heritage status and due 
regard for modem work habits. Construction work at the Baker Building and Netaji Subhas building included 
provision for lifts to ensure disability access. 

There was much cause for rejoicing. In December 2012 Presidency University was recognized by UGC as an 
Institution of National Eminence. Earlier, in January 2012, the Royal Society of Chemistry, U.K., presented a 
plaque to Presidency in recognition of the outstanding contribution of Acharya P.C. Ray in Chemistry - the first 
RSC plaque 
outside Europe. Later that year IEEE awarded a similar plaque in honour of Acharya J.C. Bose. MOUs were 
signed with Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland, the University of Groningen, Netherlands, the Institut D'Etudes 
Politiques de Paris (Sciences Po, Paris), the Consortium of Canadian Universities, together with smaller depart-
mental collaborations. Presidency was on the road to receiving national and international recognition. 

In the midst of all these positive developments, one of t|ie most traumatic experiences this great institution has 
had to live through took place. One fateful morning, 10 of April 2012, as faculty selections for the Geography 
Department were in progress. Presidency was attacked by a group of outsiders who entered the campus, as-
saulted and abused our students, and vandalized one of the rooms of the Physics Department in the Baker 
Building. What the attackers did not expect was the spontaneous reaction that would ensue. Every single indi-
vidual at Presidency - students, faculty, officers, non-teaching staff - stood united, condemning the attack, and 
refusing to be terrorized. Across the city and state, across India, and from different parts of the world. Presi-
dency alumni sent messages of support and solidarity. Eminent academics from different institutions across the 
country and officials from central agencies expressed shock and affirmed their faith i^Presidency. The Educa-
tion Minister and the Honourable Chief Minister pledged their support and, on 12 April, the Honourable 
Chancellor, Shri M.K. Narayanan, addressed a packed Derozio Hall filled with students, faculty, officers, non-
teaching staff, and alumni, sharing with them his own sense of shock and his sympathy and support for this 
outstanding institution. 

Meanwhile, even as talks by eminent visitors such as the Nobel Laureates Professor Joseph Stiglitz and Profes-
sor Amartya Sen, eminent physicist and alumnus. Professor Ashoke Sen, recipient of the Yuri Milner Award, 
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, former President of India, resonated in a packed Derozio Hall, and Professor Andrew 
Hamilton, Vice-Chancellor, Oxford University, held a joint reception with Presidency University in the court-
yard of the Main Building, working quietly behind the scenes we were able to complete the First Statutes of the 
university and to create the Vice-Chancellor's Fund for Excellence in which substantial funds were received 
including a generous corpus for poor students scholarships. 

The final stamp of Presidency's coming of age was its meticulously planned First Convocation on 2 2 A u g u s t 
2013. This was followed by another landmark event - the unveiling of the Foundation Stone^of Presidency's ten 
acre second campus at Rajarhat by the Honourable Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee on 6 ' February 2014. 

The strength of Presidency College has always been its undergraduate teaching - as is the case with Cambridge 
and Oxford Universities - and its core competence was in the sciences and the humanities and social sciences. 
The classical humanities subjects and the pure sciences at their highest level encourage the growth of value 
systems in a way that is difficult to match. Education of this kind urges a desire to excel, to unravel intricate 
possibilities, to challenge the human mind's utmost potential, and, in doing so, it takes the mind out of narrow 
self-centred preoccupations, and builds the foundations for human excellence. What is important for Presi-
dency University today is the restoration of a liberal arts education. There is a natural synergy between this 
belief and the new General Education courses we were able to introduce replacing the old "Pass" subjects. 
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Being an autonomous university has also enabled us to totally redesign the honours and masters syllabi in each 
subject. 

So much has happened in my two and a half years at Presidency that it is not possible to encapsulate everything 
here. Many of us who were students at Presidency College nurtured a dream for its rejuvenation for many years. 
From the time I became Vice Chancellor, emails began pouring in from its distinguished alumni - scientists, 
economists, and others, people I had not met for decades - all wishing me success in the rebuilding of Presi-
dency. Many others who are not alumni have shown keen interest in this exceptional institution and sent me 
their good wishes. If Presidency achieves what we are all hoping for, it will be the result of this collective 
wishing, this collective dreamin,of alumni and others spread over many generations and many continents. My 
one wish for everyone at Presidency is that, in the heady exuberance of achievement, we must not forget core 
human values - compassion, dignity, integrity. Presidency has always been an institution where exceptional 
learning has gone hand in hand with exceptional generosity of spirit. 

Much has been achieved in Presidency's transition from college to university and, in the years leading up to the 
bicentenary, much more will surely be achieved. But there is no room for complacency. We are a university 
with an immense heritage and we have great hopes for the future. Let me end, therefore, with a quotation from 
everyone's favourite classic Alice in Wonderland. The Queen of Hearts tells Alice 'My dear, here we must run 
as fast as we can, just to stay in place. And if you wish to go anywhere you must run twice as fast as that'. 
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MEMORY OF A BROKEN WINDOW 
Debdut Ghoshthakur, M.Sc., Ph.D. 

Ex- Student 
Department of Physiology (1975-1978) 
Chief Reporter, Ananda Bazar Patrika 

Guest Lecturer, Department of Physiology and Department of Applied Geology 

Whenever I enter Presidency College (now University), I stare at the second floor of Baker Laboratory. There 
are some huge glass windows. Some of the windows have a single glass. One or two are double-glassed. I get 
drenched with memories surging back after thirty five years. 

I was then an outgoing third year student of Physiology (Hons). I remember one incident which was small, but 
made a lasting change in the design of a heritage glass window. During one of my stints at college cricket, I was 
batting at the Derozio Hall end but don't remember the bowler. I am a left hander. Before the over started there 
was some exchange of words between the bowler and me. I promised him to lift the ball to the height of the 
second floor (the height of about the fourth floor of most modem buildings) to break the huge glass window. 

I was successful. The bowler bowled at full toss medium pace and I pulled it. The ball went up and up and with 
the momentum and great speed it pierced the glass of a second floor window leaving a hole. Everybody was 
expecting a big noise following the cracking sound. But it did not happen. The glass was hard. The speeding 
ball went through with a hole. We expected something bigger. It was the Histology Laboratory of the Physiol-
ogy Department. It was a very busy laboratory. Not only Honours students but the pass students and postgradu-
ate students also used the laboratory. We didn't know whether the ball had hit somebody inside. But we were 
lucky enough. There was a class going on during that time. But I got scared. The bowler congratulated me on 
my big sixer, but I did not feel delighted. I could imagine one red face appearing before my eyes. It was the face 
of Prof. (Dr.) Achintya Kumar Mukherjee, Head, Department of Physiology, who became the Principal of the 
College during the eighties. 

I could realise what would be waiting for me. Dr Mukherjee was one of the most disciplined teachers I have 
seen in my student days and later on during my career as a guest lecturer. We failed to muster the courage to 
speak before him. He was very tall, with a fair complexion, accomplished-looking like a British person, always 
wearing a tie. He was such a personality that our heads stooped down spontaneously whenever we talked to 
him. It would be the first time in the history of cricket when a batsman looked so nervous despite hitting a huge 
six. My classmates were nowhere around me. I started sweating and as a result got out on the very next ball. 
After 35 years I can still remember how I left the field anxiously, put off my pads and reached the second floor 
of the Baker Laboratory to see my fate. 

But everything was as cool as cucumber. There was nobody in the Biochemistry Laboratory, even the labora-
tory assistants were not there. There was not a single piece of glass on the floor. Nobody from the department 
could know what had happened. As I peeped through the swing door of Dr Mukheijee's chamber, I saw him 
lying in the easy chair holding a book in hand. As his full concentration was on the book, he did not care that 
somebody had peeped through his door. Seeing Dr Mukherjee so relaxed my heart started pumping normally, 
for so long had I held my breath. Now I started breathing in a relaxed mood and stopped sweating. 

It was the best time to leave the department. In the balcony one man appeared suddenly with bag in hand. He 
was Dulalda, Dulal Das, one of our Laboratory Assistants. I knew him from my childhood (I used to follow him 
and his brother in- law who used to catch frogs and lizards for the supply to the Zoology and Physiology 
laboratories in different colleges. There was a loop made up of string attached in front of a bamboo stick. 
Dulalda and his brother in-law used to put the loop over the head of a lizard or frog and as they pulled the other 
end of the string the animal got trapped. In our Physiology laboratory Dulalda was also the animal supplier. As 
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he had known me for a long time, there was a special place for me in a s m a l l comer of his hearty Dulalda smiled 
at me and stepped into his room. Later, I learnt that Dulalda knew everythmg. He had collected the p.eces of 
glass one by one from the floor of the Histology Laboratory and put those m a bag. He had gone down and 
thrown them in a dustbin of the Hare School. He himself threw the cricket ball from the laboratoo' to the ground 
when it had entered through the window. As I was the culprit Dulalda managed everythmg to save me. 

But the next morning the damage in the huge glass window was noticed and consequently the truth was known 
to everybody. I was in the bad books of the college authorities as I had broken a partition wall of the same 
laboratory with a flying punch. It is something tantamount to the defeat of the soccer giant Mohun Bagan by 
East Bengal in their prestigious IFA shield final if viewed from the sporting aspect. That had happened which 
should not have occurred. It was the first and last crime that I had committed. 

As I have studied in Ramakrishna Mission Vidyalaya, Narendrapur, Dr Mukherjee had a special interest in me. 
He tried to keep me in the mainstream, kept on enquiring about my activities inside the college from different 
people, advising me against bunking classes and spending nights in the Hindu Hostel smoking up. His advice 
was not to go for private tuitions from the teachers of the department and others. After the damage to the 
partition of the Histology Laboratory, Dr. Mukherjee summoned my father and informed him about my differ-
ent activities in the college. I had a very tough time in my house after that episode. 

Had Dr Mukherjee taken any action against me? 

Absolutely not. He called me to his chamber, asked me to show my biceps, enquired whether I regularly go to 
the gymnasium, enquired after my food habits. I was surprised. Then he asked me about my father's salary, 
asked whether we have any land anywhere or whether we have any property. It was a terrible moment for me, 
I was surprised. I tried to guess his line of thinking, but failed. He then took me to the Histology Laboratory and 
pointed towards the broken glass and asked, "Do you know the price of glass? Perhaps not. This Baker laboatory 
was built in I9I3. According to my information these glass windows were fitted then. They are invaluable these 
days. Their price can not be counted in terms of money. If you sell out your house you cannot get a second piece 
like it.' I was speechless. Tears rolled down my eyes. Dr Mukherjee put his hand across my shoulder and said, 
'Now the beauty of the department will be lost. PWD (Public Works Department) could not find a replacement. 
This huge glass will be replaced by two medium glasses with a wooden frame in between.' 

Apart from the one I broke, the Physiology Department has three glasses broken by cricket balls later on. I don't 
know who broke those glasses. But since then whenever I entered Presidency, my eyes always get fixed on that 
window. I feel my old days I feel Dr Mukherjee standing beside me, I see Dulalda laughing. Dr Mukherjee is 

Z n i ^ ^ f ' T I I recollect my 
t t t l n ^ - Presidency. The window of the second floor always triggers my sweet memories as I walk down 
the memory of Presidency College, now a University. 
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r ?" ^ ^ ^ î Tiy ^ f ^ l ^ ^ 

^ ^ W C ^ ; Fff^.. . ." C^l^^ ̂ ^ ^ ( W CWWI ^Srt^ il^ iSHJ ta^ ^ 

^ I -sjr m c ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ cm w c ^ i ^ ^ 

^ csi^fc^sfe ^ ^ w ^ jjfn::^ irri 

" , w w t w ^ t^^ «ft?[ ̂ ^ # ^c^c^...!" c'iRiT ^itsiH ^ ^ w i ^ o j S ^ "^mu^^ 

f W W ^^TCTi ^ t w N ^ c ^ R ^ r i t o ^ ^ 

? c ^ ^'^itw ^ ^ 

C^ ̂ fCM ^ ĵ McH^ ^ W W ^ W r -C^ binob-oCî ltsT ̂  c ^ W — ' 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "I C^lW v f l t o t l ^ g c^-c^. 
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^ ^ w t l ^ , ^ cwr w vfjwSjT'pr c ^ f e c ^ i 

* * * 

^ ? ^ c ^ ^i^rcw ^ ^ 

"I 

vsrww^ ^^rsRi ^ c ^ f ^ , ^ g f ^ w ^ f e ^ s f W ^ 

•^p^^tTO-sKtw W W f W 5 " ^ - w s B T t o r I 

v^fe^ ^It^T -sf^ f ^ ^ f ^ ^^wsrr , - s r m R ^ w ^^tt^ 

c ^ c ^ c ^ 

c^ tc^ c ^ s m ^i^TCw c ^ ^ c^m ^ ^ P o ms cwi 

c ^ ^ ^ "M5MTIW ^mm- ? f ^ ^ 

^ m f ^ WW'S f t vsrtr^?" 

" I f ^ v s ' c ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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C^tRT WSfFT ^CTC^ "<rw '̂'liT C ^ ^oi^l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ f ^ ^ W i ^ « ^ f r o mrsf ^ ^ ^ l^i^ti 

C^, WtWT, ^ I had a sleepless night. I misspelt BOURGEOISIE on the blackboard yesterday"! 
Z W "sivMilFT' ^ ^ ^ C^n^fl?^, "Sir, if you don't want to spend another sleepless 

night...you have misspelt RENAISSANCE on the blackboard just now ." 

* * * 

^tt^iit ^ f ^ f ^ l ^ w c^tu^ vsrs^xsjpnw 

W ^ ^ l̂illCH l̂ ^^^tc^ C5f.̂ B5v5t ̂  f%;5[t ^ ^ ^ ^ ilCT, c ^ 

c'>m^ Rc ŝtc t̂i) c ^ i c^ iwiw c^ twrw ^ ^n t 

(Wis >1<1<M<1) ^ ^ g f l ^ ^ W W 

cipf>i5«jic«ii ^sirsjtw ^ c w r ^ (W51W ^ ^ w f^cwi c^st^t 

cipf^Wc^ ^ ^ ^ csS^iiM W T W ^ ^ i f e r ^ s t r w C^ ^ 

^ f t ^ ^ c ^ ^ ^ 

W ! ^i^FsRtt ^stfsTO^ CTi^i ^ CW& c ^ p ^ R^^i'-t (TP^ 

f^ ̂  c ^ ^ <pc«iwi f t ? ^ ^ vsii^^h^ t ^ 

^ ^ ^cnc^ C^ ^ t ^ r c ^ ^ ^ "̂Sf.t̂ t) ^ ^ 

^ W f ^ F l ^ l B f^'B! 
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r î̂ f̂ tt̂  w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ C ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « % f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

c ^ n w T ' ^ ^ ' c w w r s f ^ ^ i H ^ w s i T ! ^sn^itw ^ j t i ^ ^ ^ 
i p f ^ ^ ^ stress ^ ^ ^ c ^ ^ ^ wT^w 

* * * 

^ ^ t i M ^ ^Ft^^ "sic^ ^ ^ ^ 

* * * 

* * * 
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^ ('STrNS), ^ R t -sio ^ - W r m W ^ r c ^ 

R ^ i g t ^ - ^ ^Ste" ^ c ^ i c s t f ^ r c ^ c s f j t ^ c ^ (TT 

C ^ Wt^ C f f f e s t ^ C ^ ^Sff^t}^ , -^Itro vstCW 
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T H R O m i T H l E L O m y N G f f l ^ 
Dr. Urmi Chatterji {Zoology; 1986-1989) 

I got a job as a University faculty more than a decade back, almost 12 years after qualifying the Masters' 
Examination.. ..which under the circumstances may be considered by some to be quite late, since many of our 
friends got into this profession soon after their Masters' or at least after completing acquinng their P ^ degrees, 
However, rather surprisingly, the first day when I stood on the dais facing faces filled with unquenched inquisi-
tiveness and blatant scrutiny, it all came back to me. It was the same classroom where I had attended my first 
class in the University, and my eyes went to the desk which used to be my favounte spot m class....wherel 
could carefully hide behind the ever-eager learners....or listeners, as I later realized....and at the same time, 
avoid the peccadilloes imposed by the syllabus on our creative, young and abominably wild minds. 

We were, as students, in many ways.. ..quite different from today's students... what one may pigeonhole as 'the 
generation gap' ....but were we? The communication devices may be different, but not communicating 
minds....pictures drawn with the pencil now is drawn with the mouse apparels may be different, but not 
context....discussion still focused on films, politics, hearsay, life in general, and at times the uncertain future 
looming ahead. Clandestine dialogues prolonged during the class, occasionally pausing when the inquiring eye 
met the guilty. But the most interesting fallacy was that we all secretly believed that the figure pacing un-
endlessly on the dais, spewing out knowledge for our benefit, did not realize what was going through the minds 
of the 60-odd learners. And how wrong we were.. ..it took me more than a decade to realize that, but eventually 
the truth revealed with unabashed shame. They knew everything, understood all, and revealed nothing. Today, 
standing on the dais, it is all so apparent. The little nuances of naughtiness in the students help reminisce those 
days, and satiate me with amusement at the revelation. The various moods exhibited are exhilarating....the 
earnest listener, the not-so-attentive listener, the inquisitive, the bored, the dreamer, the challenger, the moti-
vated, the planner, the artist, the yawner... they are all there. They are all very intelligent.. ..quick to catch an 
innuendo, yet willing to shelve all information till the examination paper is dished out. But.. .above all.. ..they 
are everything that can make a teacher feel great at the end of the class, wanting them to go back day after day, 
year after year... with renewed enthusiasm. 

For me, it was not a very smooth journey from desk to dais. Little had I dreamt that I would be standing here one 
day. It was never a possibility during our long discussions of the future drowned by cups of tea or coffee at the 
canteen. Later, as some of us has realized, there were many amongst us who were inching towards their future 
goals with utmost dedication and labor. Aspirations were varied....mostly teachers and researchers, few bu-
reaucrats, even fewer company executives, and the rest were scattered between entrepreneurs and home-mak-
ers. When I talk to students today, the goals are very similar. Very few.. .yes I insist, very few think of taking up 
atypical vocations, such as patent lawyers, management bosses, science reporters, or artists of different sorts. 
It's almost as if students, especially those in the bio-field, are fixed in time.. .they fear to tread the untrodden 
path, notwithstanding the fact that jobs are scarce and opportunities are evasive. Competition has become tougher; 
yet the grit with which students today stand by their dreams is amazing and makes a teacher proud. Their 
confidence is noteworthy and their diligence is admirable. One thing however which has remained constant 
over the years is talent.. ..but what has come forth is boldness and candid expression of thoughts and deeds, 
Possibly that's what makes it interesting to read those young faces. 

Decisions for many were never easy.. .neither were deceptions. The decision: 'this is what I want to do'.. .The 
deception: 'am I truly suitable for this?' So many times we did falter....often letting our convictions wobble 
when fate churned our yearnings. So often did we decide to do what others were doing, when the wait was 
extending into painful dilemmas. But the trick was in holding on to our fervor, our dreams and our goals. 
Students have often confided that during their adda sessions, their conversations were mostly concentrated on 
what to do in future, and finally ended up in one comforting the other, since 'all were in soup'. The counselor 
therefore seems to Ue within.. .the one who truly understands us.. ..guides us... we just need to be true to him... .and 
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not choose the easy way out to achieve our goal. As Baba Ranchhoddas had said.. .we need to be sincere and 
suitable...and pursue excellence. . .success will automatically ensue. And finally, it 's all about 
happiness...something that no one can take away from us...something that I have been feeling every time I 
walk on to the dais.. .my heart going out to all those sitting in front of me.. .and fervently wishing that one day 
they come up with their own success stories and happiness unlimited. 
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A TRANST.ATTON OF "AN OPEN LETTERTQMYGRANDSON OR 
A \ m n ATTr.HTER" BY JUAN GELMAN 

Translated from the original in Spanish by 
Arundhati Bhattacharya 

Student, Department of Bengali, 1986-1989 

"Within the coming six months you will turn 19. You were bom on a day of October in 1976 in a concentration 
camp. Shortly before or shortly after your birth, in the same month and in the same year, your father was 
assassinated by a shot in the nape of his neck from less than half a meter away. He was unarmed and was 
murdered perhaps by a military commander. It may be that the same commander kidnapped him with your 
mother on August 24 in Buenos Aires and took them to the concentration camp Automotores Orletti in the 
forest. The military had named this camp as "The Garden". Your father's name was Marcelo; your mother's 
Claudia. Both of them were 20 years old then and you, seven months old in the womb of your mother when it 
occurred. They shifted your mother - and you too with her - when she was about to give birth. She would have 
given birth alone, under the gaze of some accomplice doctor of the military dictatorship. You then were re-
moved from her \yomb and taken away - as it usually happened - and given to the hands of the sterile couples 
of the military or the police, or to such judges or journalists who were closely acquainted with the police or 
military. Then there was a sinister list waiting for each concentration camp: those who entered it would wait to 
be paired with a child bom of those prisoners who gave birth and who, with few exceptions, were assassinated 
immediately afterward. The military left the Government and 12 years have passed since. But still nothing is 
known about your mother. On the contrary, the remains of your father were discovered 13 years later in a 
container of200 liters of grease which was filled with cement and sand by the military and thrown away mto u... 
San Fernando river. He was buried in La Tablada. At least that certainty remains within him. 

It's really very strange for me to tell you about my children as your parents who never were. I don't even know 
whether you're my grandson or my granddaughter. I was only informed that you were bom. Father Fiorello 
Cavalli of the Secretariat of the Vatican State confirmed it to me in February, 1978. Since then I have been 
asking myself what might have been your destiny. Many contradictory ideas keep coming to my mind. On the 
one hand, the possibility of your calling "Dad" a military official or a corrupted police official or a friend of the 
murderers of your parents always chased me. On the other hand, whatever be your home after you were taken 
away, I always wanted that they would bring you up and educate you well and love you very much. Still I have 
always thought, even though, something will be missing in that love, not because of the fact that they are not 
your biological parents- how it is said-, but because of the fact that they must have knowledge of your past and 
how they were involved in falsifying it. I can imagine that they have lied to you a lot. 

I also have wondered all these years what I would do if I would meet you: I would take you away from what you 
know as your home, or would talk to your adoptive parents for an agreement so that they would allow me to see 
you and to accompany you, but of course on the basis of your knowledge of who you were and where you came 
from. This dilemma was reiterated all the time, whenever the possibility arose that the Grandmothers of Plaza 
de Mayo might have found you. This dilemma reiterated in different ways, depending on your age at that 
moment. I worried me that you might be too little or may not understand what had happened. To understand 
why they weren't your parents, though you knew them as your parents and loved them. I was also worried that 
thus you might suffer a double wound, one that would cause stmctural damage to your identity as it was 
forming. But now you're quite an adult. You will be capable of understanding who you are and then deciding 
what to do with your reality. The Grandmothers are there with their flesh-and-blood data banks that enable them 
to determine with scientific precision the origins of the children of the disappeared. Your origin. 

Now you have almost reached the same age as your parents when they were killed and soon you'll be older than 
them. They remained in their twenties forever. They had a dream for you and of a world more habitable for you. 
I'd like to talk to you about them and to listen from you about yourself. I would like to see my son in you and let 
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you to see in me whatever I have of your father: both of us are his orphans. I would like to retrieve something 
from this brutal severance or silence perpetrated by the military dictatorship within the very flesh of my family. 
I would like to give you your own history, but not separate you from what you don't want to separate from. You 
are now big enough, as I said. 

The dreams of Marcelo and Claudia have not yet come true. Least of all for you, who were bom but no one 
knows where or with whom you are. Perhaps you have got my son's grey-green eyes or the brown eyes of his 
wife, what possessed a special brightness, both soft and rough. Who knows how you will be if you're a boy. 
Who knows how you will be if you are a girl. It's better that you come out from this mystery to enter into 
another: the mysteiy of the encounter with a grandfather who is waiting for you. 

About Juan Gelman 

Juan Gelman, the Cervantes Prize winning Argentinean poet, was bom in 1930 in Buenos Aires, the son of 
Russian-Jewish immigrants. He has published more than twenty books of poetry since 1956, and is widely 
considered to be Argentina's leading contemporary poet. His poems, which have been translated into 14 lan-
guages, contain themes touching on his Jewish heritage, family, Argentina, exile, and the tango. His works 
celebrate life but are also tempered with social and political commentary and reflect his own painful experi-
ences with the politics of his country. Gelman worked as a joumalist and was an ardent political activist until 
1975, when he was forced to leave his country by the military dictatorship of Argentina (1976-1983), during 
which an estimated 30,000 mostly young people were "disappeared". Gelman, fortunate to receive a position in 
Rome in 1975, remained in Europe in exile, a period responsible for a ten year "interraption" in his publishing 
career. But he had to pay a very high cost for his activity against the military dictatorship. On 24th August, 
1976, a group of military broke into his house. As he was not there they arrested his daughter, son and pregnant 
daughter-in-law. The daughter came back buy the son and son's wife were disappeared forever. In 1955 Gelman 
wrote this open letter and it was published on 23rd March, 1998, in Brecha. Just after two years, on 31 ^ march, 
2000, finally he reunited with his granddaughter who was then 23 years old, was brought up in Uruguay and her 
name is Maria Macarena. Juan Gelman died in Mexico City in 2014. 

The original name of this letter in Spanish: "Carta abierta a mi nieto" 
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MAY IS THE CRUFXEST MONTH 
Dipanjan Sinha 

Philosophy; 2005-08 

The first ominous sign is a curious face; a grown up child with whiskers. He must be intelligent when he asks 
questions here; a lot of pressure asking what need not be asked. 

This world (glorious even though it does not have an engineering department) after all is nothing like he has 
seen before. Lazy but interested, slow but interesting. 

People in never-ending kurtas, cigarettes pressed between their fingers, floating around as if life was after all 
meant to be pleasurable. They move up and down the lofty staircase, some in groups and some alone. 

He decided, by the time he completed a round of the campus, that he must be here. He is not sure what exactly 
it was that led to it. Not sure what would be his argument: the articulation of his cause, a phrase which he will be 
able to form much later, but then he could say that he liked walking around. 

The buildings and the walls, which certainly could not be his argument, were alive. After all anything with a 
story is alive. Isn't it? And they did study here too. 

He met a man, a few years older (but a man) sitting on the stairs and looking at the field where some scattered 
sporting activity went on in a strange cohabitation with groups chatting in semi-circles around. 
He asked questions. 

The cruellest month then is May, the man concluded. He mutilated the smoked cigarette under his slippers and 
smiled at the grown up with whiskers. 

The messenger, after all, can never be blamed. He had known that it would happen. He had wanted it to happen 
for long; desperately. He had said that it got stale and after it got stale it could only get bitter. But then the 
confirmation of the end was a tumultuous moment. 

Unlike the moment he entered class. 

He had promised to himself, being a student with a poor memory and a desperate will to not become an engineer 
or a doctor or at least an acceptable MBA, to study hard. He did not want to become a sub-staff. 

A sub-staff is a person who carries files and deposits letters to places and works in his father's office. He wears 
a faded half-sleeve shirt and slippers and has to smile at everyone. 

He did not want to join the Party either. The Party, he had seen, collects money for the local Durga Puja and the 
boys who do party do not need to smile. In fact, he was slightly envious of the elder boys in the party. There was 
something menacing about them. The way men should be: looking menacing and getting down from bikes. 

But something told him that he would not be able to match up to their requirements. Also his parents would be 
even more disappointed than him on his becoming a sub-staff. So he had decided to study hard and top the 
university (which he won't. Not even close. He would hardly attend classes in the days to come. But he turned 
out alright) because if you are studying humanities you must, at least, top to have a respectable position in 
society. 

The class was, nearly, female only. A dream of sorts after 18 years in a reputed boys school where on sweaty 
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post break afternoons, some boy would suddenly shout that he wanted to change his seat. And on other rotations 
you would come to know more about a classmate when his hand landed and stayed on your lap and you shriek. 

But this overwhelming majority of girls in his class did not mean anything for him, really. That did surprise him. 
He had not yet learnt what stereotypes and popular imagination are and how they influence the way we think. 

To his surprise (because ek larka aur larki kabhi dost nahi ban sakte) he was making friends. Some bonds that 
would be more meaningful than the gangs in school. Luminaries looked down from large photographs on the 
walls of the classroom, twitching their noses in disgust, he felt. He would argue that it was hidden by bushy 
moustaches. After all, these were people whose names you memorised in school and whether you are extremely 
dumb or not is decided on the basis of that. Like who is the first president of India? There would also be 
Descartes and Spinoza but there would be no Bertrand Russell. He would also leam, to his amazement, that 
Russell was primarily a mathematician. No Hegel, yet, either. 

There would be inaudible classes and classes he would listen to, involuntarily, with his mouth open. But there 
would be notes. And he would be informed that answers to questions could be complete only in half a dozen 
pages. He decided to first finish writing half a dozen pages once; a time-bound marathon. 

But then there would be no Marx. He would wonder how everyone knew so much about Marx then. The 
nuances of the thought and the strands of its practice, he would leam is the prerogative of other departments. 

How then would he become a self-respecting individual there? He did not, to his great shame, know who Che 
Guevara was. And Che was all over the place. On the walls, on wrist bands, t shirts and the imagination of the 
girl he found beautiful. 

He would often imagine seniors, who knew so much about everything he did not know, desperately trying to 
control a crackling laughter when he spoke to them. That is when he sat on the stairs staring at the field, alone, 
thinking. This hobby which could be described as solemn, sad and such by onlookers, he would call the most 
pleasurable time of his day. 

He sat on those stairs because he could not bear to not look at life as it went on in that world, even when alone. 

After a rain, enthusiastic football players would plunder the wet ground, cheerily sliding through the slush. The 
metaled path around would be wet and shiny, inviting everyone to walk around over and over and try to jump 
and touch the drooping branches of trees. 

The walls would eventually get a fresh coat of writing. New posters; poetry about revolution and freedom. A 
better world is possible, he would agree. In the winter that arrived like a festival, the field would be full of 
groups. Some srnall and some larger ones, some with notebooks and some with books that give pleasure. 

He had gradually known most of them. Everyone, after all, knew everyone else. But such acquaintance did not 
prevent the evenings from becoming troublesome, elections were approaching. 

The thing about elections is that they must be won. 

He had decided to be on one side. The Party had lost all appeal for him by then. Menacing was not charming 
enough. 

Acquaintances, masquerading as friends, became enemies. Some people were assigned the task of explaining to 
others the reasons why they should vote a side. Confusing rhetoric, sentimentality and class notes were sure 
winners of political convincing. 
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But then a lot other was discussed. Is India shining? How many farmers have killed themselves in the last 
decade? Should we call it the Coffin Party of India? Are conspiracy theories all false? 

State.Power.Violence.Space.Gender. 

'But don't waste too much time, confirm votes.' 

They who were not blessed with the blessings of muscle had righteousness on their side. Decision would mean 
being on the wrong side of righteous chest thumping or muscle; difficult decision indeed. 

But he did feel some joy deciding against muscle. Perhaps because he was not muscular, he liked the idea of 
dissing muscle. 

Decisions certainly are difficult. It took a while for a lot of them to say yes before they disappeared into 
shadows. Before that they would walk, a lot. 

Sit beside each other and let time pass, often, interrupted by others who would force their company on them and 
even others who would find the entire thing terribly funny. 

In the seasons to follow many would decide that the yes was actually a no. But something of the yes would 
endure, preserved in the air. 
And the air would make many others say yes over the years. 

He had to get up from the stairs eventually. It was time to leave. Boy with whiskers and him. Wrapped in time. 

The evening strolled into darkness, accounted for assiduously by the huge round clock; an intrusion from 
another time, a reminder: long arms pointing at Roman numerals, standing stretched from end to end as 
the sun slid from vision. 

Melancholic lovers stared in a stupor denying the inevitability of time passing by; but they knew. 
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Sk.Asik k\i-,DBSPGII 

Shublira Mayuri; English UGII 
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REMEMBERING NIETZSCHE 

Nandalal Chakrabarti 
Former Associate Professor, Department of Political Science 

Friedrich Nietzsche was bom hundred and seventy one years ago, at Saxony in Germany, grew up to be a 
brilliant scholar privileged with an assignment of teaching when he was still a student and finally became a 
Professor of classical Philology at Basel University. For his revolt against contemporary stereotypes in philoso-
phy and moral certainty of religion he could not hold a chair of Philosophy at the university and his ideas 
remained untouchable for long following Fascist manipulation of his observations out of context at the behest 
of his sister Elizabeth. It was only when the genealogy of formidable philosophical genres like existentialism 
and postmodernism were traced to his ideas, the philosopher was bom posthumously. 

He was perhaps the most misunderstood thinker the world has ever produced. He loathed anti-Semitism but 
Elizabeth in a desperate bid to legitimize her husband's anti-Semitism let the Fascist and Nazi leaders project 
her brother as a diehard supporter of their ideology. Nietzsche's letter to Elizabeth, which is now in the public 
domain, shows how infuriated he was, at the anti- Semitism of his sister and her husband. He wrote about his 
decision to sever all connections with them. Still the man was not spared in the calculated move towards 
manipulation of his writings. 

Nietzsche was so violently unorthodox that his ideas devastated almost all the existing philosophical genres. 
Nevertheless, academics did acknowledge his genius. At the phenomenally young age of 24 he was appointed 
Extraordinary [Associate] professor of classical Philology and one year after he became a Professor at Basel 
University. His 'Birth of tragedy from the spirit of music' was published when he was just 27. The Spirit 
informing this work never left Nietzsche even when he became partially incoherent. In all the variegated themes 
of his writings there was an undercurrent of this spir it, the Dionysian spirit. His was an ecstatic outburst against 
bondage of any specific system; he was in favour of free and spontaneous expression of feeling along with the 
structured and reasoned representation of opinion. The former is Dionysian while the latter is Apollonian. For 
Nietzsche, art forms like sculpture and painting are representational having visible stmctures. Music, on the 
other hand, provides expression of agony and ecstasy that has to be felt. Notations themselves do not have any 
clues to the kind of feeling it generates unless it is played. As sound cannot have any visible structure it is closer 
to our emotions. Despite human endeavours to bind music to a stracture of notations, ultimately it is the sound 
which it emits, touches the heart in various individualistic ways. Nietzsche's oeuvre also needs to be felt. The 
less it is subjected to the searching scratiny of the analyst, the better. Music is naturally less contrived than 
representational art forms. But unfortunately, this philosophical treatise had no taker at the time except the 
music composer Richard Wagner. He was, not yet a prophet outcast but probably earned the reputation of an 
outsider to all that man had so far jealously guarded as sacrosanct fearing divine wrath or punishment for 
violating established norms. Nietzsche, the quintessential iconoclast, however, continued to surface in popular 
perceptions despite all these twists and turns of reaction. There was a' specific context in which this image of his 
gained currency. 

During Nachmarz [after March] or a period of reaction in Germany after the failure of the revolution of March 
1848 the state and the church censured anything they found subversive in the study of philosophy. The depart-
ments of Philosophy at Universities were turned into loyal campaigners of sponsored knowledge. The ambi-
ence distanced Schopenhauer and later, many others including Nietzsche who were freelance philosophers 
pursuing studies outside of the periphery of the Universities. Defying the official agenda concepts like world as 
will and representation [Schopenhauer] and will to power [Nietzsche] were developed. Among these freelance 
philosophers, again, Nietzsche was the iriost defiant. In his Gay Science and Thus spoke Zarathustra he 
triggered off his tirade against all moral standards especially those set by Christianity by making that explosive 
comment 'God is dead'. There are many confusing assertions on this issue. But one thing is certain, when he 
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said only man can 'kill God, he actually wanted human beings to demolish the strait jacket of moral precepts 
which tied us to a formidable array of dos and don'ts retarding the spontaneous expression of our 'self , and 
when he finally confessed that we were 'not going to get rid of God because we would still believe in Grammar' 
he actually viewed Grammar as the overpowering influence of structured form of knowledge. For him, Knowl-
edge to be free should develop beyond good and evil breaking the fetters of binary opposition of truth and lies. 
What he always emphasized is a life- affirming process which incorporates an eternal recurrence of both joys 
and sorrows. This was first reflected in the Birth of tragedy and climaxed in Thus spoke Zarathustra. 

Nietzsche firmly believed, like Aristotle, that Greek tragedy had originated from chorus .It is the dithyrambic 
chorus that had more than a symbolic use in Greek tragedy. Dithyramb, the hymn for worshiping Dionysius, the 
God of Intoxication, is virtually an outlet of ecstasy. For Nietzsche chorus was one of the core elements of 
tragedy in that it expressed the ongoing process of life despite the impending tragedy. Dithyrambic chorus, 
therefore, was centered on enacting a life affirming process in which pain was as much a natural outburst as 
pleasure. Tragedy, in this sense, unfolds life that is indestructible; it does not end in death or destruction. The 
defiance of Sophocles' Antigone was not consummated in her death. It turned life to a new direction with new 
realization, Greek tragedy is the greatest not because of the inevitable demise of the hero or heroine, but 
because of its presentation of death-defying life in all its vigour. And then there was 'Thus spoke Zarathustra' 
and the invocation of the Ubermensch-the overman. 

In the summer of 1881 Nietzsche at Upper Engadine in the Swiss Alps had a vision on the shores of Lake 
Silvaplana. While walking on the shores of the lake Nietzsche came across a massive pyramidal rock. The 
ripples on the surface of water, as the wind blew, must have created the imagery of continuous ups and downs 
of the same elements. The rock was witnessing it standing still, as if internalizing the flow of life with repetition 
of the same joys and sorrows. It constituted the foundation of his concept of 'Over man'-the climax of breaking 
the barrier of truth and lies, good and evil, peace and conflict, for infinite times-. This was Nietzsche's vision of 
Eternal Recurrence. This is what his critique of reason, religion, and science drove him to. 

Nietzsche's writings can be broadly divided into books containing analytical presentation and pieces replete 
with aphoristic comments. It is impossible to ascertain whether Nietzsche became completely incoherent at the 
time of writing those aphorisms. Surely he had severe migraine and his eye sight was impaired substantially but 
this does not rule out the possibility of his choosing the aphoristic style deliberately to avoid any fixed pattern 
of expression disseminated by a specific structure of language. The great debunker suspected everything, glo-
rified a robust and virile life, lambasted the envy of the meek and eventually argued in favour of the emergence 
of an over-man ready to accept eternal recurrence of all the joys and sorrows that have already occurred. He 
asks, what will be your reaction if the demon in your dream gives you an option of having interminable recur-
rence of the success and failure, joys and sorrows already experienced by you? If you accept it, you will be the 
over-man. This power to affirm life permeates the entire living world. By owning it you will be part of the 
elements constituting nature itself; you will surely be the Ubermensch. Nietzsche's will to power is not will to 
dominate only; it is will to transcend the limits to what is 'human all too human' - the process to elevate oneself 
to the level over the stereotyped boundaries of existence that is exclusively branded as human—^the rise of the 
overman. 

At Turin, witnessing a coach-driver whipping a horse Nietzsche cried, desperately tried to rescue the horse and 
fell unconscious. After this he became insane. He was taken to an asylum but never recovered. Hollingdale, 
Nietzsche's famous biographer, informs on the basis of available medical records that his senses were numbed 
and he could not feel anything before his death. Some say his insanity was caused by syphilis; some trace it to 
his father's ailments which he had inherited. Let us make a Nietzschean statement—the two are equally prob-
able and a third cannot be ruled out; perhaps he was inundated by that all-pervading life that drove him to an 
abyss of nothingness. The great debunker posthumously became the intellectual hero of late nineteenth century 
Europe— the hero who always remained an outsider. 
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SOCIOLOGY IN PRESIDENCY COLLEGE 
Prasanta Ray ; BA, 1960-63, MA, 1963-65, Teaching in the College. University, 1977— 

In its twenty-fifth year, the Department of Sociology is the youngest in the institution. It was created in 1989, 
after a gap of almost thirty years when the Department of Political Science was set up in 1960. But unlike the 
latter, it was not a fall out of the University of Calcutta, to which the College was affiliated, deciding to segre-
gate the disciplines by introducing separate post-graduate courses on Economics and Political Science. The 
College did the same, though obviously at the undergraduate level. The Department of Sociology in the College 
was established a little more than a decade after the affiliating University starting its MA course in Sociology in 
1977. But the initiative to start teaching of the discipline, spread over between 1977 and 1989, came from the 
College. The stakeholders were quite a few: the affiliating university — particularly the office of the Inspector 
of Colleges, the Education Department, Government of West Bengal, the College Teachers' Council and the 
post-graduate Department of Sociology in Calcutta University. The coordinates and their intersectionalities 
were complex. It called for suave smoothing. Four Principals between 1977 and 1989 nourished my initiative. 
The Department materialised during the tenure of Dr. Sunil Rai Choudhuri. 

Sociology was late in Presidency College. In fact, it was late in Kolkata. This is despite the fact that some 
leading Indian sociologists were Bengalis, that Sociology was a part of MA Political Philosophy course in 
Calcutta University in the early twentieth century, and that the Sociology Research Unit was set up under the 
guidance of an internationally reputed sociologist. Professor Ramkrishna Mukherjee, in the Indian Statistical 
Institute (1957). The formal, though fractional, teaching of Sociology began as a full paper in 800 marks BA 
honours course in Political Science from 1960. But some teacher, either in the original Department of Political 
Economy and Political Philosophy (1908) or in the later re-named Department of Economics and Political 
Science (1932) in Presidency College, had a keen interest in the discipline because I have found Sociology text 
books published both in England and in America in the early years of the last century in the holdings of what is 
popularly called EPL. The basic text, prescribed by the affiliating University, in that undergraduate honours 
paper was Society: Its Structure and Changes by R. M. Maclver and Charles H. Page (1949). The book was 
originally published in 1931. By this count, teaching Sociology in Presidency was retrograde, a flaw for which 
the College was not responsible. The availability of the Papermac edition of the book at 16 shillings then might 
have determined the decision by the affiliating University. The book projected society as an unproblematic 
phenomenon: 'a web of social relationships'. But the teachers in the College, especially Professor Nirmal 
Chandra BasuRoychowdhury, would always take us beyond the text book/s prescribed by Calcutta University. 
Clues to interrogate the idyllic image of society in Maclver and Page's book were found in T. B. Bottomore's 
Sociology: A Guide to Problems and Literature {1963). Professor BasuRoychowdhury introduced the book to 
us along with Morris Ginsberg's Sociology. Ginsberg's book was published only a little later (1934) than the 
one by Maclver and Page but it problematised the relationship between questions of fact with those of value and 
between reason and feelings. That was our encounter with the pluri-textual British Sociology in the inter-war 
period. The American text hook - HumanSociety (1949) by Kingsley Davis - we also consulted, belonged to 
the same genre with Maclver and Page book. And, of course we would saunter between book shelves in the 
British Council library and the USIS library in search of 'surprises'. This narrative is important because this 
'Maclver and Page cohort', as we friends and colleagues jokingly call ourselves, were the key players in the 
field. Some of us, the senior teachers, have moved beyond Maclver and Page signpost. But even in the middle 
of 1980s, a few members of the under-graduate of Board of Studies in Sociology of our affiliating university 
argued in favour of retaining Society: Its Structure and Changes. There was certain conservatism about the 
Board. In early 1980s, it was reluctant to make Sociology by Anthony Giddens a basic reading for honours level 
Sociology students because it contained a chapter on HIV and AIDS! 

I had the rare opportunity of witnessing the formation of two social science departments in the college: that of 
the Department of Political Science in the early 1960s (I belonged to the first batch of its honours students) and 
of the Department of Sociology in the late 1980s-early 1990s (I was given the charge of directing its formation).My 
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teachers - scholars of repute — in the 1960s - almost all of them had their doctoral degree from some British 
university. In the history of this institution, this has been a significant capital making teaching intellectually 
vibrant. Also, a quiet, and an informal but powerful distribution of academic honour, both in the institution and 
in the public sphere, has always derived from that. Compared to that, it was a desi beginning of teaching of 
Sociology in Presidency College as none of the teachers had a doctoral degree from a foreign university. In fact, 
there was intellectual capital deficiency. The man in charge, I, had only three hundred marks worth knowledge 
of Sociology learnt in course of BA honours and MA in Political Science. Had Pierre Bourdieu tried to plot the 
new department and its teachers in the academic field along the axis of cultural capital, as he did with regard to 
the French academic institutions and intellectuals in his Homo Academicus (1984), he would have placed the 
Department in the deep recess of the 'lower-left'—the site for the un-credentialed. The onlookers, some of the 
established professors in other departments, indeed had their well-meaning anxieties about the capability of the 
fledging department to take off. One way, the deficiency was sought to be mitigated was by inviting a large 
number of distinguished teachers from the other departments of the College like History, Economics, and 
Statistics, from Sociology Departments in Kalyani University and Burdwan University, from the Department of 
Political Science, Calcutta University, from the Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, from IIM Calcutta, and 
from IISWBM. Only on hindsight I have realized that those teachers unknowingly gave our students an early 
exposure to interdisciplinary thinking. Standing out among them are Professor Abhijit Mitra of Burdwan Uni-
versity and late Professor Saila Kumar Ghosh of IIM Calcutta. They all taught our students without a formal 
invite and without any remuneration. They even lent their personal books. The alumni of the department doing 
doctoral work abroad would take classes during their visits to their parents in the city. They informed our 
students about the new developments in sociological understanding. It was how personal intimacies invigorated 
the impersonal process of institutional renewal. The anxieties were thus attended. Expressions of animosity, 
rare though, were overlooked on the strength of support to the project of introducing Sociology in the College 
which came from some of my teachers. I was myself anxious about my capability of teaching two disciplines at 
the same time. Professor Deepak Banerjee, who taught in the Department of Economics for four decades, 
encouraged me by arguing that it would actually enrich my teaching of both the disciplines. Professor Nirmal 
Chandra Basu Roychowdhury knew of my inquisitiveness about Sociology which in fact he instilled in me. He 
knew about my initiative in introducing the discipline in Presidency College. He died in 1985, four years before 
the Department was created in 1989. In 1992 or '93, his wife instituted a memorial prize in his name for a 
student scoring highest marks in BA honours examination in Sociology. I took that as an expression of his quiet 
endorsement of the endeavour. Emotibnal warmth is necessary even for gestating institutions. 

The quiet struggle for a place in the sun became more intense because of other factors. For example, it did not 
have a dedicated physical space anywhere in the College until May, 1995 when it was allotted space in the 
Netaji Subhas Building, initially planned for the departments of Geology and Economics, by Principal, Dr. 
Sunil Rai Choudhuri. Before that, it was daily begging or hunting for empty class rooms anywhere in the 
College. In fact, the first class was held in a room in the Geography Department on the second floor of the main 
building. The teachers trailed by migrating students were quite a sight. Moved by our plight, the kind caretaker 
of the College, Mr. Shyamol Mukherji, took the initiative of creating class spaces by setting plywood partitions 
on the first floor lobby of the Derozio Building, compromising architectural aesthetics. That indeed was an act 
of appropriation of spatial commons. This lent some corporeality to the Department, which otherwise had an 
elusive anatomy: without a place of its own, without a teachers' room, without a full faculty and without 
adequate library holdings. 

And, obviously without history: no celebrated alumni, no scholar-teacher. To connect and engage with Euro-
pean scholarship and academia has been a ceaseless institutional desire, right from the founding of the Hindu 
College in 1817. The motto at that time was 'to import into India the new learning of Europe'. With the current 
policy of making a world class university on the foundation of this reputed under-graduate college, there is re-
assertion of that eariy nineteenth century Bengali dream. The alumni with higher education and research in 
some western university who have joined the faculty in the various departments of the college from time to 
time, has been one conduit through which western scholarship flowed into the College. The Department of 
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Sociology has only recently been privileged with the services of alumni with doctorate degrees from some 
British and European universities. However, the challenges of importing the new western learning have eased 
with internet, seminars and conferences. 

Being without any history created anxious curiosity about the 'strange' discipline among the applicants for 
admission and their parents in the early years of the Department when public knowledge of the discipline was 
weak. This was due the fact that it was not a discipline in the school leaving Higher Secondary course. There 
was provision for Sociology in comparable courses only in other boards. The teachers had to face questions — 
typical of middle class anxiety — about career options after degree in Sociology. Public awareness of the 
discipline and its intellectual potentiality, we feel, increased with introduction of the discipline in our College, 
particularly when our alumni began joining the print media. At the institutional level, while setting admission 
test questions, we had to take into account the fact that most of the applicants for admission into under-graduate 
Sociology honours class did not study the discipline at the school level. 

The quality of Sociology education in the institution changed when the College became a university, and the 
post-graduate course was offered. Because, though many departments began introducing post-graduate courses 
in the closing years of the College, Sociology Department did not on the ground of lack of space and of teaching 
stuff. With added space and a capable faculty, it has now become possible to offer a post-graduate course and 
a doctoral programme. Becoming a university allowed the Department to determine the course content of both 
the under-graduate and post-graduate classes. The young teachers - the fresh recruits - prepared the draft 
proposals and invited some Professors from the Departments of Sociology of Delhi University and the Jawaharlal 
University, to a one-day workshop in the University. The syllabi at both the levels have the promise of radicalising 
teaching of Sociology in the institution, substantively as well as pedagogy-wise. The commitment of the Uni-
versity to inculcate an interdisciplinary outlook has encouraged the Department to offer lectures on love as well 
as laboratory. These may not be dismissed as post-modem frivolity or disciplinary trespass. 

Evidently, significant changes have taken place in the form and content of Sociology education in Presidency 
University; so also, in the transactions in the process of knowledge dissemination and production: the withering 
away of class room teaching, seminars and conferences as the new modes of circulation of knowledge, teach-
ers' engagement with their individual research projects, Jstor downloads replacing photo copies replacing books, 
and Wikipedia replacing dictionaries of Sociology replacing teachers. Certain virtualization and de-centering 
of teaching and learning is evident. These are evidently common across departments and institutions. Changes 
are universal in institutional life cycles. Doing Sociology has one significant advantage: it can apply its own 
logics of analysis to understand its life course. Hopefully, those in the process of educating and learning Soci-
ology in Presidency University will use their sociological knowledge and their institutional commitment to 
keep the discipline and the department at the centre of the intellectual life of the institution. Hopefully also, the 
Department has now a history with its students teaching in a significant number of universities in north America, 
the Great Britain and the Europe, and in leading institutions in India like JNU, Jadavpur University, AUD, 
WBNUJS, TISS, IITs, and in under-graduate colleges in West Bengal. Many of them did their doctoral research 
in reputed universities in the west. Some are engaged in social activism. The Department should continue to be 
an asset to the University. 
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NO NOSTALGIA, PLEASE 
Anik Chatterjee; Professor and Head, Department of Political Science. 

I entered the hallowed portals of Presidency College in late 1979 as a student. To the present students, the time 
may appear as pre-historic. A 'mofussil' boy, I had never seen Presidency before. I can distinctly remember the 
day when I came to the college to collect forms for Admission Tests. I heard that the famous institution was 
located near the College Street 'junction'. So the 'outsider' started early morning for the coveted 'junction'. 
After reaching Howrah station, I took a bus for College Street and reached the junction after an hour braving the 
terrible traffic. Standing at the junction, the outsider asked a person about the exact location of the college. The 
person told him confidently to walk south, toward the Bowbazar crossing. In a hurry, I walked briskly and 
reached Bowbazar crossing in about ten minutes. There I asked another person about the exact location of the 
college. He laughed at me and told me to walk north. Perplexed, I asked another person. He was compassionate 
and told me that the college was nearby, and I must take a few steps toward the north to reach the college. The 
man was very polite. He told me that he would have surely accompanied me to my destination, but for his 
office, he should head towards the Dalhousie area without any delay. So the outsider started walking back, and 
soon found a big area with a big building, and a huge iron-gate. He entered through the gate nervously. He was 
near his dream, he was near Presidency! 

But where were the Admission Forms? Where was the Office? Where was the big queue for Forms he heard 
about before? Was the college closed? Had he come on a wrong day? But there were activities all around. 
People running helter-skelter; worried faces; men and women in small groups, whispering. Suddenly an ambu-
lance arrived, a stretcher brought out, with a man writhing in extreme pain. It must be a hospital, the outsider 
realised. He approached a man in a small whispering group with two questions: which hospital he had actually 
reached, and where was his Presidency. The man turned back, looked vacantly at the boy and said, "My mother 
is very ill". The boy retreated and came out of the iron-gate. 

A tram stopped at the 'Tram Stop'. There was a little chill in the air, and an elderly lady got down slowly. 
Hesitantly, the boy asked the lady about his destination. She asked the boy to hold her hand, and walk along. 
"Admission to Presidency is not easy my boy, try hard, good luck", she said as the boy and few majestic 
buildings lining on the road listened in silence. Finally she showed the open iron-gate; stood in front for a while 
with the boy, and said, "you have reached". As the lady headed towards the book stalls opposite the open gate, 
the boy thanked her for helping. Finally he entered through the open gate. He was indeed walking through his 
dream. 

After 35 years, the dream still lingers on. Now that Presidency has become a university, we must carry forward 
the dream of making Presidency University a world class centre of academic excellence. It is easier said than 
done. As a senior teacher I am indeed very happy, like many of my colleagues, that a bunch of bright scholars 
have joined Presidency as faculty from different parts of India, and outside. Their presence has given a cosmo-
politan touch to Presidency. Through innovative teaching methods and curricula. Presidency is trying to impart 
the best forms of knowledge to its students. Through their research, the faculty is trying to break new ground. 
All these indicate toward positive developments. At the same time. Presidency is standing at a crucial juncture. 
It is indeed standing at a crossroads, at the 'junction'. The next five to seven years, would be very crucial for 
Presidency. Proper placement of our graduates would surely make an impact in the society. For better place-
ments and opportunities, our students must be academically enriched. Otherwise they may not be able to find 
theu- proper places in this fiercely competitive worid. The role of the teacher is very crucial here. We must not 
forget that Presidency has U.G. classes. Therefore, the pedagogy here would differ from that in many research 
universities in India and abroad. A teacher must be able to inculcate basic concepts and ideas about the disci-
pline at the U.G. level. Basic texts, besides research articles, must be provided to the U.G. students, especially 
in their first two or three semesters. A teacher must inform and must also be informed about the basic texts and 
new research in his area of teaching. Solid undergraduate training is the foundation of all higher learning. We 
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must not forget this basic issue. Many former students (of remote and recent past) of Presidency who joined top 
universities in the world as students and faculty, who reached the top in other vocations, have all attributed their 
'success' to strong undergraduate teaching at Presidency. Upon a solid undergraduate base, our P.G. and re-
search programmes can only flourish in the future. The best undergraduate students from Presidency and other 
institutions should be encouraged to join our P.G. and research programmes. In creating the best undergradu-
ates, a teacher's role is unparalleled. A fresh mind must be nurtured with care and diligence by the teachers. I 
have seen top professors in many leading universities in the world taking utmost care for their undergraduate 
students. And they also pursued high-quality cutting-edge research. 

Presidency must attain new heights in research to become world class; Presidency must achieve further heights 
in teaching to remain on the path of the 'world class'. Research and teaching are complimentary to each other. 
Presidency should combine both satisfactorily. After all, it is a university, not a research institute. Adequate 
infrastructural facilities will help us in reaching our goal. I sincerely believe that such facilities will be provided 
in the near future. I live in optimism. Presidency is already on the road to excellence, we must not be lost. It is 
a matter of satisfaction, as I have written already, that Presidency has a sizeable good faculty. But it must 
continue to attract good students. We must not be top-heavy. After all, the success of a university is proved 
more through the success of its students. We should make world class students to make our new university truly 
world class. 
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JUSTICE IN POTJTICAL PHILOSOPHY; 
ELUSIVE OR NECESSARY IDEA? 

Maidul Islam; Assistant Professor, Dept. of Political Science 

The history of human existence has so far shown that no society has been absolutely just, even after eventful 
political transformations such as the Spartacus slave revolt, English Revolution, French Revolution, Russian 
Revolution, Chinese Revocation, Iranian Islamic Revolution, national liberation and decolonization. Even after 
the transforma-tion of the post-war welfare state to the retreat of the welfare state with the emer-gence of neo-
liberal consensus, justice has not been ensured to significant sections of population in those societies and indeed 
we find new forms of injustices haunting the world. Notable public protests and political dissent in our times, 
following the 2008 economic crisis such as the indignados in Spain, the Occupy Wall Street movement in the 
US, the piqueteros in Argentina, various forms of new social protests in the Arab world, India's anti-corruption 
movement, protests on the violent crimes against women in the streets of Delhi, anti-austerity protests in Eu-
rope, the Shahbag movement in Bangladesh and the Hong Kong protests were not possible without some sense 
of justice and injustice. 

The normative idea of justice has been debated within the long tradition of political philosophy. Since, the ideas 
of justice and injustice have been contested by varied ideological positions and there is hardly any conclusive, 
comprehensive and consensual theory of justice, it is only fair to say that there can never be an adequate theory 
of justice. Thus, justice as a value is not simply relative and related to other normative concepts. Rather, it is 
profoundly elusive. But if it is elusive then why has it been often used in diverse political and philosophical 
discourses over time? One can argue that justice as a normative political idea(l) is absolutely necessary for any 
political discourse to justify its actions and goals. 

Amartya Sen incisively demonstrates in his recent work on political philosophy that the second half of the 
twentieth century and the first decade of the twenty first century are not a decisive break from the general trend 
of disagreement on the very meaning of justice as one finds in the European enlightenment tradition or in the 
ancient and medieval period in both east and west. The Rawlsian theory of justice was a strong defense for a 
liberal welfare state, which was challenged by the libertarian response of Robert Nozick, particularly question-
ing the difference principle of John Rawls. The communitarian critique of Michael Sandel was concerned with 
the universalist tendency of the Rawlsian premise that prioritizes 'right over good' and the primacy of a homog-
enous 'self over conceptions of 'community'. Moving beyond liberalism and communitarianism was the philo-
sophical genre of egalitarianism that foregrounded the idea of equality while discussing justice. On the one 
hand, such egalitarianism was taken up by recognizing identity and difference while questioning the distribu-
tive paradigm, as in the treatise of Iris Marion Young. On the other hand, Marxists like G.A. Cohen and Etienne 
Balibar gave prime importance to the inseparability between the principle of equality and the principle of 
justice. 

If such varied schools of justice exist then can there be a democratic dialogue between 'liberal', 'egalitarian', 
'libertarian' and 'communitarian' notions of justice? Or can the pragmatic reality be of an impossible dialogue 
since the different positions on justice fundamentally disagree with one another and have an inbuilt narcissism 
within each one of them, claiming: 'our path is the right path', based on their respective reasoned claims. 
Therefore, reasoning as a value is neither autonomous nor impartial. Here, one must ask whether a particular or 
a hegemonic universal reason is ruling the society. In this respect, one is reminded of the famous proclamation 
of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in The German Ideology, "the ideas of the ruling class are in every 
epoch the ruling ideas". In that case, 'the idea of justice' and 'ways to remove injustice' becomes a game of 
contesting positions struggling for hegemony. Therefore, setting the rules of such a game of contesting posi-
tions and the final outcome of that game is dependent on winning and losing parties of hegemonic struggle of 
contesting positions on justice/injustice. In this respect, the concept of hegemony that is derivative of the an-
tagonistic nature of human society fractured with varied ethico-political positions and distinct politico-ideo-
logical articulations is fundamental in deciding what forms of 'justice' rules in a given space and time. 
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We can further clarify that the struggle to ensure justice or 'removing injustice' to arrive at relatively more just 
conditions is intricately connected to the question of the political struggle to win hegemony over the rest of the 
population. The population in a society can be politically convinced for a particular version of justice or ways 
of removing injustice, by consultations, consent, democratic participations etc. If a particular version of justice 
is superimposed from top, then hegemony nonetheless can be established, but with coercive mechanisms, which 
in a way can also invite resistance to the hegemonic formation/power bloc and thus can limit its scope of 
operation. In that circumstance, the very notion of a hegemonic idea of justice and its moral authority that is 
established through an authoritarian imposition from above than through a hegemonic formation from below 
with people's consent and active partic ipation can be questioned with new possibilities of struggle for liberation 
from a repressive notion of justice. 

In case of a repressive power, the normative idealism of 'just society' itself becomes redundant with the emer-
gence of realism, where only power and remaining seated in power becomes gn ideal. Thus, ideals like justice 
or removing injustice only become an illusionary veil to camouflage the hidden desire/goal of tlie political act 
of achieving power. In such a situation, the 'promise' and 'hope' of establishing a just society or removing 
injustices becomes a political project of the present. A 'promise' of justice or removing injustice is made to the 
people at the current conjuncture ('now') for political mobilization with the motive to establish a 'relatively 
new just society' in the near future. 

Any normative concepts such as justice, liberty, equality, freedom etc. are historically specific and contingent. 
For example, there was a point of time in human history where the verdict of a clan leader or emperor was seen 
as justice from a legalistic point of view. Similarly, ancient Greek philosophers like Plato and Aristotle did not 
argue that the existence of slaves in their societies was basically unjust. Normative concepts like justice, liberty, 
equality, freedom etc. also have a class/group underpinning. Thus, which class/group gets justice at the expense 
of whom and who decides what is just or unjust, much akin to the Neitzschean problem of who decides 'good' 
and 'evil', are significant questions to pose. 

Does Marx explicitly discuss the ideas of justice and injustice? Although, Rawls, in his Lectures on the History 
of Political Philosophy suggests that Marxian communism is attributed to 'radical egalitarianism' by the likes 
of Cohen; a communist society would resolve the justice question by eliminating injustices like alienation and 
exploitation along with the overcoming of the division of labour. In other words, the Marxian 'ideal' of 'a 
society of freely associated producers' or the 'higher phase of communism', according to Rawls, could be a 
'society beyond justice'. But how does one achieve such a society? A noted Japanese Anarcho-Marxist, Kojin 
Karatani has recently argued that 'a possible communism' can be only based on an 'associationist model' 
whose form of exchange could be 'mutual aid'. According to Karatani, the struggle on the very site of con-
sumption, by arresting the circulation of capital while boycotting capitalist commodities, building worKers 
collectives and local exchange trading systems, along with simultaneous global struggles against the bourgeois 
trinity of nation-state-capital, might create conditions for such 'a possible communism'. 

It seems that both the liberal and Marxist literature is preoccupied with the question of distributive justice. In 
this regard, post-Marxists like Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe suggest that the Left must address the ques-
tions of both redistribution and recognition or what Nancy Fraser articulates as addressing the questions of both 
distributive justice and social justice. Here, taking cue from the writings of Laclau and Mouffe, one can argue 
that class antagonism might be addressed under communism but other antagonisms of race, gender and envi-
ronment might be still unresolved. In fact, with communism, there need not necessarily be an end to politics. As 
Mouffe states, in such a context, an intellectual practice of constructing an (in)adequate theory of justice would 
be an exercise of 'political philosophy without polities'. Therefore, a fruitful politico-intellectual task is to give 
primacy to politics, identify the antagonistic moments that are constitutive of human societies, and initiate 
plurality of political struggles against multifarious power structures. Indeed such political struggles can be only 
possible in the name of justice even if that is elusive Paraphrasing Marx's eleventh thesis on Feuerbach, one 
can say that the philosophers have only offered various ideas of justice; the point is that these are not truths in 
themselves but are necessary for politics and mobilization. 
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MARTYRS^ DAYS: MEMORIALIZING 13 JULY 1931 IN KASHMIR 
Mridu Rai; Professor, History 

In the darkness of despair we saw a vision, 
We lit the light of hope, and it was not extinguished... 

.. .We sent our vision aswiin like a swan on the river. 
The vision became reality.. .Bondage became freedom. 
And this we left to you as your heritage. 

O generation of freedom remember us, the generation of the vision... 
-Liam Mac Uistin 

These lines of thankfulness for the sacrifices of generations of rebels who brought independence to Ireland in 
1921 were written in an Irish poetic genre known as the aisling. The latter was devised in the eighteenth century 
as a way to express protest without drawing the heavy hand of Power's censorship. In the typical aisling the 
personified nation appears as a vision to mourn the torments of the present and augur the approaching return of 
providence. Liam Mac Uistin's poem evoked the solemn bequeathing of a legacy by those who envisioned 
freedom and struggled to achieve it to those generations, present and future, who were to enjoy its fruits. And 
at its heart was the invocation to remember. Such remembrance is not to be nostalgia; it is not to be a mere 
wistful reminiscing of the past. Instead, it is meant to serve as a powerful collective act of memorializing to 
galvanize a striding forward and a renovation of the past into the present and the future. 

Beginning in the nineteenth century, ever since nationalism became the predominant ideological vehicle to 
counter colonial dominance in India, memory became apotheosized in its culture. Events, people, places, words, 
memory became symbolized. And memory became History; History, however, mapped out in specific ways. 
Memory-as-History had to perform new ideological work. In the service of nationalism, and national imagin-
ing, its labour was to secure, represent, and symbolize that which is always precariously on the verge of being 
lost. One such loss that needed to be captured and reversed was the oblivion that follows death. History and 
memory came to be mustered for the task of what Jules Michelet, the nineteenth century historian of the French 
Revolution, described as exhuming the dead: 

... each death leaves behind a little good—its memory—and demands that we tend it.. J have given to many of 
the dead the help that I will myself need. I have exhumed them for a second life.. .They nô w live among us.. .In 
this way is a family made, a common city [built in which dwell] the living and the dead. 

The purpose of exhumation was the powerful one of turning these deaths into sacrifices. Whether or not they 
themselves had seen it as such, the Historian, speaking on behalf of the anonymous dead, re-signified their 
deaths as the proffering of life for the Revolutionary dream and for the 'imagined community' it produced. The 
dead became martyrs and their sacrifice was to be commemorated ever after for a nation—a city in which the 
dead and the living commune with each other—to come into being. 

In India, too, nationalism partook of these innovatory elements of Europe's nationalisms. From the Munda 
ulgulan of 1900 to the massacre at Jallianwallah Bagh in 1919 and the many other fallen in anti-colonial 
protests, the anonymous dead were conscripted as the martyred foot soldiers of a nation-in-the-making. For 
Kashmiris, made double-subjects of the British empire in India and of the princely state the latter had installed 
under Dogra maharajas in 1846, nationalism's work of forging a nation and giving it political articulation 
involved taking a double step. It had to overthrow the yoke both of Dogra thraldom and of colonial dominance. 
Their martyrs could not be the same as those of the Indian nation. And it was 13 July 1931, not the familiar 
markers on the Indian independence movement's calendar, that gave Kashmiri nationalism its first sacrificial 
deaths for commemoration. 
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Srinagar, 13 July 1931 

Several historians have elected this date to mark the inauguration of the 'freedom struggle' of Kashmiris against 
Dogra rule. Neither the events of that day in Srinagar nor the death toll of twenty-two demonstrators and one 
policeman seem so outstanding as to command remembrance when compared to contemporaneous develop-
ments in British India. But this date was not intended to serve the fashioning of the Indian nation. In Kashmir, 
the date's emblematic importance drew from the fact that it was the first time a gathering of Kashmiri Muslims 
had openly challenged the Dogra maharaja and his government. 

The portentous events of that day had followed upon rumours, spreading since mid-1931, about the maharaja's 
officials mistreating Muslims and deliberately offering insults to Islam in Jammu. The report that elicited the 
most vehement reaction was about a Hindu police constable who had not only prevented a Muslim subordinate 
from saying his prayers, but had added to this insult the injury of throwing the latter's copy of the Qur'an to the 
ground. Later investigation found the account of this incident to have been exaggerated although not entirely 
without basis. However, it brought to a head a gathering (Footnotes)'lules Michelet, 'Preface', Histoire du 
XIXe Siecle, vol. 2, cited in Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread 
of Nationalism (London: Verso, 1983), p. 198. The translation from the French is mine and is a rough one. 
Michelet's excerpted original words are as follows: ".. .chaque mort laisse un petit bien, sa memoire, et demande 
qu'on la soigne ... J'ai donne a beaucoup de morts trop oublies 1 'assistance dont moi-meme j 'aurai besoin. Je 
Fai exhumes pour une seconde vie...lis vivent maintenant avec nous ... Ainsi se fait une famille, une cite 
commune entre les vivants et les morts." 

^In British India, the closing years of the 1920s, following the withdrawal of the first non-cooperation move-
ment and the pro-Khilafat mobilization, had witnessed bloodbaths brought about by Hindus and Muslims re-
treating from a common struggle into their separate and hostile camps 

^ Jules Michelet, 'Preface ' , Histoire du XIXe Siecle, vol. 2, cited in Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the 
Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 1983), p. 198. The translation from the French is mine and is a rough one. Michelet 's 
excerpted original words are as follows: " . . .chaque mort laisse un petit bien, sa memoire, et demande qu 'on la soigne . . . J 'a i donn6 ^ 
beaucoup de morts trop oublies I'assistance dont moi-meme j 'aurai besoin. Je I 'ai exhumes pour une seconde vie...Us vivent maintenant 
avec nous . . . Ainsi se fait une famille, une cite commune entre les vivants et les morts." 

^In British India, the closing years of the 1920s, foOowing the withdrawa! of the first non-cooperation movement and the pro-Khilafat 
mobilization, had witnessed bloodbaths brought about by Hindus and Muslims retreating from a common struggle into their separate and 
hostile camps. 

discontent bom out of a number of factors other than the purely religious among Muslims in the state and, by 
the time its reports reached Srinagar, it set the stage for the unprecedented occurrences of the following days. 
On June 25th, Abdul Qadir, identified by some as a Pathan and others as a Punjabi servant of a European 
vacationing in Kashmir, made an inflammatory speech at a meeting held in a Srinagar 'mosque' 1 that condemned 
the Dogra maharaja and 'incit[ed] his hearers to kill Hindus and bum their temples'. He was promptly arrested. 
A general impression created by accounts of subsequent events was of an unprovoked attack led by Srinagar 
Muslims against hapless Hindus. However, contrary to later reconstructions of the events of the day, Kashmiri 
Pandits and other Hindus, shaken by the expression of such hostile sentiments as those of Qadir, had not been 
sitting by idly as unwitting victims of a camage-about-to-happen either. They had been disseminating their own 
set of rumours to rally other co-religionists into action. One such, spreading like wildfire—and indicating the 
fear felt by a 'minority' that had until then enjoyed security of power that they were in danger of possibly losing 
ground in the state to an increasingly vocal Muslim 'majority'—was that the Dogra ruler was about to lift the 
state-wide prohibition on cow slaughter. 2 And were this to come about, it would have been no mean concession 
since the ban defined the identity of the state as one in which Hindu religious tradition enjoyed primacy. Thus, 
in the days preceding the fateful date of 'matyrdom', segments of both the Hindu and Muslim populations in 
Kashmir were raising their defences and the situation was moving inexorably towards a confrontation. 
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On July when Abdul Qadir was to be tried at the Central Jail in Srinagar, a crowd had attempted to enter 
the penitentiary to protest his prosecution. Retaliating, the police fired into the gathering that then scattered and 
went on a 'rampage' in Srinagar city. In Maharajgunj, a quarter of Srinagar inhabited predominantly by Kashmiri 
Pandits and Punjabi Hindu traders, 'crowds of Mohammadan hooligans' attacked shops, looted large quantities 
of goods and 'committed indiscriminate assaults'. The British Resident in Kashmir had reported that 'there 
had...recently [been] much discussion among Mohammadans [in Kashmir] about their grievances against the 
comparatively small Hindu community... which, as a result of a mistaken policy of many years standing, hafd] 
been allowed to monopolize most of the appointments in the State' (emphasis added). Yet, the Resident con-
fessed that 'no one [had] for a moment suspected than [sic] any danger was to be feared in the city of Srinagar'. 
Evidently taken by surprise by the overt 'activism' of the Kashmiri Muslims, the maharaja's government de-
vised makeshift and quick fix solutions.Relying on the tested strategy of his predecessor, Maharaja Hari Singh 
'received a deputation of all the leading Muslims of the city' with a view to removing their apprehensions. 
Meeting with the ruler, members of these eminent Muslims assured him of their 'unfaltering loyalty'. However, 
as the Resident suggested, the greatest difficulty the maharaja would have to face would come, not from the 
small Kashmiri. 
' I understand this may have been the Khanqali-i-Muaula (Shah-e-Hamadan) shrine. 
R/1/1/2064, Crown Representative's Reports (Political Department), Maharaja Hari Singh's Message, dated 9 July 1931, lOL. 

Muslim^elite but, from the public disapproval of his policies freely expressed in British India and particularly in 
Punjab. 

The events of July 1931 had catapulted a number of new actors onto the political stage of Kashmir each seeking 
to capitalize on the momentum of Muslim restiveness unleashed through these incidents. A younger generation 
of Muslim politicians led by Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah and aiming at broad social bases of mobilization was 
pitted against the older and more socially exclusive, elite leadership of the Jama Masjid Mirwaiz and others. 
These Kashmiris were joined in their competition for the leadership of Muslims in the valley, by two rival sets 
of interests from the Punjab represented by the Ahmediyas and the Ahrars. By mid-August 1931, the Resident 
was already reporting on dissatisfaction among Kashmiri Muslims being fuelled by letters from Muslim orga-
nizations from outside the state urging them to keep up their agitation. Under such prompting, Kashmiri Mus-
lims led by Sheikh Ab^^llah had refused to meet with the Maharaja on August , 1931, aiming to 'procrasti-
nate' until August 14 . The latter date had been declared 'Kashmir Day' throughout 'Muhammedan centres 
in British India' by the Kashmir Committee formed only a week after the killings of July 13 and supported by 
large numbers of the valley's Muslims long settled in the Punjab. 

In the aftermath of July 13 , and viewing with trepidation the bleeding of political protest across their carefully 
demarcated and vigilantly policed borders between the Punjab and the Dogra state, the British colonial government 
of India exercised its prerogative as paramount power to appoint a commission, working under the direction of B. J. 
Glancy, to examine the grievances that had caused the disturbances. Its report of 1932 included a powerful indict-
ment of the Kashmir durbar's partisan functioning in favour of its Hindu subjects to the neglect of Muslims. Strik-
ingly, the report had also invalidated the principle of 'first peoples' on the basis of which the>Dogras and Pandits had 
re-imagined Kashmir as 'originally' Hindu. Clancy's report provided a corrective to nearly a century of marginalizing 
the largest number of the Kashmir state's subjects. Through its many recommendations, it re-inscribed Muslims into 
their history and region. And, perhaps unconsciously, it also redefined the contemporary territory of Kashmir—no 
matter what lay beneath its historical layers — as Muslim. From hereon, the challenge gathered a momentum that 
would end with stripping the legitimacy of the Dogra princes to rule over Kashmiris. Over the following decade, 
this newly 'grounded' assertiveness extended into a wider struggle for the fulfilment of a spectrum of economic 
and political demands that culminated in the unravelling of Dogra sovereignty itself in 1947. 

Remembering Martyrs' Day, 1947 to the Present 

Days of commemoration are not themselves beyond History. Acts of remembrance are always intended to the 
serve the construction of the present, even as their legitimating meaningfulness is seen as extending into the 
limitless future. Whereas, 13 July 1931 was conspicuously memorialized ever since it was marked by death 
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symbolized as sacrifice, until 1947 it had been annexed to the struggle against the Dogra monarchy. After 1947, 
it came to be marshalled for 

^Ibid.From the Resident in Kashmir, dated 17 July 1931 & From the Resident in Kashmir, dated 3 August 1931. 
lbid.From the Resident in Kashmir, dated 17 August 1931. 

quite a different need in Kashmir; that of nation building. Indeed History-as-Memory can be seen as a defining 
sign of the period extending from 1947 to the present, bookended by a freedom insufficiently achieved through 
its being made subservient to Indian nationalism, on the one hand, and a final break with India's unmet demo-
cratic promises through militant rejection on the other. 

Barely fifteen years after B.J. Glancy' s remedial steps had finally reinstated Kashmiri Muslims into their homeland, 
this recognition of their claims to Kashmir's soil was overwhelmed by the assertion of Indian nationalism's sole 
claim to the territory of the entirety of the subcontinent—that which remained after the carving out of Paki-
stan—from Kashmir to Kanyakumari. Indeed, since independence in India, there has been a steady recycling 
and circulation of the rhetoric of vivisection derived from partition narratives, of memories of the bloodbath 
that accompanied that division, of hyperbolically expressed fears of another partition/balkanization and of a 
'total disintegration of India'. These have served to reinforce dramatically both the idea of the nation as geo-
body and of its parts as 'atoot ang\ And secessionist sentiments and movements in Tamil Nadu and the North-
east so soon after the Indian nation had allegedly come into its own, only aggravated this nationalist anxiety. In 
these circumstances, any arrant expression of regional pride was deemed suspect but especiajly so when ema-
nating from a province whose inclusion in the union was contingent and codicillary. July 13 would continue 
to be celebrat^ed but would have to be conceptually subordinated to August (and in the Kashmir across the 
border to 14 August). 

But within Kashmir, there was still the urgent need for a commemoration with salience for its people. This was 
especially so since in the minds of its people the accession of Kashmir to the Indian union was far from being a 
settled matter. After 1947, Sheikh Abdullah's nation-building program rested on his economic reform program, 
'Naya Kashmir', and the ideological construct of Kashmiriyat, a regional mirroring of Nehruvian secularism in 
India, that asserted that being Kashmiri was more important than being Hindu or Muslim. The National Confer-
ence now appropriated Martyrs' Day, which had in any event come to be associated with the Sher-e-Kashmir 
since 1931, even more firmly as its special day. However the party also grew increasingly centralized and 
intolerant of internal dissent as the first euphoria of snatching freedom from the Dogras began to show, by the 
1950s, signs of celebration fatigue. Indeed the more intense the challenges—both external and internal—to its 
hegemony grew, the greater reliance it placed on jubilation, ovation, commemoration and memorialisation of 
that day in July now long gone to bolster the legitimacy of its dominance. As one Kashmiri, Mohammad Ashraf, 
growing up in those decades recalls in his blog, "the memory we have from our school days is of the massive 
turnout and a colourful tribute paid to these martyrs on this day every year. Every locality would send its own 
procession. There usec| to be an official procession of smartly dressed policemen who would pay a formal 
tribute to the martyrs." 

^ 'Back to 1931!' http://www.kashimrfirst.coni/articles/politics/l 00717-back-to-1931 .htm (last accessed July 6,2011) 

Yet national day celebrations are a poor substitute for effective governance. As the National Conference showed 
increasing signs of corruption and authoritarian overbearance, Ghulam Ahmad Mahjoor, one time poet laureate 
of Abdullah's brand of Kashmiriyat-informed nationalism, now delivered a powerful indictment of the re-
dacted version of freedom that had become Kashmir's lot. . .Poverty and starvation. Repression and lawless-
ness, It is with these happy blessings. That she has come to us' he wrote. As time passed and the workings of 
human memory, in holding the past together, proved increasingly wanting, the commemorated date became a 
fertile ground for contest over what the past of subject and community meant. In any case, it has to be remem-
bered that July 13 could not have universal appeal in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. Dogra Jammu could 
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not find much cause for exultation in that date and even in the valley the memory was tarnished for Kashmiri 
Pandits by recollections of the attacks on their community that was also part of that day's happenings. 

In 1975, the Indian centre headed by a particularly authoritarian Indira Gandhi had released a chastened Sheikh 
Abdullah from his long incarceration in jail, forcing the Delhi Accord on him and de-fanging the politics of 
independence for Kashmir he had championed on and off ever since the accession. And alongwith this capitu-
lation and quiescence its celebration of Martyr's Day became a more tempered affair. As Ashraf recalls for us, 
'the processions were continued on a grand scale till 1975 when there was a u-tum in the movement. The 
official tribute continued even after that date but on a smaller scale. The common people would go on their own 
to offer fateh to the martyrs as they were considered the pioneers who had in reality started the movement, 
which was still going on!' Thus, as the National Conference became entirely the party of the status quo after 
1975, there was also a clear disjuncture between what July 13 came to signify for the party and for the people. 
To the point that Sheikh Abdullah's grave itself needed to be sequestered from the wrath of those of his people 
who hold him and his political successors as traitors. And more recently, with the National Conference-led state 
government's even more tightened pact of convenience and dependence with Delhi, the official celebration has 
become a positively furtive affair. Last year, in the bloody summer of 2010, when the violence of Indian 
security forces had already begun reaping martyrs from among protestors armed only with stones, if at all— 
many of them so young they could not have been conscious of the nature of their 'sacrifices'—the government 
had moved so far from its citizenry that it could mark this chief day of popular remembrance only through anti-
popular seclusive celebration. Referring one last time to Mohammad Ashraf, he writes that on that Martyrs' 
Day last year, the 'leaders did not even stay for the customary speech. They very quickly laid wreaths and 
showered flower petals on the graves.. .The entire area had been turned into a virtual prison.. .The entire city 
had been put under curfew... [and] For the first time common Kashmiris were prevented from offering fateh on 
theMazar-i-Shuda [Martyrs' Graveyard]'. 

This year, it looks like it is going to be more of the same. Mirwaiz Umar Farooq, chairman of the Hurriyat 
conference, had announced last Frjday, his intention of leading a peaceful procession from the Jama Masjid to 
the Martyrs' graveyard on July 13 in commemoration of the day and as a renewal of the pledge to continue the 
struggle for the liberation of Kashmir. However, a day before Martyrs' Day, on July 12^ ' the state government 
has placed him and other pro-azadi leaders under house arrest. Will this be yet another year of a national 
celebration cloistered from the attendance of the nation? Will it be another secretive marking by so-called 
popular leaders of government too afraid to afford any communion with their people? 

Whereas in the decades immediately following 1947, July 13^^ could still be remembered with buoyancy and 
hope, after 1989 it had become the subject of elegy. As optimism yielded to a pervading loss, as thousands of 
Kashmiris filled the hundreds of martyrs' graveyards dug up in a frenzy to the bury the mounting numbers of 
the dead, the symbolism of grief took over and pathologized memory. There were few more eloquent voices to 
emerge from the turmoil of the 1990s than that of Agha Shahid Ali. His laments for the dead became the 
collective expression of Kashmiri grief. Encoding a powerful challenge to oppression within his verses. History 
and Memory were sundered from each other. Memory became the weapon of the dominated to confront His-
tory, the instrument of the dominant. 

And after 1990, no memory and memorialisation of Kashmir's past could properly ignore a gaping hole in its 
society. As the valley was vacated of its most important minority of the Kashmiri Pandits, the memory of 
Martryrs' Day came to be partitioned. One particulariy acerbic denunciation of the remembrance of that date 
pitched very recently from the ranks of Roots in Kashmir, a radical organization with Hindu-supremacist links 
that claims to represent Pandits in exile, even seeks to recuperate for glorification the unrepresentative monar-
chy that had been resisted in 1931. It characterizes Maharaja Hari Singh as a 'patriot' and the offending Abdul 
Qadir as an accomplice in a British conspiracy to dislodge him. Other Pandit expressions of loss and exile 
have been less polemically delivered and less compromised in their stand on a common future in Kashmir. 
They are for that reason also more poignant. In these instances, the memories of individual Pandits returned 
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continually to retrieve a form of historical remembrance that located and supported communities of marginalized 
victims. And their striving found an echoing response in the poetry of Agha Shahid Ali; a lyrical recalling of the 
departures in which pointed divisions were sought to be dissolved in a narrative of shared suffering, extending 
history into the memories of those who were excluded. 

Again I've returned to this country 
where a minaret has been entombed 
.. .each house buried or empty 
Empty? Because so many fled, ran 
and became refugees there, in the plaii 
where they must now will a final dewfax. 
to turn the mountains to glass. They' 11 see 
us through them—see us frantically bury 
houses to save them from fire that, like a wall, 

^http://Tcashmiris-in-exile.blogspot.coni/2010/07/13-iulv-1931-in-pages-of-Mstoiy.html (last accessed July 6 ,2011) 
2 

One such example is Siddhartha Gigoo ' s recent novel The Garden of Solitude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2011) 

caves in. The solders light it, hone the flames, 
bum our world to sudden papier-mache 

Thus spoke the poet of the fractured present but with the entreaty to remember those departed; both the dead 
and the exiled. 
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AGING AND DEPRESSION; A QUEST FOR FINDING 
LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL 

Piyali Mukherjee; 
Assistant Professor; Department of Biological Sciences 

Population aging is an important demographic phenomenon worldwide that warrants a well-organized program 
structure dealing with the significant impact of aging on the elderly population in particular and the society at 
large. Aging is associated not only with physical disabilities but also mental reclusion that may arise due to 
social isolation ultimately leading to mood disorders and clinical signs of depression. Further, aging comes 
with its own menace of neuronal loss, the most important cells in the brain and slow neurogenesis (the process 
of making more neurons) that may play an important role in this age-related depression. Hence identification of 
signature markers that may delay neuronal loss or enhance neurogenesis during aging is urgently required. 

Recent studies report the inefficacies of anti-depressant drugs to handle multiple rounds of depression or the 
unwanted side effects which may become a burden to the elderly patients. This makes it extremely important to 
explore novel molecular targets in the pathways to neuronal damage and how they can help in the proper 
management of depression-like symptoms associated with aging. For decades, monoamines like serotonins 
have been the primary focus of study in several models of depression. However, studies have failed to find a 
consistent correlation between brain serotonin levels and depression. Furthermore, anti-depressants targeting 
these monoamines usually take longer to be effective and come with a variety of side effects and coming off the 
anti-depressant may have withdrawal symptoms. This may pose a major health hazard in the elderly and thus 
we come back to the question as to how to prevent or delay neuronal loss as we age which may help identify 
ways to combat these severe signs of depression. 

Complexity of the cellular signaling network and the heterogeneity of different brain regions which are af-
fected differentially in these mood disorders makes it extremely difficult to find any one simple solution to 
these problems. Mitochondria are the energy coin of a cell and loss of its function in metabolically active cells 
like the neurons results in energy crisis ultimately leading to neuronal death. Hence, mitochondria that affect 
diverse cellular functions such as metabolism, respiration and also cellular death could be a potential target in 
this regard. So an in-depth analysis of mitochondrial homeostasis may provide important clues as to how stress 
may contribute to the development of irritability and depression as we age and also help identify viable targets 
to offer a roadmap of healthy aging. However, the role of mitochondria in clinical depression is underappreciated 
and only recently researchers across the globe have started thinking beyond the monoamine oxidases or MAO. 

So how mitochondria may be linked to this phenomenon of depression? The 'free radical theory of aging' 
suggests increased accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the aging brain and quite intriguingly 
studies have also indicated that oxidative stress may play an important role in neuronal death that may lead to 
volume reduction in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex regions of the brain. However, the complex role of 
these free radicals in the etiology of depression is not well understood. The regulation of mitochondrial energy 
metabolism has generated enthusiasm in recent times in understanding how it regulates neuronal viability in the 
aging population. An attractive target in such a study is the innate adaptor molecule SARMl, which induces 
neuronal death and has been shown to regulate excess ROS generation in the neurons, the mechanism of which 
is poorly understood. Our Laboratory is working on SARMl as a key regulator of age-related depression 
tluough the regulation of mitochondrial metabolism and altering the critical balance of ATP synthesis and 
accumulation of ROS (See Figure). 

Understanding the cellular and molecular mechanisms of neuronal changes associated with aging and how it 
may lead to clinical depression may open future avenues for combination therapies alongside anti-depressant 
for a faster and more effective treatment. Utilizing an integrated approach of genetic, molecular and biochemi-
cal techniques, a novel insight into mitochondrial bioenergetics in the aging brain may open future prospects in 
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developing a common route of therapeutics applicable across a broad spectrum of age-related depressive disor-

ders. 

indeed there is hope for light at the end of the tunnel, we just need to identify the roads that lead to it and So 
hence the scientific quest must go on. 
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Blues of Life in Black and White-
Rajyashree Mukherjee; Zoology UG III 
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When the Blazing Eye Leads -
Srestha Chakraborty; Biological Sciences UG11 
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TTTg_SHEPHERD^S FLUTE 
Radhika Gupta, UG-II, English 

The crimson golden sky profound, 
Studded with the northern star 
A slice of moon rising in the east 
A traveller from a land afar; 

The cattle now gather back at home, 
Another day is done; 
The owl that ruffles and flutters awake 
Bidding night to the dimming sun; 

The cuckoo joins the symphony 
Of thoughts in the traveller's mind, 
'Bout lands he has travelled, and all he has found 
And that which is left to find. 

The bitter tunes of a shepherd's flute 
Mourn the joys of a lone heart. 
The frolic that stings a barren mind 
That by stitches was ripped apart; 

The dry red roads, the golden sand 
Bring back the traveller's roots 
In a distant land that he should find 
His heart in a shepherd's flute. 

LOST AND FOUND 
Ishita Sengupta, English,PGI 

The squalid room 
With half-painted walls 
And. 
The breath of nivea 
On the curled up shawls. 
And. 
The spilled coffee 
On an half-woken afternoon. 
And. 
The tip of cold noses 
Felt by warm hands. 

Sun-balmed kisses. 
Disturbed by half- uttered promises 
And 
The out of tune radio 
Playing loony voices 
And. 
The unanswered phone calls 
With the piling drafts. 

The afternoon I had met you. 
To lose you. 

I forgot. 
But. 
Winter remembered. 
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AUDACITY 
Utsav Mukherjee, UG11, English 

I was caught off guard, 
Comprehending her chilly stare, 
An insatiable desire, 
Invaded by an aggravating flare. 

Her ebullient smile, 
Bore a precarious sleek, 
Beneath is a fire subdued 
I'm yearning to seek; 
Our lips would then ravenously embrace. 
My petulant breaths consoling her face; 
Enthralled, my hands plunged over her alluring breasts, 
In the vile certainty of a fervor that it manifests. 

Her inhibitions torn. 
And she upon 
my hankered countenance; 
Her vibrant sway. 
Fringes astray. 
And brings our bodies to resonance. 

Amidst a conscious appeal under stress, 
A rapturous pleasure she can't just confess; 
Imbibing her through the eloquence of my tongue. 
She withers to the tunes of eroticism. 
Stung. 

Oh Yes! 
Perverted are the grains of my innocence. 
Thriving without a drop of penitence; 
The gurgling flow of her wetness. 
To reconcile for all that she is plighted: 
As the materialism of its worship. 
Persists vividly even after a purpose thirsted. 

Like a thief that surreptitiously sneaks. 
Steals something you're scared to disclose; 
Without a reason to seize and reap into. 
And a harrowed feeling you're coerced to enclose. 
But is it a clamor of love or yearn for lust? 
For a woman myself I'm baffled to entrust; 
I however shall persevere to swim against the tide, 
A willing pursuit I've committed and I must. 

And is it a clamor of love or yearn for lust? 
For a woman myself I'm baffled to entrust; 
I however shall persevere to retreat to your symphony. 
And clasp ourselves amidst the throng of rust. 

SIN 
Radhika Gupta; UGII, Chemistry 

The gunshot rang out in the air 
Hung in the air, like the mournful cry 
Of the mother to a dying son; 
Like a prayer of endless sighs.. 

The rustling leaves all gathered to hide 
A rising soul from a curs'd life-
Across the pavement lay a man 
Much too wrong to survive 

She stood now firm, her eyes not dull-
Just a shade of mirthful grey 
To match her hair, her dimming age 
And her heart of calm dismay; 

Listen to her song, a carol of sin 
She's avenged her dead, young son 
A second shot now chilled the breeze 
Her chore today was done. 
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gfflLESS WAIT 
TitaB&rdhm, English, UG-II 

Undo the most mysterious wait of mine 
The stars are falling, the wind is blowing 
Finally, once again you are 
in the embrace of my arms. 
Our hearts tremble. 
Believe in my unwavering sincerity, 
A thousand years of wait, you have 
my promise. 
No matter how much time has passed 
I will never let you go. 

Now tightly hold my hands, 
and close your eyes. 
Please think about the times 
when we were deeply in love. 
We loved each other too much. 
That is why we have been in such pain 
We cannot even say the words "I love you" 
to each other. 

Every night is pierced through by heartbreak. 

There is no end to my longing 
I've gotten used to lonely meetings 
I face it with a smile 
Believe me, I chose to wait 
No matter how tough it is, there is no hiding. 
Only your love can save me from 
this eternal coldness. 

Let love become for us 
Flowers that bloom forever. 
Pass through the time warp without yielding 
nor without giving up our dreams 

Together we can travel through 
the endless space and time. 

BUT, IT RAINED 
Anil Pradhan, [/G III, English 

A pair of stained glass panes, 
A dilapidated figure sulking beside them, 
A pair of fixed eyes full of nullity, 
Chopin's fourth Prelude playing from somewhere else. 
And a remembrance of loss flowing within, 
from the four walls of an uncertain evening, 
radiated off from the lenses of vehemence, 
into a span of limitless fortitude. 
And yet again, the skies were overcast 
with strangers huddled together, 
as if to be slaughtered. 
And he glanced at them guiltily 
upon feeling their innocent, piercing gaze -
A gaze so nostalgic that even he who wouldn't, 
who wouldn't succumb, 
found himself drowned in a scorching void, 
full of faded memories on celluloid, 
bolted, neglected, forgotten, feigned 
ignorance upon, 
but today, all staring, 
with an untold surety, a hope, a 
nonchalance -

That it was time, 
That he must let go, 
That the panes be cleaned. 
That he be free. 
He thought he wouldn't. 

But, it rained. 
And it rained. 
And it rained. 
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A SATANIC MONOLOGUE 
Utsav Mukheijee, UG-II English 

"How could you?" was perhaps all I could muster to say, 
A pulverised faith I held onto as I denied giving myself away; 
A few moments of despair and horror and I realised I was never the same: 
Bestowed upon by my dad, as he ruthlessly staked his prurient claim; 
I was only a little girl of seven, I was innocent, and I was frail, 
I voiced out my resentment, but still he did prevail. 

I was nurtured with the principle that love was the same as sex: 
Erudited about the nuances of an element every man expects; 
Never imagined my body would become an object of his wicked lure. 
And when I shriveled in excruciation, he'd empathize but reassure. 

My scars carry my lewd commitments whichever place I went. 
Hateful and frustrated, my every breath consumed in utter torment; 
A persistent predicament graced my path, my dreams never got confessed: 
A walk through humanity cradled in darkness, my heart in pieces, and my mind depressed; 
Forsaken and unloved, a splash of all the emotions I failed to contrive. 
As I allowed my past to overwhelm me, I wonder, how did 1 possibly survive? 

A copious conjecture of life, the world would now despise to recognise. 
And I deplore the fact I was convinced in the sincerity of their lies; 
I expressed myself in their blatant thoughts that still deluge my head: 
A patch of remorse for dispelling myself, in those wrathful nights, in a blood-stained bed. 
But then out came the silver lining, I could irrevocably apperceive HIS grace, 
HE guzzled the ocean of my miseries and esteemed me with an amiable embrace; 
When furnished with a contingency of redemption, 'FORGIVENESS' was what I chose. 
For I had to prove myself the better of us, emancipating myself from his heinous woes; 

So if you're tired of the gloom that consumes you, tired of a continual falling, 
Ssshhh (pause), in this hour of serenity, do you now hear HIS calling? 
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FALL FROM NOWHERE LAND 
( The editors apologise for their inability to ascertain the author. We deeply regret the in conuenience caused) 

I 

I have a million words for a million things in my head, 
None of which mean anything to me. 
I have been taught and told to respect the day-to-day, 
I have been inspired to be radical, 
I have been called into question, 
Picked out of a line-up, 
Grilled on a searing hot pan. 
I have fallen into the fire. 
Risen from the ashes. 
Flown across the globe and beyond the stars. 
Stayed put in my nowhere land. 
Dreamt of angels and demons 
Homed and winged. 
Felt the blessings of disintegrated faith 
And walked away from eternity 
Into what I know not 
I have died in the arms of those who wanted my blood 
I have been reborn in the tears of those who cried my death 
I have been reborn in the innocent laughter of my yet unborn child 
I have drowned in the smile of her mother's eyes 
I have chased my own tail across the universe 
I have sunk my fangs into it 
I have killed 
I have seen too much in my blundering agitation 
I have seen beyond walls and boundaries 
Through imperturbable masks 
And into the very naked eyes of the multitude. 

I I 

My travel weary soul has laid itself down to rest 
In the lap of she who had called me softly out of my rant 
Like a piece of music one plays over and over in one's head 
Yet cannot recognise it 
I cannot put my finger on it 
I have heard that voice before 
Never, never with the mellow longing it had just then 
Who is she? 
It's been a million years since I had heard that voice 
Or was it just yesterday? 
She keeps saying my name 
I cannot answer 
She is fading, fading away 
No! She must not fade 
No! 
Help me! 
I'm slipping away 
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To where though? 
Darkness seems to close in from all sides 
Cherry blossoms and the mild autumn sun 
The gold and brown leaves 
The gust of the west wind 
Sucked into the maw of absolute darkness 
Fear, pure fear, is a wonderful thing 
Falling freely through a space that is bordered by sanity 
I groped for anything to hold on to 
There was only absolute nothing ness 
So I gave in and flew towards whatever waited for me 
But the bottom never came 
I am still falling 

III 
I do not know how far I have come 
Or how far I have to go 
Then came a blast of light and the universe was formed before my eyes 
I rushed past it all and fell flat on my face in dewy grass 
And a smell of fruit in the air 
I know that smell 
I have felt it before 
On my face, in my hand, upon my lips and with my heart 
It was her 
Her windswept hair and glittering eyes 
She had saved me again 
I don't want to leave 
Please don't let me leave 
I was panting for breath 
I could not take any air in. 
My throat - seems to have collapsed 
My lungs are no longer working. 
They've given in their resignation. 
So has my heart. 
Oh, what exquisite pain! 
What purifying pleasure! 
Drowning, drowning deep in the smile of her eyes. 
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TO YOU 
Madhubanti Talukdar, UG11, Sociology 

I lie where you once lay 
Where I could see the green of the grass and the blue of the sky in your eyes 
And I could touch your skin 
Pale, vulnerable, almost shadowy. 
Reminding me of the women who'd loved you 
and touched the same skin 
on similar summer mornings 
and left in it a part of themselves. 
Your skin taught me to love you with all their parts within you. 
So I loved them too, all the women 
who had lain beside you and shared their bodies and their dreams and their stories, 
who had seen you the way I did. 
Or maybe not the way I did, 
for each of us had loved a diffeient you. 
I now lie where you once lay. 
You're gone now. 
Only occasional footfalls in my memory 
Only images that rush through the half consciousness of dead nights 
things that don't affect me anymore, 
maybe lying in some other field, somewhere, 
with someone else watching over you. 
I wonder what she looks like. 
I wonder if she loves me, 
the way I loved all the other women. 
Life has gone on without you, as it always does. 
It is a great teacher. 
Loves, losses, joys, sorrows have come and gone. 
Ones you don't know of. 
There was a time when you knew even the brand of toothpaste I used. 
I do not love you anymore, not even the memory of what you used to be. 
Nor do I hate you, for I do not have space in me for either. 
Often I lie where you used to lie, 
in that particular spot in the field which was your favourite, 
And the sunlight, filtered through the leaves of the almond trees, warms my face. 
It feels good to go back to that day in my mind. 
There is so much hurt in the world, 
It is good to recall happy days. 
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FULL PRUDENT ENLIGHTENMENT 
Soumick Mukherjee; English, UGI 

A baby stump went to school for the first time on the first day-
-With his seasoned timber father. 
The teacher looked like an axe. 
The school looked like a mill. 
His father told him there was nothing to be afraid of. 
The process was all conventional. 

Baby stump first learned how to repeat. 
He repeated the names of his subjects-
-Which were very elaborate for our friend. 
He was lucky to receive an education of the highest order. 
The teacher made him sit beside another bright stump-
-Who had been half chiseled already. 

Baby stump shaped on quickly in his lessons. 
He was good at budding, leaf-caring and grafting. 
He was taught all the traditional wisdom'-
-The oriental conventions-
-And the orthodox procedures of becoming an educated stump. 

With every touchstone, Baby Stump was chiseled-
-Little by little. 
When he went to school that moming-
-He was a bright young thing like we used to be. 
When he came out of school that aftemoon-
-He was a chiseled piece of timber, who knew it too well to repeat. 

He was perfectly perfect in repeating all the same conventions of centuries. 
Yet he thought himself to be different. 
Baby Stump then gave Entrance Tests-
-and went to a reputed Lumberjack school. 
He shined in everything he did. 
He still shines as furniture in my living room. 
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KEEPING FAITH THAT NEVER WAS 
Janhabi Mukherjee, UG I, English 

Am I to fight with you, now? 
It has been a while, since you and I 
Have looked each other in the eye. 
And we both know we can't deny 
That things aren't the same. 
But I would still consent, you see, 
To bear the brunt, to take the blame-
To set you free. 
To let you be. 
If you would only say to me, 
That we are not going to fight. 
Because I think it is not right, 
That after all we have been through. 
And after all I've done for you. 
And all that you have felt for me, 
We give this up, we let it go. 
Leave it to fate, though we both know. 
That it will bum. It will fall. 
Drain you and me of our all. 
You hear the crash? It is the sound 
Of memory. 

Come, say the words, and shake my hand. 
Violent flight, but we might land 
Today. 
It has been long. 
And we've been strong. 
But no one needs to know. 
We were once friends- then, perhaps, more-
And though nothing's like it was before. 
The world need only see, 
That you and I 
Would fight, would die. 
To see each other through. 
And wouldn't you, for me? 
I would for you. 

MARTIN 
Samriddhi Mukherjee, English UG-II 

If I could turn back time, erase the past 
I would do anything to reverse that terrible blast 
I wish we'd never heard of the marathon 
But we did, Martin, and now you're gone. 

What cruel destiny could have foretold 
That you, gentle, loving, mine to have and to hold 
Smiling toothily, running, mischievous at your will 
Would so early be lying in a coffin, so pale and still? 

Creatures from hell, those miscreants I curse 
Who took you so coldly, away from us 
Took away from Janie the brother she adored 
Our hearts, our souls, whose smile made our 
spirits soar. 

You were a fighter, you never were one 
To be overcome by anyone in the run 
But thanks to evil manifest, the creators of strife 
At eight years old, you lost the race of life. 

I remember the panic when you fell off a tree 
Your helpless little voice calling out for me 
The doctor was sent for, your leg attended 
But I only wish for a cure by which death 
could be mended. 

Martin, I will always remember 
You, from that picture we took in September 
Happy, laughing, free from shadow, 
free from menace 
Not that broken body, not that charred face. 

If there is a God, he will take care of you 
He will guide you to Heaven, as he does so few 
You won't hurt anymore, darling, 
you will be at peace 
Safe in a haven no evil can seize. 

And now it's time for a too-soon, too-hard goodbye 
So I breathe a wish to the angels in the starry sky 
Pleading with them in their hallowed beauty to 
watch over you 
Hoping, someday, I shall be reunited with you. 
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ATITORTOftRAPHY OF A GREEN CANDLE 
Shubhaa Bhattacharya; UGII; Economics 

Jim won the painting competition because he had painted freedom: a blue sky with birds soaring across. Then, 
I was a beautiful green crayon struggling for space, squashed between a horribly mean red crayon and a yellow 
one who thought she was the best. (Women, I tell you. They're always wrong but think of the opposite being 
true. Sigh.) There were twelve of us in a box, which was subsequently handed over by the mayor to a 9 year old 
Jim. 

We were sprawled across the table haphazardly, when Jim accidentally nudged me with his elbow. I rolled off 
the table, sinking face-first into the fireplace. I fell from elegance with a dull thud. Ah, the agony of it. Even Jim 
cried with me that day. 

1 gained consciousness on Mr. Brown's workbench. He was, incidentally, the town's oldest and most famed 
candle maker, and Jim's beloved grandfather. He hummed a song, spectacles perched high up his nose, smiling 
and surveying the damage. "What a multitasker!" I thought. He had kind blue eyes crinkling with good humour, 
and a flowing white beard. Anyway, I decided to trust him because he looked like Dumbledore. 

He worked on me that night, and I was a good boy. He shaped me into a happy little prince, gave me eyes and 
eyelashes, curly hair and a carefree, jovial laugh. There were 20 pearly white sequins for my dress and cape. He 
polished me till I shone. Overnight, he crafted me into perfection. Ironically, I'm just a lifeless mound of wax, 
pretty insignificant to the world unless of course, when there's darkness, and this autobiography is just to show 
you the light through my eyes. 

Mr. Brown placed me across a glass window pane, from where I could look down upon people, no pun in-
tended. I called myself the happy prince. Several people passed by, and some stopped to admire. One face I 
particularly remember was that of a little girl. 

She had grey-green eyes, pink lips and cherubic cheeks. I noticed she was never well-clad. Her bare feet sunk 
into the snow. Her red dress was not warm enough, and her head was bare. Her golden-brown hair shone in the 
winter sun, and on the first day that we met, she gazed at me for a long time, and then seeing my price tag, ran 
away. I wanted to see the price tag too, but my neck would snap if I bowed before anyone! Every evening, she 
would walk across the candle shop, stopping by to stare. On the third day, she pressed her cheeks against the 
window pane. 

The fourth day, she talked to me. She said she had a pet squirrel that she'd named Chubby, and that she had 
twenty teeth. 

And on the fifth day, she told me about her mother; a commoner who worked hard to make ends meet, and to 
send my little friend to school, feed her and buy her clothes... the sixth day, about her red frock, which was a 
gift from a certain secret Santa who made it a point to send her something every Christmas. 
On the seventh day, she said her mother suspected it to be her estranged father who still loved Mama. Mama 
told her Papa was very handsome; grey-green eyes, brown messy hair, and strong broad shoulders she would 
snuggle into every night. Mama missed his smile. 

On the eighth day, she said she wished she'd met Papa once. Longed to know if he knew she existed. If he 
cared about her existence, or cared that she missed him. He was now happily married to another woman. Mama 
said, and had another daughter who was ten. My friend, though, was eight. 

On the tenth day, a couple kindly bought me. It was Christmas. 
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I remember being suddenly packed into a big bag, which was stuffy and suffocating. And nauseatingly pink. 
(Damn women). 

I sat in the backseat as we drove home. Apparently, they were a very happy family, because he held her waist 
and she had her arms wrapped around his. And their daughter looked content. He was a kind man, too, because 
he let his gaze linger at my little friend (who cried when we parted) for a long time before tuming away tacitly. 
At least he didn't dismiss her just because she was poor. 

Later, I heard they were a happy family. The society respected them. I thought it was because she never told 
them he slept with other women. He never told them Anna wasn't his daughter. They said they had unparalleled 
understanding. I think they were right, because every alternate day, only one of them came home early from 
work. He'd make love to different women, while she drowned herself in alcohol. Later, she'd shake hands with 
the same well dressed women in parties, and he'd stash the empty wine bottles for her. 

Then they'd drive down together to fetch Anna from the creche and behave like nothing ever happened. He'd 
call her "baby", and she would kiss him goodnight before retiring into separate bedrooms. They both loved 
Anna, though. She, because you cannot hate your own kin, and him, because.... Well, the distant, far away 
looks he had on his face while he fingered Anna's hair while kissing her goodnight, told me he loved her 
because she reminded him of someone. 

A year went by. 
They sobbed separately, and sorrow united them. 
They had everything, but bliss evaded them. 
He wondered if she wanted to leave. She wondered if he'd ask her to stay. 
Neither happened; together, they chose to live that way. 
Him, her, Anna, longings, and pain. 

A day prior to Christmas, he was completely inebriated. But he did not forget one thing. That was the only day 
I saw a twinkle in his grey green eyes, as he slid on a Santa Claus cap over his brown, messy, tousled hair and 
stuffed me into a red sack slung over his broad shoulders. I fell asleep in the stufify sack, but when I awoke the 
next morning, I found a familiar pair of grey green eyes regarding me with amazement. My dear little friend, oh 
how I'd missed her! 

"I'm cold..." she muttered, shivering. "Do you think I should draw the blinds?" 

I looked around, and saw a beseeching pair of grey green eyes peering at us from the other side of the window. 

"Oh no, dariing, just light me, you'll be warm in no time!" 
Well, I knew the agony of fire, but my light quenched another's long lost quest for happiness, and I was finally 
at peace. 

I knew Santa was for real, she said. 

Well, I let her believe that. Do you think I was right? 
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CITY OF DEATH 
Upasruti Biswas; UG 1, Sociology 

In this city of ours, every day we travel alongside death. Often we don't stop to give him a second glance, only 
because his face is so familiar, so routine that we don't need to stop and consider his presence. It is a part of our 
daily travails, this everyday glimpse of the unknown; only it is wrapped up so it does not incite fear, as it 
normally would. And the death we travel with, well it is hardly one thing, or one person. 

The tank full of oil hurtling alongside the Anwar Shah mini in its rabid dash to go faster is death. The pretty 
green tree with a long branch half broken, hanging over the road, is death. The milkman wobbling precariously 
on a cycle with 2 huge cans of milk on either side, cold perspiration dripping the silvery cylinders, is death. The 
child with a bag larger than her draped awkwardly on her shoulders, who is hardly old enough to know the 
meaning of death, cannot realize that in this crazy city, she too is death. On cool autumn evenings when the 
natural light too soon gives way to neon lights granted by the municipal corporation, the harsh brightness giving 
a plastic sheen to the trees bordering the dark, shadowy road along the Maidan, the blinking dividers in the 
centre of the road often become death. A rain-drenched College Street, with a faintly damp musty odour rising 
from the book stalls, trams skidding out of control on the raindrop-hugging tracks, a lonely youth who is 
innocent of any crime besides those of stealing his brother's chocolate or asking for the answer to question 29 
in a Math exam - a set up for death. 

Death is stalking, walking, always on the hunt, and we are taught from the minute our eyes open how to evade 
this worst of fates. Yet our teachers never mention that death has a Ph.D in stealth and disguise; that he can be 
and mostly is present in things we see every day, every hour, as per schedule, so much that it becomes ordinary, 
something to be ignored or more appropriately, something that just doesn't engage us anymore. 

How many of us still notice that swooping feeling when a 234 rushes down the Dhakuria flyover too fast? Do 
we notice the auto slowly but ever so surely inching forward in a tight traffic jam, squeezing itself into the most 
unlikely comers? Or do we notice those "thela" cars or cycle vans carrying long rods of some metal, hanging 
miles out from either side of the van? And even if we do see these, notice these, we do not recognize these as 
death. For death, after all is horrible, gruesome, terrifying, something that our daily milkman most certainly is 
not. Gopal, the guava man, who assures us the guavas are essentially home-grown, in his own trees, and then 
uses an old rusty, grimy knife to chop it up for us - how can he be a messenger of the dark, villainous Yama? 

It is in this capacity that death tricks us, to be our friend, our mundane, our daily existence, only to make us his 
own, at his leisure, for his pleasure. 
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DECEMBER MONOLOGUES 
Samudranil Gupta; PG-II, English. 

The green of the bottle shines against our sunshine floor, our old windows slightly parted to let the warmth 
come in. Mother stands combing her still-long hair; a smile in her eyes, as though winter will never enter our 
rooms. Outside it is turning white, pale. The warmth will soon be over, and we will put on our woollens, and a 
friend will drop by for a coffee. Father would happily bring in eggs and flour for Christmas, and read newspa-
pers and Sunday supplements reluctantly. The green of the bottle will become dark and gloomy against a cold 
floor. We will not go out on a drive in the evening. We will stay back at home, thinking brooding, anxious of 
something to happen. And then we will try to listen to snowfall outside. We have never seen snowfall But we will 
imagine we are running in the snow. 

I 

r do not like these nights. Unkissed, unloved. Cold, blank. Empty. Like words, empty, blank. One night, I 
thought I saw my old thesaurus lying dead on floor. The pages were blank. The words were replaced by dead 
ants. I wiped them clean, and the room was full of dead ants. I don't like these nights, they reek of dead ants. 
Outside it is white too. Cold, blank. Or I hope it to be white. It never snows here, but I long to watch snowfall. 
I do watch snowfall, at times, in dreams. One of these nights, unkissed, unloved, I hope to dream again. Maybe. 
Maybe I shall dream of tomorrow, or yesterday. What lies in between tomorrow and yesterday? A dream, 
momentary, fragile, transient. Like a snowflake. A little crumb of white.Minute. On the other side of the dream, 
the night shall persist, unkissed and unloved, cold, Wank, and empty like words, replaced by dead ants on the 
pages of my old thesaurus. And now, as soon as I finish writing these words, they will soon turn into dead ants 
too. I see nothing but dead ants right now. I am writing dead ants. The white of the page, the blankness beneath, 
is my only assurance. I do not like these nights except for one assurance to hold on to: the empty page. 

I I 

And I never sent those letters, because I never wrote them. I do not know how to write. This is someone else 
writing for me. I do not know if someone is writing at all. I hope someone is writing for me. Someone is writing 
what I am thinking in my mind. I am not thinking anything in my mind. I do not think anything anymore. Then 
again, even that is a thought. I can't stop thinking. I think nothing. Someone must be writing this on my behalf. 
I am thinking nothing. My letters, my letters, they were nothing, because I never wrote them. I am thinking of 
my letters that I never wrote. I needed someone to write those letters for me. Someone is writing what I wanted 
someone to write on my behalf, but I never wrote any letter, or anything in my mind either, so someone is 
writing nothing on my behalf. I am writing nothing through someone who is writing nothing on my behalf. 

ILL 

Finally, I am writing now. Yes, I am the writer of this piece of writing. But have I not said that the words are 
turning into dead ants? But have I said that? No I don't see that anymore anywhere. Perhaps whatever I have 
said have turned into dead ants and are gone. I have already wiped them clean, and I can see my room is full of 
dead ants, and this is after all an empty page I am writing on, in order to fill up the time. The space. But I wanted 
to write nothing, so am I writing nothing? I can see my sentences, my words, my ... my style .., they are already 
crumbling down, crumbling, crumbling down down into a dot. A dot. 
Epilogue 
We will wipe them away soon. The blank page shall remain, cold, white, empty. We will hear snowfall again. 
We will run in the snow, across this blank page. 
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OF FAIRYTALES AND US 
Fiona Mulcheijee, Dept. of Chemistry, U. GII 

"Sleep tight. And don't let the bed bugs bite!" 

Laudon Street. One, two, three, four...ticks the second hand. It is one minute and three seconds to midnight. 
They are all sleeping; all of them. The little boy, breathing through his mouth, a wet thumb resting on the rosy 
soft cheek; Meno sleeps on top of his cosy blanket, braving the winter quite like a hero, curled up in nothing 
more than a pair of boxers. We zoom out of Meno's room and pan the camera to the door and slowly tiptoe out 
of the room. 

Meno's parents. This is their only bedroom. Guests, (which is a rare phenomenon in Meno's little house) if any, 
sleep in the store room adjacent to the kitchen, where Miss Jane, the housekeeper sleeps. The soft affectionate 
palms joined together, as if in some secret prayer. Miss Jane could be dreaming of what? Must be some fairy-
land, perhaps like the once she reads out to Meno every noon. Wonderland maybe, or the chocolate factory, 
little Hansel and Gretel? Or could it really be the world she makes up with Meno's costly toys? Those dolls and 
cars she had only, all her life, admired, craved, desired from a distance, from Waals' street north; up the 
pavement, higher on the walls of the rich showroom, where all these toys wait patiently, behind the glossy 
window panes to be taken away to some home sooner or later. 

Or would she be dreaming of the wise Japanese porcelain couple, back there on a stand that lies up the wall, 
their heads only slightly tilted towards each other? The lips employed in a certain quirky smile, as if you can't 
know their secret. The man stands with an ancient scroll, and the lady with a Chinese hand-fan. For long hours, 
when Meno would be in school, she'd sit across the wall, on the floor and gaze at the ancient couple. It is then, 
that they feed her. 

Meno's parents lie naked, both on top of their big winter quilt that now merely serves as the mattress. Pa's 
hands are thrown across Ma's breasts, and their feet lie in a strange happy entangle. Ma's cavernous dark 
patches underneath the eyes room darkness; Pa, breathing through the mouth, resembles little Meno. 

The house. Villa 323, is breathing tranquillity but for that persistent, barefaced, second hand. 

Here. She is Maria on the showcase, a gift to Meno from his Granda on his first birthday. Maria has the brown 
hair of a Pekinese dog and a pair of golden framed little spectacles. She is a five year old girl of a doll. 

Lost in thoughts... 

Tick, tick, tick, tick its' like ascending endless number of stairs, stairs starting at the basement, snaking up, 
up, up to the second floor...and then, imagines Maria, the stairs going up through the sky.... to the moon? She 
knows not. Now she is diverted. Is it true, what Miss Jane says to Meno while feeding him dinner; is it true, that 
there lives a rabbit on the moon? Oh what colour could his eyes be then? 

Would it be like those blue solitaires? Maria remembers seeing solitaires dangling from Ma's ears. Maria has 
liked them very much. She has seen them from a very close distance, once when Ma had picked her up to her 
bosom... Maria remembers how her eyes had reached the ear lobes of na and the hypnotic blue dazzled, 
swinging back and forth, back and forth, back and forth... 

True. They had come across as something unbelievable and extraordinary to her, they seemed as if all the blue 
of the world had accumulated to live harmoniously in this little piece of crystal. The enthralled little Maria had 
even rechecked the colour of her cap, which was turquoise, to confirm her worst fears, if the blue from her hat 
too, had ditched her and joined in the solitaire entanglement. But thank god, it had been loyal to her. 
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But of course, all this was after the clock had stuck midnight. 

Maria isn't talkative, she prefers to listen and observe instead. Just the way dolls do. This is for a fact, for she 
seldom leaves her place in the showcase. But old Juno the hunter does. 

Juno is old, perhaps the oldest in the shelf. Juno originally belonged to Meno's dad but has miraculously leaped 
over the dunes of time to the present date. Hunter. Juno always wears tiger's skin, and never anything on the 
upper body. The weapon is a boomerang. He is aware, of course, that he can use it only when his battery is 
charged. This disturbed his integrity initially, but now he is convinced that things are like that. He has seen 
Meno'sGranda, when he worked. He would always feel bad that his boss didn't let him do one thing or the 
other, back at office. It is still worse with Meno's dad. A journalist. Juno knows Pa feels worse than Juno 
himself when his battery is uncharged and the boomerang falls out of use. 

It is one o'clock. No its past that time now. Juno is moving around the dining space, throwing his boomerang 
randomly. A rat is sneaking in from under the locked kitchen door, wondering if she should get across the hail. 
The lights are off 

If you hear closely, who could sure hear the sound of a chair being drawn aside, and a sung little grunt? Mike, 
the bear sits here. He is the alpha of this little shelf of Villa 323. The philosopher. Past midnight, you can never 
see him smiling. The eyebrows always knit together in some cynic theory about life. He thinks he is an actor. 
The shelf serves as a stage to him during the day, and his role is to hold his expression and position, which, all 
have promised, he does the best. But what alarms all the inhabitants of the shelf, including the lizard that 
shelters itself behind Mike, is that someday if cynicism gets the better of him and he might abruptly stop 
pretending, sorry, acting, some fine morning. And so, he is the alpha. 

The night is growing, and the nocturnal toys are waking from sleep. The little cars, the big array of soldiers, the 
Barbie, the red hoodless car, Meno's favourite. They don't talk though. Just run around the dining cum drawing 
room, clumsily, crashing against each other, fighting, having fun. 

And we have Muttle and Melanie, the second hand dolls Miss Jane has gifted to Meno recently. Meno has not 
liked them much. So they have been placed at the back left comer. The fat female plastic dolls. Lips painted red. 
The dark eyes that change their look as the clock strikes midnight. The dark kohl spreads melting across the 
cheeks, the lip paints smudged, the dresses curl up beyond the thighs; they so perfectly resemble little Maya. 
Muttle weeps, Melanie screams. Maya must have been Meno's age if she had lived, a little older maybe. She 
would have lived had it not been for that night, when Mama wasn't there, and dad had come in after they had 
had dinner. She would have lived, had dad not done something painful to her, something that seemed to hurt her 
a lot, something that had caused her dress to curl up to her stomach, her eyes go wide. She couldn't scream since 
dad's big palm was pressed against her nimble Hps. But the eyes were wide, terribly wide. She must have died 
hence. Muttle nor Melanie remember anything post that event in that house. They had found themselves in this 
shelf after some time, the extent of which they knew not. They had thanked god that they were together though. 

And then it is three o'clock. All the cars, Maria, Mike, Juno,LeopaId, the soldiers...motion ceases. At three 
o'clock, the shelf is occupied only by Melanie and Muttle, and the floor is full. Motion ceases. 

Muttle weeps. Melanie's eyes go blood red. She hangs herself by the neck, and swings from the hanger on the 
wall by the shelf Her bloody eyes sprout out, the scream reduces to a mere squeak, the teeth come out, the 
nerves go stiff and blue. Melanie swings blue. A little less bright than the solitaires hanging from Ma's ears. 

Muttle roars, screams. The cotton dress flutters in the air. Muttle screams. The eyes sprout out further. The 
blueness spreads to the whole body. Muttle screams. Swings Melanie. Back, forth,back, forth, back, forth, 
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It is morning. 

The first light of the day has hit the eyes of Miss Jane. As she wakes up, she is reminded of a thousand chores. 
Meno, Ma, Pa have to be woken up, the breakfast made, the bath made ready, uniforms pressed. And suddenly 
something strikes her. Maria? Would she not be going to school as well? Yes. She should. She must be old 
enough. Jane gathers herself hurriedly and rushes to the shelf Picks Maria up and takes her to the bathroom. 

Then something happens, something Jane had expected in the least. The milkman appears from somewhere in 
his characteristic white apron accompanied by two strange fat women, clad in white, some white flat hat on. It 
seemed to Jane that they wanted to give her a bath instead. 

"Its Thursday. Your Dad will be here anytime. We have to wash you well." Some voice said. 

"If you don't cooperate, we'll have to take you to room no. 204 for electric shock." 

Some other voice said. 

Jane had protested that they were wrong. She was Jane. Maya was some different gir] she had known. She had 
told them that she didn't have any dad. That she lived with little Meno, Maria...the other names, she didn't know 
why she was forgetting. She didn't have a dad. She had told them. She had told them. She had told them she 
would have to take Maria to school, she was getting late and that the milkman should but deliver the milk and 
go. She had protested but something was happening, her protests were going weaker and weaker, her voice 
mellow. The smiling face of golden rim spectacled Maria blurred, Meno stood watching at the door. Why 
should he be smiling? Why doesn't he stop them? 

Jane didn't want to, but she was falling asleep. The murmur went on, "no dad...I have no dad..no dad. Leave me 
please. No dad. I have no dad." 
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PINK. PURPLE AND WHITE 
Isha Biswas; English, UGII 

I 
"Done!" she chirped, stretching her legs across the divan. Not even the school finals got her to study the whole 
night. Her eyes gleamed pinkish from staring into the monitor for about four hours straight. College was fun, 
and she enjoyed the stress of the very first semester exam too. "Let's see.. .the Odyssey, the sonnets, the drab 
Old Testament..." she murmured, counting her knuckles. The Holy Bible, an intimidating King James' ver-
sion, lay front-cover-down on the ochre pink bed sheet. She looked at it thoughtfully. "Maybe I should leave the 
rest for tomorrow. I've revised enough. Two more quick shuffles and I'm ready to roll! Yay!" she skipped 
towards her bedroom. The light was flicked off just before the clock struck five in the morning. 

The nights went on; she happily savoured the long hours of studying with little breaks of her conversations on 
Facebook. Her college mates stayed awake too, posting parodies of stuff they hated reading, stuff they knew 
they had no choice but to cram. She peered into her cell screen, rolling her eyes at one post, giggling at another. 
After a few frantic exchanges of "Oi, are you studying that? :o" and "No, because I'm definitely not crazy :/" 
and fits of virtual smileys and chuckles, she moved her eyes to her books, read and re-read. "Macbeth killed his 
own sleep, now he's killing mine", she rubbed her eyes and yawned. Getting up, she produced a barley-sugar 
from the freezer; the cold snack soothed her sore voice and she gave a little cough. "Sapphic poetry, my 
beloved companion till 5.00 a.m." was her last update before she fell into a deep sound slumber. The only glow 
in the room was the mosquito-repelling liquid latched to the plug-point, which fixed its sniper gaze on the 
bedside and reflected in the mirror on the opposite wall like demonic twins. 

II 

The exams tripped by smoothly, and she thought her hard work had really paid off Despite all the midnight 
snacking on frozen sweets and occasional bouts of sneezing, she pulled it off "I think you should better visit 
Dr.Chatterjee. Your voice is all but cracked from that wretched cold", her mother said, two days after the exams 
ended. She sneezed twice, huffed in exasperation and strolled out to the dispensary all the while muttering 
about over-protective mothers. The doctor, however, made her promise that she would complete the course of 
antibiotics he was about to prescribe and not throw the vials away even if her cold receded mid-course. She 
consented, and dutifully gulped down the pills on reaching home. She had hardly ever missed out on her 
medicines, and her parents shared relief over that. 

The following weeks of attending college and hanging out with friends pushed all her worries to the back of her 
mid. Her cold had almost disappeared and she could breathe through her nose again. She read all her story 
books that she had left unfinished, watched her favourite anime to her heart's content, and enthusiastically 
bickered with hawkers on days of street-shopping. "Mom, look!" she tugged at her mother's shawl after return-
ing from college one evening. "Purple chandbalisl Aren't they dandy?" she held up the tousled ear-rings. 
"They would look lovely with that new dress of yours", her mother said with a smile, resuming her paperwork. 
Skipping up the stairs to her room, the daughter paused on the thirteenth step. Was that a hook that pricked her 
throat from beneath the turtleneck? She slipped her fingers below the wool, searching for a pin or something 
like that but found none. Shrugging, she sped up the stairs. 

That night, she almost gagged. She had woken up scratching her throat, the inside of which clawed in a rapid, 
vertical motion. Within seconds, violent spasms rocked her chest, her coughs interspersed with desperate at-
tempts to breathe. Disoriented, she tried to swallow air but not even that seemed to work. She hit her forehead, 
her chest, as if trying to force the machines inside her to start functioning again. On the verge of losing con-
sciousness, the coughing abruptly slowed, and she collapsed on her bed, sucking in air with seething groans. 
Her dishevelled hair was moistened with sweat, her pillows with tears. She had woken up from a nightmare 
only to find to have woken into another. 
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"I'm stopping my meds", she declared after going through three more ordeals of strangled coughing in the 
nights. Her parents, having fruitlessly searched for the cause of her condition, could just nod affirmatively 
while secretly concluding that their daughter must be taken to a better doctor. "Those antibiotics are too strong 
for her", her father bellowed, "and they have triggered this." Her mother agreed, absently pouring coffee into 
her mug till it overflowed. 

Despite her weakness, she continued attending college. She knew that something was wrong with her, some-
thing that had turned medicines into poison, something that gnawed at her throat every few days, always a 
precursor to the fits of vicious suffocation. The fact she was still thankful about was that the painful minutes 
came calling only at night, the night that she now dreaded and passed almost awake, fitfully stirring on her bed 
until the light of dawn crept into her chamber, and only then she fell into a dreamless, painless sleep. 

The days passed, otherwise uneventful, and she took to studying more during the night to keep her awake and 
free from the laborious breathing. She slept all day, her parents panicking over her; she resolutely resumed her 
studies when the second semester in her college commenced. She consistently used inhalers now, but never 
fished out one from her bag before her friends, no matter how much she needed it. It was insane, let alone 
devoid of wisdom, but she was adamant. She hated ruining other people's fun by letting them know of her own 
illness. She hated to become a "party pooper", or so she said. 

IV 

"It's a veiy early stage, but there's plenty to be worried about", the physician in a white robe and gleaming 
rimmed glasses tapped the biopsy report with endless markings and notes of concern. The metastatic knob had 
already encircled her trachea and forced her into the cold, sterile ventilation chamber. The cancer had stopped 
spreading after sessions of emergency radiotherapy; apparently crouching to focus on the organ it wished to 
prey on next. "She must be taken to Mumbai immediately. The most advanced techniques and equipment at the 
Tata Cancer Research Institute will bring her back to normal life." "Normal life", she thought to herself, "which 
will not be normal at all in the truest sense of the word." 

It was cold. Colder than the wintry wind outside, dustily blowing across the streets. The mist outside swirled 
animatedly, and that within the chamber hung like a withered, pale tapestry, unmoving. Walking feebly to the 
window, she mused over the difference between a life supported on chemo, endless doses of white-hot burning 
rays, blood-stained handkerchiefs and the lonely white corridors of the hospital, and THE life that once was 
hers - the life that her friends still lived - of joy, sorrow, newfound love, exam stress, hang-outs, chocolates 
and...hope. She could hear a nearby church resonate with the voice of the choir that sang the same carols every 
year. Running a hand through her already thinning hair, she pressed her pale fingers against the cool blue glass 
of the closed panes, looking out to the rest of the world. Outside the stark white building that smelled of 
antiseptic, Christmas Eve melted into the night. 
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TIME TRAVELLING IN LITERATURE - A READER'S POINT OF VIEW 
Sumallya Mukhopadhyay, English, PGII 

A writer and a reader share a deeply complicated relationship. There is no denying the fact that every relation-
ship is a social construct and compared to a reader, the commonplace intelligentsia places a writer in a hierar-
chical position. Blessed with creative zeal, lacing word after word, a writer conjures images, assembling them 
in symmetry, inspiring a reader to the realm of imagination. This realm of imagination plays an interesting role 
in the writer-reader relationship. While imagination motivates a writer in the art of writing, a reader too takes 
refuge in imagination, delving deep into the art, deciphering means to understand and feel what is written 
before him. In short, imagination is the soul of art which fondles and caresses both a writer and a reader, thereby 
complicating their relationship, and as this complication aggravates, it aids us while reading to time travel to 
distant days of the past, imbibing literature with a timeless appeal. 

Imagination flies, connecting a sixteen year old boy, nestled in his small town Chuchurah which curls like a cat 
by the banks of Ganga, to his double in North Richmond Street in Joyce's Dublin. In an ambience hostile to 
romance, the boy yearns to go to a bazaar on the New Year to find a gift that completes his unrequited letters, 
only to be agonized by the strut and fret of laughing lips and inebriated faces. Suddenly aware, like Hamlet, that 
there are more things in heaven and earth that his adolescent philosophy can define, he observes the crowd, 
sketching pictures of aged fathers, staring from the balconies as their sons leave for the night; of the wretched 
beings, eagerly searching the plastics in waste bins to get an item, thrown away by someone because its New 
Year; of the ferries, generally moored in deserted stations, now jam-packed with people, where sleepy sailors 
seem active; of the barbers' endless scissor work, the sound of which will continuously vibrate the houses; of 
the old booksellers, trying their best to make people read and lurch their financial crisis in the process; of the 
dust-ridden children, jocundly running errands to beg; of the auto-drivers, hunting for passengers to church; of 
bus-rafen, busy striking fares for all; of the hotel-managers, shouting at their waiters to serve fast; of the street 
photographers, clicking photos for couples; of the man who sells cards, in the same spot, for the last three years; 
of the lights that adorn every worn-out building, in every street; of the commonplace tobacco smell outside 
cinema halls; of unremitting shrieks of bangles on the road; of controlled chaos outside the tea-stall; of the 
powerful whiff of toilets on crowded avenues; of the mothers carrying their children to pray at temples; of the 
fire crackers that finish only at midnight. Amid this symphony of sounds, he looks at his watch and the indiffer-
ent natural flow of time, gushing its way through everything, amazes him. The amazement influences him to 
shed off the innocence of his Malgudi days, and leaving behind the Rusty in him forever, he moves to a city 
where, as he had heard, nothing but joy surfaces. 

Painstakingly stuck to the relics of neon-stained tram lines, the city exudes a superficial air which clouds the 
eye in everyday irrational traffic. One has to borrow Eliot's imagery, without anxiety of influence, to pay heed 
to the families placed under streetlight, mocking the books that the readers buy from bookstalls while out for an 
evening promenade, after having a lemonade with their friends. Precisely, at that very moment, disturbed by a 
puckish smile as he reads Auden's poetry, he understands the message the city conveys- if you find a thing 
horrible, do not cling to it; if you find a thing beautifid, do not cling to it either. The sensation of this message 
is so overpowering, sublimating in streets flanked by houses, that everyone consciously chooses to negate it, 
thereby emphatically emphasizing one's presence. Just as decent literature juxtaposes form and content, simi-
larly the city and its people questioned each other, consummating an unparalleled passion. Well prepared with 
a face to meet other faces, he joins everyone, sensing the passion which drives the people, enlivening the city. 
Huniedly packing Dylan Thomas in his bag as he walks down a running tram, trying not to miss his morning 
class again, the receding cry of the tram, making its way through a normal day, inspires him to revert back to 
those days when everyone was enticed to burn down trams for an increment in ticket prize. Smiling to himself, 
he realizes that evei7one is driven by passion, and it is this passion for life which motivates Dylan Thomas to 
take the pen to write, and influences someone else to take to the streets. Hence, the more one is passionate, the 
more can one time travel, walking through words and sentences, meters and stanzas while reading his way 
through a water-clogged fruit market beside a railway station. In short, the literature of life lies in its passion. 
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THE POLITICS OF TIME 
Satyaki Majumdar ; UG III, Biochemistry 

As a student of biocliemistry, I find myself pondering on the semantics of life as we know it. My calling, as a 
student, is study. I ask myself, "Of what?" Thinking further, I realise that being a student at all entails the study 
of everything. Everything that we see, hear or feel reveals upon study the subtle machinations of life, and all 
forms of study involve having to look back, and thus all forms of study are histories, in and of themselves. 

An extremely common idea that we voice, in order to justify to ourselves the toil of education, is that we do it 
to better ourselves as human beings. I disagree, in that I believe the perusal of any information as an act of 
honouring and thus elevating the subjects in that text of information, which need not be words or images, 
literally printed on real or virtual paper. In support of my belief, I cite the notion that the value of anything we 
learn is in our choice to remember it. Our past exists only in our memory, and it exists because we choose to 
remember it. Innumerable people and species have dwelt on this earth, and we remember so few, partly be-
cause the accumulation of choices, in each generation that has preceded us, presents before us a perspective 
that contains the bias in each of these choices. Thus, we do not remember the Jews in Calcutta who went 
unreported in newspapers, or the Russian peasants living in the countryside in winter as Napoleon attempted to 
invade Russia. History has been the victor's version of events, laden with egoistic celebration of power and the 
feeling of possessing it, which we labelled greatness. More fundamental, however, is the fact that at every stage 
of this process, we chose the 'greater' side, the bits of information that made us feel better, for who would like 
to remember the Auschwitz as the personally justified campaign of a young, impoverished soldier, who felt 
wronged by the inequality of wealth after the first World War, and rose to dictatorial power in the second? 
Instead, we choose to remember the 'Great Dictator' as inherently evil, and the resultant genocide as tragic. 
How dispassionate and mean our choice seems, especially given the fact that we take upon ourselves the 
burden and the power of pronouncing judgement on other people, without pausing to consider every story that 
sheds light on the character! 

Science begs to differ, defending its unabashed inquiry into and acceptance of empirical fact with the separa-
tion of fact from perspective. Yet, in its attempt to do so, the process of scientific enquiry itself acquires a 
perspective that is devoid of emotional variance, and assumes the exalted position of wonder, at the sudden 
revelation of truth behind the machinations of nature, in the discovery of governing principles that explain the 
behaviour of all things, living or inanimate. This understanding is then turned to application in improving the 
human experience. So, in the end, science is unable to separate fact from perspective. The reasons for this are 
simple, and thus more profound. Fact cannot be separated from perspective, because the acknowledgement of 
anything as fact is predicated on the presence of an essentially human observer who testifies to its veracity, and 
thus renders the perspective inlaid into the fact. In acknowledging that we are citizens of India, we honour India 
by providing the assurance that she will be remembered, as a nation, not just as a portion of the earth. This idea 
might not boil down too well with nationalist notions of belonging, but the idea of belonging to anything 
acknowledges that which we belong to, in implying that it will be remembered. 

This predominance of granting recognition to subjects and objects by remembering them arises out of an 
instinctive fear - the fear of being forgotten, or worse, unremembered. Why, then are we afraid? I believe that 
is because we fundamentally perceive that the only thread that connects everything that we sense is time. The 
relative position that we accord to subjects in time determines the history that we choose to remember. Human 
beings cling to the hope of being remembered, because despite all our power and achievement, we understand 
that we cannot escape the conversation of Time. In this conversation, we talk to ourselves, or, if we are happier, 
to others. Thus we bind characters to ourselves, because the isolation of forgetfulness is too much to bear, and 
in realising that the conversation, like its participants, evolves, we acknowledge and thus participate in the 
politics of Time. 
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This participation also ensures that at every stage of the process, we look back, anxious to return to a moment 
or a state of happiness, where we are satisfied in our choice of memory. We crave happiness, and we attempt to 
immortalise joy in memory, because we recognise its impermanence, and we try to live every moment to the 
fullest. Yet, our memories never leave us, and at every instant, we stand, one foot in each world, the world of 
memory, and the world of the present. We enjoy this conflict, for it drives us to choose elements from both 
worlds in order to define the time that is to come. We feel empowered by these choices, for we live in the 
illusion that the order we choose will prevail in our future. Naturally, we are often brought to grief and disap-
pointment, because life does not proceed as we had hoped it would, and yet the sheer randomness of events, the 
coincidences in which they meet with, and the confusion in which they depart from our expectations, is amaz-
ing, and it fills me with wonder to perceive the sheer miracle that we live, each day. 

It is with this wonder that I realise that this year is slowly, but surely drawing to a close, and we have but a few 
minutes before the curtain falls. I must, quickly therefore, acknowledge the plethora of stories that I have been 
a part of, in this part of the universal web of energy as it snakes its way from star to star across the sky that we 
both see and do not. The degree of diminution that is given to me fills me with humility, in that I have witnessed, 
participated and contributed to this orchestra of life, where we each have a note to play, and our time flows by 
as we attempt to discover and produce this note. Not all of us succeed, and that is why we ignore those notes that 
we choose to reject because of our need for perfection. I am saddened to think, however, of those notes, half-
formed, or even completely different from their perceived goal, and I wonder, do they achieve recognition of 
their neglect in the silence between words, in the gaps between lines, in the spaces between people or in the 
distances between galaxies? Perhaps, it is time, for all of us, to appreciate the grey, in a pixelated, square world 
of black and white. 

A very merry Christmas, and a happy, new year. 
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TOWARDS A NEW SCIENCE 
Pranjal Rawat, Economics, UG III 

All of us, as students in the 21st Century, are in continuous dialogue with science and technology. There is no 
discipline today that has not undertaken radical transformation following the success of the hard sciences, 
namely physics and chemistry. The rules and methods, the statistical rigour, that are seen in the social sciences 
today, are deep-seated influences of the natural sciences. Social science often aspires to reach the high seat of 
certainty, the weight and the gravity that is associated with the word 'Science'. The process of 'Science', as 
observed to most people, even today, is that it follows the following procedure. 

First the scientist, takes a long hard look at his environment, quickly records a per-theoretical observation, and 
isolates certain 'objects' of interest. First a general law is proposed; say 'A causes B'. Second, the scientist then 
checks whether the behaviour of the objects 'A' and 'B', conforms to the stated law. If reality does conform to 
the stated law, then the law is deemed correct. This process is known as verification, and it attempts to affirm a 
general law, by checking if reality holds with the law. Not every statement can be verified, because not every 
object is observable, or directly observable; with the current tools at hand. The ability of statements to be 
verified then forms the basis for the demarcation of science from arts; of positive from normative; of objective 
from subjective. Scientific research is also expected to encourage rational and informed debate, and maintain a 
continuous dialogue between different or conflicting research programmes. Scientific theories are also ex-
pected to be consistent, i.e. use previously assembled tools, follow methodological guidelines and build on 
previous work. How well a theory plays with its predecessors, sometimes also influences its reception and 
appreciation. By these three efforts; to verify general laws, to maintain dialogue and to be consistent, we gener-
ate a form of continuity in the advance of knowledge and scientific understanding. 

To many people this procedure, largely defines 'Science', even today. And this form of science is characterised 
as positivism. This positivist science helped subvert natural resources, to the demands of men and in the modem 
era, became the foundation to commodity production. Scientific advances, not only initiated the first waves of 
globalisation (1850-), but were in turn propelled, and through hegemonic colonisers imposed upon the rest of 
the world. There they asserted themselves even in the remote comers of the world, pushing out, gradually, the 
older stmctures of 'primitive' knowledge. Even those perspectives, that had a more 'rational' and inquisitive 
character, were pushed out. However, today, within the subject of economics and even some of the core sci-
ences, the age of Positivism is drawing to a close. And now as the Post-Positivist age unfolds, the meaning of 
'Science' has been pulled into many directions. In order to summarise this transformation, we must look closely 
at the intellectual contributions of four cmcial interventions in the philosophy and history of science. 

Let us follow the work of three important philosophers, who brought into mainstream academic debate, three 
cmcial critiques that changed the way we think of science. 

The first major attack on this version of science was made by Austrian philosopher Karl Popper, who claimed 
that the condition of verification was a bad way to demarcate science and non-science. He claimed that in order 
for a theory to be recognised as scientific, rather than being verifiable it must be falsifiable, i.e. have the ability 
to be proved wrong, rather than be proved right. In the 'The Logic ofScientific Discovery' he gives a simple 
example: "no amount of observations of white swans can allow the inference that all swans are white, but the 
observation of a single black swan is enough to refute that conclusion". By repeated application of the falsifi-
cation principle,we are left with only those theories which have survived the onslaught of negation, and have in 
effect, 'not been disproved'. It was by the principle of falsification that Karl Popper, rejected Marxism, Freud-
ian psychoanalysis and a large part of Continental philosophy. For example, one of the more recent movements 
within Marxism is the field of Stmctural Marxism; its chief authority being French Philosopher Louis Althusser. 
It claims that the every process (labour, capital, knowledge), over-determines everything, or that everything 
causes ever>thing. Popper believed that such a perspective is not science, because it is not falsifiable, because 
it is much easier to justify and 'revise' such theories to fit political motivations. 
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The second wave of literature, was centred themselves around the work of American philosopher Thomas 
Kuhn, and his concept of paradigm. A paradigm is defined broadly as the unified perspective of science within 
researchers that encourages similar research methods and continuously influences the research interest as well. 
For Kuhn, it becomes equally important to observe the sociology of science, the effect of social conditions of 
researchers, upon scientific development. Generally, there exist two kinds of science within a paradigm- nor-
mal science and revolutionary science. Normal science is the gradual, incremental and linear advance of knowl-
edge by application of already established scientific tools. This form of 'problem solving', is abruptly ended by 
the advent of revolutionary science. As revolutionary science proceeds, the most basic assumptions are chal-
lenged and there occurs a paradigm shift. For example, we observe the radical change in the discipline of 
linguistics when Noam Chomsky redefined the basic principles of language. There are many other examples in 
the history of science; in the history of physics for instance we find many paradigms- from Copernicus' 
Heliocentricity, Newtonian Mechanics, Einstein's relativity and Quantum Mechanics. We should note that, at 
the same instance of time, there may exist several overlapping paradigms, few dominant and the large many 
dominated. Dialogue between paradigms, is certainly unlike dialogue within a paradigm, and there may unin-
tended interpretation. Kuhn, claims that this is the reason why thedialogue between, say a Cultural Historian 
with say, a Political Historian, is bound to be difficult. Since a Cultural Historian writes history from a 'subjec-
tive' interpretation of literature, while a Political Historian writes history using the chronology of major politi-
cal events and figures; they cannot enter into dialogue very easily, as they differ in methodology. 

The third critique was provided by Paul Feyerabend, the Austro-American philosopher. He declares war on 
fixed rules and universal principles like verification and falsification. In his treatise Against Method, he points 
that every scientific perspective makes certain assumptions, and in time we must recheck these assumptions. 
For example, there is little or no empirical data for 'Diminishing Marginal Returns' in the short and middle run. 
Since, no set of assumptions have proven to be universally applicable, we must concede that scientific progress 
is not limited to any single perspective and that 'anything goes'. Myth and science, overlap in many areas, and 
we thus cannot hold established theories as gold standards. The mjrths that we take for granted in science cannot 
be justified, and this implies doubt regarding our integrity and dedicated to scientific endeavour. Major break-
throughs and landmark scientific advances have arrived precisely when researchers did not follow the same 
methodological routes. The consistency condition, earlier mentioned assures rigid methodological principles 
and demarcation devices, and instead of eliminating theories that do not comply with facts, ends up eliminating 
those that do not comply with pre-existing theories. By advocating methodological anarchism, we retain the 
healthy skepticism over pre-existing theories, but also are skeptical about how science dismisses primitive or 
ancient philosophy. Methodological anarchism opens up a wealth of literature, from Ancient Jain Philosophy 
and the tales of modem-day Africa (the tales of Anansi the spider), to scientific consideration. Feyerabend 
argues that Science has not convinced anyone through pure reason; it has at times, used myths, fairy-tales and 
irrational leaps of faith to cover its grounds. Not only must we be vary of older theories, but we must also be 
vaiy of facts. No theory in the world can explain every fact, and moreover since our subjective biases determine 
which facts must 'necessarily be explained' and which 'need not be explained', we tend to be biased against 
theories that may explain facts which we do not consider valuable enough. Accepted theories are then, are 
mostly, successful only fi-om the point of view of the scientists; for other people they might be irrelevant. 

The fourth and most prominent critique has come from the young research programme of 'Qitical Science 
studies' that was launched by Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer in the eariy 1990's. Their landmark text The 
Leviathan and the AirPump, placed the 'experiment' under scrutiny. They showed using a criticaldissection of 
the debates concerning scientific method in the 16th Century that it was not genius or reason that led the 
scientific community to select Boyle's experimental method over Hobbes' everyday natural philosophy, but 
rather politics. They claim, that since science as self-reflexive modernism, is after all a human product, the role 
of political motivation drives research and even, controversially, reasoned agreement. For them the question is 
not about disagreement, but rather agreement. Why did scientific knowledge take upon this particular path? An 
explosion of research in this field, especially through Bruno hatoufsScience in Action, we see that the core 
institution of modernity. Science, is now open to an even deeper 'scientific' analysis. 
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Whoever could believe that the skyscraper of Science, could have weak foundations? For we have to recognise, 
that science is an intellectual structure, clearly dependent upon the material and cultural conditions. Not only 
can it transform itself from inside, though scientific dialogue and debate, but it also transforms through external 
events via politics, social change and economics. It also transforms itself though irrationality, myth, prejudice; 
things that are harder to understand. Ultimately, the deeper we dig into science, we realise it is only but a 
perspective. A potentially better perspective, than religion, yet a perspective all the same. 
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OF THE DOG-EARED AND THE NEGLECTED 
FAND OF THE INCREDIBLE RUBBISH1 

Agniva Roychowdhury, Physics, UG-II. 

'The shops are full of incredible rubbish. But what you really need can't be found any more.' 
Allemagne 90 NeufZero (1991), Jean-Luc Godard. 

It has seen blood running on sun-lit tram lines and warm kisses of lost sweethearts; it has heard deafening 
revolvers and the sip of an afternoon coffee. It saw us when we were alive. 

As the country is ready to splurge on a brand new edition of some 'Half-Girlfriend', there lies at a specific 
comer on College Street, a wet and old copy of a Sholokhov. It looks at the world through a pin-hole, perhaps 
dreaming of a two-legged name on its first page. But the front shrieks out 'Dan Brown'm bold letters, a 
wonderful cover and a wonderful book. They sell brilliantly, at 100,150,200 and what not! But the Sholokhov 
hasn't seen the sun for many years. 

If one ever chances upon College Street, one would fairly be able to discern around hundred signboards from 
a distance: 'JEE' written with neat handwriting on them, stall number, and all. And book-keepers greeting you 
with a smile. Down in the lane by the Calcutta University second gate, a number of stalls line the footpaths. In 
one of them, you would find an old man, bald and spectacled, surrounded by several bags-on-backs, guarding 
his little array of treasures. He possesses some of the best and the oldest tomes available within many kilome-
ters ' radius in the city. But they come to him for their curriculum: 
And for weeks, months and years, a leather-bound Dorothy Wordsworth sits on the highest shelf beside him, 
devoured by moths, and serving as shelter for spiders. It perhaps belonged to a school library or was gifted to 
someone's beloved on their birthday. 

[And then there are always the exorbitant rates. I can recall a book-keeper asking 600 for a Dover Kinetic 
Theory of Gases, and then, by noticing the rebellion in my face, he had looked the other side and had come back 
with 300. And all these had happened in around five seconds or so]. 

They have stories of their own; stories of happiness and of heartbreaks, of friendships and of tears, and of 
revolution. But there is not one willing to listen to them. 

'May life share its many blessings with you..' 

A time, I fear, shall come, when we will no more understand the value of the rare. All the moth-eaten Penguins 
and the Radugas would go away with the garbage truck, with stories to tell. And on one lost night, one would 
look on and on in old deserted by-lanes of this city, for something one needs, but shall only find a handful of 
'Steps to MEET' kissing the dead footpath. 

And now, as prices have reached sky-high, ironically, the quality of the more popular [English] Literature 
circulated in India is going straight down. There is a bookstore in Park Street, which people, if I am not 
mistaken, call the 'Oxford Bookstore'; big name, big books, big prices. I found Godard's post-Cold-War 
'incredible rubbish' here. 

If one is to hope, it can only be a Flipkart or an Amazon, (although not for rare classics) for reasons obvious to 
book-buyers. 

But sodium lamps shall shine no more on 'LIFE: Paris' and I won't get an Alistair Maclean at twenty rupees. 
Only the wind of a certain storm shall blow out dimly lit candles. 
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^tlf^c^ ^sfrtti c ^ cvtib^ic^i wtl^ iff ÎT^R:̂  ^ I t c ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ f f i 

t ^ ^ ^ ^^sTftc^r ^ ^sitsfti ^ ^ OP̂ KO 

F l ^ CFtU'l̂  'iTsfR >i1<lllii'l C^WlC^ ' ' l l ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^Sftt^ ^ 

l^iffl ^ ^ ^ ŜTTSÛ  (Tit 'o^JfR^ •5IO ^frsjcTl W l t W l H 

^ ^ f l l w i ' W ^ ^ T ^ v f l l ^ 

^ Qtl̂ US'̂ Q C ^ ŝiTTt̂  C^PfC^ ^ ^ 
c ^ w ^ ^̂ QT, ^ c w r ^ c ^ o i t 

fe to ^ ^ ^ ^sfCT^ TOW to ^ ^ t ^ ^ 

c<l9c?l "SrHjl 

^ viit c^f^c^i w ^ w i t w^r CT^ ^ ^ ^c-^^^ilf^ fei, 

c < i i ^ t i ^ i o i ^ ' ^ i i t ^ ^ s r r s i i i j p w r i Ret? c ^ l ^ ^ p i f l 
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'Gitanjali'-Co ^ g l ^ t i : ^ d t - W / 

^srf^stM, 

IhSHll^ 

^ ^ f u g ^ ^ t o c f c r ^^^ ^ ^ 

'Gitanjali: Song Offerings' - i l ^ ^^^j^st^st^:^! 

'Gitanjali'-C^ 'A collection of prose translation' ^ ^ f f ^ ^ C ^ 

W C i ^ - g i t B I n ^ ^ t 'Gi tanja l i ' -C^^?^ ^ • ^ f ^ s ^ ^ t ^ ST^tl^ 

^^ «1T9l%JI 'Gitanjali'-C^ ^sit^ b S ^ ^^ W "sjt;? 

^ 'Translation is a type of drawing after life---' I ^ C ^ C^'^^f^ 

w t ^ w r ^ ^SfHl̂  T^ t îRT^ ^ ^ 'Main Language' ^ 'Target Language', ^ n ^ 

g R ^ '^w?! f ^ ^ ^ ^ R ^ i m ^ ^ r 

ŝRisiw ^ a f t e ^ ii^rc^ s i N l w c ^ vfii:^ ^ C^MC^ 

v s i ^ i t ^ w f e c ^ to C^PTC^ m , w m ^ N i : ^ c ^ 

'Gitanjali: Song Offerings' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

C W t ^ ^Utf^HF f̂ tC^C^H C^i^ WITT ^ CKTOT ^ 

ci?c.?iw ^ R w i ^ "SR ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ ^ "SIR ^ ^ c ^ ^ G P W 

^TW C W ^ ^ F R ^ ^PTSUTT 

'All that is harsh and dissonant in my life melts into one sweet harmony - and my adoration 

spreads wings like a glad bird on its flight across the sea' (Gitanjali, 2) I W W 

W t M c w fe" ^si^jff^ c ^ c ^ 

w m , ^ ^ f ^ l M ^ ^ ^ ^ 'I know not how thou singest, my 

master! I ever listen in silent amazement' (G.3) I ^ f^ t l^ (Tit ^ W l ? ^siPlKW ^OI^l 
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mm cwr m c ^ i f ^ wc^ ^^m ^ ^ ^ sa^, 'piuck this uuie 

flower and take it, delay not! I fear lest it droop and drop into the dust' (G.6) I 

^ v s f l R j ^ c ^ ^ ^ w i f w eit^ ^rt^j?^ ^ f ^ i i ^ c ^ s^ t^ ^ to 

m ^ s ^ ^ l ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ C^^W^I c w ^ TO f t W r W E 

^Ic^ 'My poet's vanity dies in shame before thy sight. O master poet, I have 

sat down at thy feet' (G.7) I ^ f e M ^sflW f̂fW l̂T, "SJW^ ^sifc^ ^ C^ 

il'̂ tliT C ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C W s t f l ^ ^ ^ ^ ' M o t h e r , 

it is no gain, thy bondage of finery, if it keep one shut off from the healthful dust of the earth, if it rob 

one of the right entrance to the great fair of common human life' (G.8) I 

>r5[tw wt? w c ^ ^ ^ (M^ ^^itei (Tfc^ c ^ ^siWsf TO c^ 
CW51? ̂ ^ CTlT̂  Ft̂ T kil'siWW t ^ 'O fool, to try to carry thyself upon thy 

own shoulders!' (G.9) I WtWlFT -sftl̂ ^ C ^ 

^ ^ ^ s t t ^ ^ ^ ^ C ^ w t ^ C'FttR, '•••where live the 

poorest, and lowliest, and lost.' (G.IO) I ^ ^h^lR C^tc^ ^ C ^ C W m 

C W t ^ e f ^ ^ ^ l W , 'Meet him and 

stand by him in toil and in sweat of thy brow.' (G.ll) I 

^ W ^ ^ ^ c ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

^ ^ ^ ^ CWl^ W W ^ ^ ^ ^ H W W B 'The song that I 

came to sing remains unsung to this day' (G. 13) I ^ ^ ^siMwIk ^ 

^ TIN CT 

many and my ery is pitiful, but ever didst thou save me by hard refusals- • •' (G. 14) I 

T, 'I am here to sing thee songs. In 
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this hall of thine I have a corner seat.'{G.15) I 

have had my invitation to this w/orld's festival, and thus my life has been blessed.' (G.16) I 

PwC^TiJ^ P^I '̂̂ l'jilW * vSTRif) ^ ^ W t CTO tesH CV5lMli$l î Tl ^ 'I^Rt ^ ^ 

W l ^ ^ W l t ^ , 'I am only 

waiting for love to give myself up at last into his hands.' (G.17) I 

^ w^lipft^ ŴTFI ^ "̂ It?!̂ ! C ^ 'ilWSf, 'I keep 

gazing on the far away gloom of the sky, and my heart wanders wailing with the restless wind.' 

CW51W ̂  (71^ ̂ rWt ^o^US ^ ^ ŝ̂ tc ,̂ ^ ^ t w 'The moming will surely 

come, the darkness will vanish, and thy voice pour down in golden streams breaking through the sky.' 

(G.19) I g t ^ ^ ^sptl^, ^ R ^ ^ Cil^l^vst, W ipim ^ ^JlW 

5T5IRR, ^ t^ tC^ , C ^ ^ 'Oh my only friend, my best beloved, the 

gates are open in my house - do not pass by like a dream.' (G.22) I ^ ^ ^ 

^ C ^ C ^ W W ^ ^ ŜltĈ T, ' • • - where lies thy path!' (G.23) I 

•̂PWH ' • • -renew his life like a flower under the cover of the kindly night.' (G.24) I 

vsii*ii(.ii<i ^ i r a r f e t c ^ 

^ ^^Tlt f ^ - f e H f •TO ^ W f , 'He came and sat by my side but I woke 

not. What a cursed sleep it was, O miserable me!' (G.26) I "SR ^ 

'Ah, death were better by far for thee.' (G.27) I 

^ ^^s r t i : ^ c^ ^otus^ ^sit^ c^ P t ^ t̂ l̂ ^ ^ ^ ii^ 

C r o t C ^ , ' • - -I have not the heart to sweep away the tinsel that fills my room.' (G.28) I f l ' H^lW 
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^ I f f R w i ^sitfw 'w:^ w ^ ^ 

' • • • sight of my true being.' (G.29) I 

^ ^ ^ TTStl f l f l i l S ^ ^ 'He is my own little self.' (G.30) ( 

not thee in my prayers, if I keep not thee in my heart, thy love for me still waits for my love.' (G.32) I 

^SlfSltU^ -SJ^ -51^ 'SIK^ % f I ^ wt^ "snw^ ^ ^ 

^ ^ ^ 'I find they break into my scared shrine, strong and 

turbulent, and snatch with unholy greed the offerings from God's altar.' (G.33) I "SfNt̂  CWf ^ 

Fl̂ T fef^ •STĈ  ^itsjift ^ c ^ i ^Co Fl̂ T 'Let only that little be 

left of me whereby I may name thee my all.' (G.34) I ^^ WtTf̂ ltTT c f e ^ ^ ^Il^f^^ 

T ^ f e im ^srptiTi vfî  %Tr « ^tsrtfRi ^ ^ 

^ ^ '•••where the old tracks are lost, new country is revealed with its wonders.' 

(G.37) I ( T l t W f S t T ^ f ^ ^ t ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ t ^ ' s j f T O 

^ B P i ^ 'I want thee, only thee - let my heart repeat without end.' (G.38) I 

^STSl^ ^UiimK^ W t ^ , '•••thou holy one, thou wakeful, come with thy light and thy thunder.' 

(G.39) I 

^ ^ "SIFR-S^t^ 'Who knows when the chain will be off, and the boat, like the 

last glimmer of sunset, vanish into the night?' (G.42) I i l ' ^ ^ W ^ ^ C^ 

^ S f O T 'He comes, 

comes, ever comes.' (G.45) I 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ « ^ c ^ T ^ ^ ^ ^ c w ^ c ^ f F w P i t 

^ ^ 'I know not from what distant time thou art ever coming nearer to me.' 
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(G.46) I CT^ t̂tC ,̂ C ^ ^^^tMl^ t ^ M?[T C¥T fe^ ^aCW 

'You came down from your throne and stood at my cottage door.' (G.49) I t ^ C ^ 

c^ ^ i !^ "^Bum f^sT ^ f S ^ ^ c^irsi^ ŝitc îif x s i : ^ ^it^i ct ^ ^I twr c^ 

'O thou lord of all heavens, where would be thy love if I were not?' (G.56) I 

ij-SR ̂  ^ e f , ^ i l ^ ^ ^ C^ ' • • -all the strains of joy mingle in my last song- • •' (G.58) I 

^ ŝfiiptf T i ^ ^ ^ ^sTc^ " s j m ^ S r o i : ^ ^ ^ v f i ^ i i ^ ^ 

W i f W , '•••my heart has touched thy feet.' (G.59) I ^ t ^HR ^ ^ C^ 

^ w , f ^ ^ <ljf^<l CWf W t ^ l ^ 'Thou 

hast made me known to friends whom I knew not.' (G.63) 1 CTt f ^ ^ ^ C ^ fesf^ 

^If 'Thou givest thyself to me in love and then feelestthine 

own entire sweetness in me.' (G.65) I ^ C ^ ^ C^sj^ 

^ C ^ -sjt ̂ t ^ W TR f̂sf ^ ^ m C ^ '5tfiT, ̂  ^ ^ 'She who ever had 

remained in the depth of my being-•• will be my last gift to thee, my God, folded in my fmal song.' 

(G.66) I 

f ^ ^ ^ e f i R>fiGiw<] ^ 

v£lt ^ W ] C^l ^̂ ^ ̂ ^̂  W-Sl C ^ S T O ^ 'Is it 

beyond thee to be glad with the gladness of this rhythm?' (G.70) I W i f ^ ^ 

^ ^ fem, 'It is time that I go to the stream to fill my pitcher.' (G.74) I 

^src^rtw ^ w i t w t t F i l ^ c ^ ^ ^ r ^ M cwr ^ i i i ^ 

^ c w ^ " ^ f ^ w w t ^ gtnt^, ^ c w f ^ s j f t ^ C5tr 

W ^ ^ H ^ s f J ^ ^ g t W , 'I stand not 

where thou comest down and ownest thyself as mine, there to clasp thee to my heart and take thee as 
my comrade.' (G.77) I 
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' j f i t i s 

not my portion to meet thee in this my life then let me ever feel that I have missed thy sight- • •' (G.79) I 

^ ^ ^ I ^ C J r t - s j I ^ ^ c ^ ^ , 'I shall weave a chain 

of pearls for thy neck with my tears of sorrow.' (G.83) I CWft^ ^ C^U^ vsrtsft^ 

'It is this overspreading pain that deepens into loves and desires, into sufferings and joys-••' (G.84) I 

vst̂ T̂̂  ^ R f e , ^ t ^ ^ - J t ^ ^ R w i wm ^ S ^ ^R^lw mt 

^ cbGf^sii wfw^ ' s r ^ CT^ WkCTW f^i^ij ^ 

C^MTT, 'Where the warriors marched back again to their master's hall where did they hide their 

power? (G.85) I C®T C'lR^ C^^t^ W i S f ^ W ^ ^ "JĴ JĈ P 

^ Wt^^, W f iTWW Ctf̂ TlT ^ ^ 'Oh, I will set before my guest the foil 

vessel of my life--•'(G.90) I fi^w 

^Z^ ^ C^Wl^i i l t ^ f l M ^ ^sn^ , 'O thou last folfihnent of life, 

Death, my death, come and whisper to me!' (G.91) I ^tR^ ^ ^ vSitW, W 

'My whole body and limbs have thrilled with his touch who is beyond touch; and if the 

end comes here, let it come - let this be my parting word.' (G.96) I 

t ^ g f f f ^ ̂  C ^ n ^ C ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C ^ C ^ I t ^ ^^ t^Rl^ C ^ m , 'The world with eyes bent 

upon thy feet stands m awe with all its silent stars.' (G.97) I ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ C ^ 

^ ^ f e (TJUS m « ^ ^ ^ ^ -SR^, 

f ^ ^ ^ ^ R U S T ^ ŜIW ^ '•••I am eager to die into the 

deathless.' (G. 100) I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 'It 

was my songs that taught me all the lessons I ever leamt; they showed me secret paths---' (G.lOl) I 

^ ^ CT -snrir ^ ^ 

'In one salutation to thee, my God, let all my senses spread out and touch this world at thy feet- - - let all 

my life take its voyage to its eternal home in one salutation to thee.' (G.103) 
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^ 3 5 T # ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 T W S j f t o ^ % fpTcr ^ ^ ^ 

3 T W ^ ^ 3tt 2JT, ?ir ^ 

^ ^ 8 J T ^ ^ - q f E T # ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ FW fifW 1 ^ 

cfr X?^ OT ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ I 

# cit ^ ^ 3TR?T ^ 

^ ^ t ^ ^ f rsi'Hc+ii ^ 3 T ? r r - q H r ^ T T I ^ ^ 

j j f - ^ F T f ? ^ a t after jm ^ ' m JTtt ^ ^ ^ arom" ^ q r ^ 1 t 

^ sTi^ ^fr ̂  c f ^ f I ilf q r | f ^ ^ arrsr ^ 4MM §iR?r # 

arra" 3PR ^ ar^ira" ^ ^ p M % ^ r m ^ FW 

?fr ^ ^ after ^ f s f f m t ^ # w eft ^ 3 ^ ^ter^ ^ ififr i 

an^r ^ A F'T ^ntSr aftr s m i t e o 
JTRg^TT ^ ^ ^ 1 

i W a f t r ^ f p T X T ^ qft^r fJ^ ^ ^ j n t t ^ R q i 

^ Ti^ ^ aftr s r^ f t^ q r OÎ RTT I T?^ aftr ^ ^ o 
^ ^ r r a i ^ f , ^sr^r w ji^ fpTrr g r % foUr ^ ^ ST^ f 

^Jl^t c R ^ % ^cPWr ^ tildldl ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ fST % feJ^ 

f t S ^ ^RFfrr? # ^ ^ft ^ 1 ^ a J R T ^ ^ sllcjokl 3ft ?3T t ^ ^ 

3qRH 3TFTST" I ^ T ^ §ft ^ 3PR ^ % fpTTT ^ ^RSff 

^ ^ ^ q w ^̂ ĵRnr t ^ ^ ^ ^ f j i" arrft 3TRr 

^s^ ^FcTT s t o ^ qs i f - fp tenf , ^ f?nr w^fHf^ q^^- fe te r^ 

# 3 ^ ^ ^ % fpTir ^F^ft ^ 1 3 m 

% ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p̂ft ^ ^ft 3RtT % TnsraHT ^ 

Ol-IMI ^ 3ft 3nft t ^ ^ ^f r I" i 3TPT ̂  fST SPTF ^T W ^ 
^ t ^ s t o ^ 

ai t^chH^ Mfô  1 F T T ^ ^ srff feHT ^ ^ 

q r ^ I r̂icT ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

f i y ^ q r ^ i F f i - q a r t ^ ^ ^ a i R T r a r q ? r ^ I " i I c T s i r ^ 

^ ^ % foUf ^ p f e n f q t w -Hi-HHi qfsn; 3 p t t wu^ qfctsr ^ eft 

^ ^ ^ g n g r ^ R ' c h d aft ^ q^qti^ 3TT3r aft 3TPOTr ^ s f t p f t ^ ; ^ 

arq^fr ciST-sRw-Q r̂ f ^ |IT f 1 3ToTrar F3=nt w i ^ ^ 
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3 5 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 t o TOT ^ Ht ^ifr 31^17 3flT JT^T 

^ 3 T R ^ a r p t ^ ^ ^ a t t r ? 3 = r # > R i w d i - i J w 

Jpff ^ xTcRT 13WR" lOTRT ^ 3FRr 3TRt?t TĤ  f̂t SRCf ŜT 
Tifra* awra" oTiqoi ^ ^̂ ĉTT ̂ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ f 13wr ^ ?rwir o 

yrflcT S" ch" ^ foH? ^ g j ^ tiii^ii eKi1R> ^ i w -̂H^ Ĵ t 

^ ^ f^ f t l^rtlcii t I 

-Wlrl* - cjcft^rg^ 
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Music in Colour-
AdritaBanerjee; Economics; UGIII 
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if'?' 

Sunset — 
Nazma Khatoon; Hindi; UG III 
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YEAR EDITOR 
1914-15 PramathaNath Banerjee 
1915-16 Mohit Kumar Sen Gupta 
1916-17 Mohit Kumar Sen Gupta 
1917-18 Saroj Kumar Das 
1918-19 Amiya Kumar Sen 
1919-20 M a h m o o d Hassan 
1920-21 Phiroze E. Dustoor 
1921-22 Shyama Prasad IViookherjee 

BrajakantaGuha 
1922-23 Uma Prasad Mookherjee 
1923-24 Subodh Chandra Sen Gupta 
1924-25 Subodh Chandra Sen Gupta 
1925-26 Asit Krishna Mukherjee 
1926-27 Humayun Z.A. Kabir 
1927-28 Hirendranath Mukherjee 
1928-29 Sunit Kumar Indra 
1929-30 TaraknathSen 
1930-31 BhabatoshDutta 
1931-32 AjitNath Roy 
1932-33 Sachindra Kumar Majumdar 
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Pradip Kumar Das 
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1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 

1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-81 
1981-82 

1982-83 
1983-84 

1984-85 

1985-86 

1986-87 

1987-88 1988-89 

1989-90 

1990-92* 

1992-93 

Amiya Kumar Sen 
Ashok Kumar Chatterjee 
AsokeSanjoyGuha 
KetaklKushari 
GayatriChakravarty 
Tapan Kumar Chakravarti 
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Pranab Kumar Chatterjee 
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AbhijitSen 
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Rudrangshu Mukherjee 
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Sugato Bose 
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Debasis Banerjee 
Somak Ray Chaudhury 
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SudiptaSen 
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No Publication 
Brinda Bose 
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Subha Mukherjee 
ApurbaSaha 
No Publication 
AnindyaDutta 
SudhasatwaBandyopadhyay 
Abheek Barman 
AmitenduP?lit 
AdrishBiswas 
Jayanta Ray 
ShiladityaSarkar 
Debraj Bhattacharya 
PathikritSengupta 
No Publication 

DevendraNath Banerjee 
Subal Das Gupta 
DebakiNandanMondal 
Tapan Kumar Lahiri 
RupenduMajumdar 
AshimChatterjee 
Ajoy Kumar Banerjee 
Alok Kumar Mukherjee 

PritisNandy 
BiswanathMaity 
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RebantaGhosh 

Rudrangshu Mukherjee 
SwapanChakravarty 
Suranjan Das 
Paramita Banerjee 

GautamBasu 

BanyaDutta 

SubrataSen 

ChandrayeeNiyogi 

JayitaGhosh 

SachitaBhowmik 

Debashis Das 

PrantikMitra 
ChandraniMajumdar 
SanjoyChakraborty 
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1993-95* SoumyaSundarMukhopadhyay 
Arjun Deb Sen Sharma 
DebanujDasgupta 
Santanu Das 

1995-96 SanjoyChakraborty 
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1996-98* Bodhisattva Kar 
Anirban Mukherjee 
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AnandaSankar Roy 
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Arijit Bhattacharya 

Raja Bhattacharya 
AshishPathak 

1998-
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Riddhi Shankar Ray 
Lincoln Roy 
Ashok Kesari 
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Sapna Gupta 
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2001-02 ArjunChatterjee 
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2002-03 RiyaBhattacharjee 
Shatarupa Banerjee 
Shibaprasad 
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Shubro Bhattacharya 

2003-04 No Publication 
2004-05 Devapriya Roy 
2005-06 ArkaChattopadhyaya 

KausikBaisya 
2006-07 SharmishthaGhosh 
2007-08 AvIshekGhoshal 

Sharmishtha Roy 
2008-09 AniteshChakraborty 

Sreecheta Das 
Dinanath Singh 

2009-10 SucharitaSen 
2010-11 Soumi Mukherjee 

Lincoln Roy 

AtinGhosh Roy 

Abheek Banerjee 

Vivek Shaw 
PriyankarDey 
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SoumikGhosh 

SoumikSaha 

ArumoyChatterjee 
ArindamSingha 
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